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PRICK FIVE VESTS,

Forerunners of Christmas

Impossible now'

Al

FRONT OF U. S. MINT
GET

aiding

SHOOT GUARD IN
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Tuesday, December 19, 1922
1STEADY-MDVIN- G
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RESULTS-HOOPE-

Firm Cannot Discuss or
Consider a Loan Until the
Reparations Question Is
Disposed Of

lnnn to

question was

set-

'

Police expect to be aided In their
search for the bandits by the fact
that one apparently the leader
was shot seriously, if not mortally,
by a government guard on duty at
the mint as ho turned to fire a
final volley- nt the guards as the
bandit car sped away from the
A speeding
Si.eno ot the holdup.
automobile
carrying seven men,
two .wearing masits and one drooping over the edge of tho machine,
bleeding profusely, was reported to
police as having been seen speeding
northward out of tin. city shortly
after the robbery. Police riot cars
hnve been dispatched in pursuit of
this car.
Sensational Holdup
Denver police unhesitatingly declared following the robbery that
it was tho largest and unquestion
ably the most sensational daylight
noiuup ever siageu in uomrauu.
All patrolmen and detectives of the
local police department have been
armed with riot guns and are being
nssisted in the search by county
'

and federal authorities.
The disregard of the bandits for
human life marks the robbery, according to police, as one of the
oddest in police annals. 'With

sawed-of-

f

shotguns,

two

of tho

bandits bombarded the front door
of the mint as they leaped from
t'ifty employes
their automobile,
of the mint, summoned by an
alarm bell, seized shot guns and
rushed to the doors and windows
of the mint, shooting at the bandits, who returned their fire and
at tho same timo proceeded to load
the fifty packages of currency into
their own car.
Fusillades of Shot
Fusillades of shots ripped their
way through buildings across the
street from tho mint and spat
the
against tho granito walls of and
mint building as the guards
bandits exchanged shots.
The four members of the federal reserve bank crew engaged
in the transfer of the funds, consisting of J. K. Olson, cashier of
the bunk, C. T. Linton, J. Adams
and William Havenor, had just
left tho entrance of the mint and
were walking toward their own
car. standing near the curbing
when another oar containing the
bandits drove up alongside ot tho
bank truck.
According to witnesses, two or
three men carrying guns leaped
from the ear, and with a shout of
"l(ands up", opened fire on the
reserve bank employes. The shooting attracted the attention of
guards within the entrance of the
mint who sounded the alarm to
other employes inside and then
rushed out upon tho steps of the
government building opening fire
on the bandits.
Linton, according to information
obtained by the police after questioning ot several eye witnesses,
attempted to throw the money
into the grilled back compartment
ot the reserve truck at the command and was shot by the leader
Ho fell to the
of the bandits.
pavement but managed to crawl
to the sidewalk where ha lay during the fight.
Linton Dies at a Hospital
After the escapo of the high-

waymen Linton was removed to
Ihe county hospital, where he died
at 1:10 o'clock this afternoon
without regaining consciousness.
Employes
and government
guards at the mint were afraid to
shoot at the bandits for fear they
might 'kill members of tho reserve bank truck crew.
The work of transferring the
currency from the guards to their
own car completed, the bandits,
amid a rain of bullets from
guards in the second story of the
mint, reentered their car aim
sped eastward on Colfax avenue
toward the civic center.
As tho car was speeding away
the leader of the highwaymen,
standing on the running board of
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Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by .the university:
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taking a morn active part in
Kuropean'econoniio nffairs and theDec.
Washington,
IS. Adhiet. coirieidenco of Chancellor Baldment of tho reparations dispute ftn and the nierlean ambassador,
between London and Paris is the Lieorge Harvey, being In Wasliing-to- n
crux of the European
at the same time, but today the
in the
American viewpoint, astangle,
stated here British press neems rather reluctonight on competent
tantly realizing that the large
Talk of any American loanauthority.
to Ger- - hopes of American participation In
vwi!,
as
uevcriueu
tale un (bp. rpllmvi tlnnu n iiemt Inn n nil tllA
....mj
til
such an adjustment had been possibility ot a loan to Germany
made.
,
aro little more than an
aa aiso maoe clear that the! air castlo built upon very imposing
slender
question ot allied war debts to the foundations and that speculation
United States is not viewed in has traveled
in
advance
verj; far
Washington as involved in tho
of the facts.
differences as to the
leu

...

'

Anglo--

French

amount Germany can Dav. Hevmui
this, official spokesmen refused to1 SIR GILBERT PARKER
go, In outlining what tho YVash- TO REST IM PRESCOTT
in'
ington
government
had
mind.
There was no hint asi
me purposes or pVogress of
ee. IS.
Sir
Prescott. Ariz.,
informal discussions with allied Gilbert Parker, noted Kngllsh auloaders which have been indicated thor and
publicist, who has recentboth here and abroad to bo under ly concluded
a lecture tour in
way. No answer was returned to America, arrived in Prescott today
inquiries as to whether Germany for a two months' rest before rehad again sought American interto lxndon.
vention in the reparations diffi- turning
Tho writer, who has visited the
culty.
state
numerous times in the past,
With the field of speculation
he was "considering coming to
thus narrowed, however, it was said
Arizona to settlo down." His motevident in unofficial talks
ive, ho said,' was to escape taxation
that administration hopes today
that in Knglund
which is becoming
American influence can aid In the
European situation were quite gen- "prohibitive."
erally believed to be based on pos- CARLES SYMPATHY MESSAGE
sibilities that may be seen of
Dec. 18. A mesWashington,
British
and French
bringing
to the acting
thought into harmony ns to Ger-- i sage of sympathy
and
people of Poland was
many's present eeonomln nlicht president
cabled
President
by
today
and capacity to pay. Since time
Harding,
lacks for any lengthy process of expressing the sincere condolence
examination on that point before! of tho United States government
ueiore expiration of the morato at the "atrocious murder of his exrium January is. thero wns n ten cellency. Gabriel Narutowlsz," presdency to believe that the Washing- ident of Poland.
ton government had some hope of
ciusms ut lease a aetay in the defi
nite action ny f ranco. after that
time, pending further lieht. from
recognized expert authorities.
In this connection. It In
that in some diplomatic
an impression nrcvallsi ihxtquarters
Amn. 2
OF
lean nartlClDatlnn In enmn fn.n,
'when the council of premiers re- sumes its sessions in Purls January 2. is to be expected. The ex
pectation appeared to be based on
the conclusion
that the council
meeting would r.ffond natural and
logical opportunity for a statement
of American views.
Are Alleged to Have AbPresumably,
is not
Germany
sconded With $5,000
but
only willing,
anxious that the
Washington government
join in
Some
the discussion of reparations. It
Saturday
was also indicated in Paris and
Not Given
Names
Night;
London this month,
before
the
council of premiers met, that an
Puebio, Colo., Pee. IS. Polico
American representative to sit With
the premiers, officially or unoffi- aro seeking two employes ot the
First National Hank of tills city,
cially, would he acceptable.
So far as the proppsals,
both alleged to havo absconded with
fivo
thousand dollars of tho bank's
British nnd French, for cancellation of the French war debt to the money some time Saturday evening-Thnames of the men have not
United States as a reparations adjustment preliminary Is concerned, been divulged by the police or the
the attitude here Is that nothing bank officials who admit of the
can be done In that connection, robbery but refuse to give out the
certainly in advance of a repara- names of the men involved until
tions agreement. As with the the detectives have had an opporquestion of a private loan by tunity to make a capture. The robAmerican bankers to Germany, an bery was not discovered until this
agreed basis as to what the present morning when tho men failed, to
German economic position Is, " must show up for work and their whereunderlay whatever steps it may abouts could not bo ascertained. A
peem advisable to take to correct check of their accounts showed the
that position.
shortage.
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lieyecf America Will Pm-I- I
Jcipate in the Conference'
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with the king at
liuckingham Palace today, prior to
L sailing fur New York aboard the

chancellor will bo accompanied on
1,18 mission,
which relates to the
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MiSSIOM TO
SAIL. FOR U. S. DEC,
27 TO DISCUSS DEBT!

BRITISH

almost, entirely to tlie ennservative-Did the Shooting
eiti.'tu who moves
proKresiwH'.cadily forward, but keeps his eyes
Marion. III., in. e. IS (by the
on hu '.'ad aliea'l.
Dr. (p. F. Slilp- -,
press
"A iirogrcMiVe is .1 loan who lnnn lostiiied
today at the trial of
"A fi e
moves forward." he declared.
nn.'ii in connect km with He'r-ri- n
eonsor at ic besi:ates before mov-- j
iot that iie bad be. n an eye
ing and, if li" mines at all. mmrj witness of the shooting of six un-neither far tier fast. A progres-- ! armed nun by a mob in front otI
is
slvo wlio is not eniiM
.the llerrin cemetery the day of tho
A
conservative who is not killings.
progressive is reactionary.
Two other witnesses. Mr. and
There is tcday an element of men Mrs. iIihii'l',! Xnsoio. tewtifieil that:
hems. Ives progressives ,ilt.v had seen a crou d of armed
who eall
but who might he mor.: aptly ib men drive lit) or 4a unarmed pris- ferminol - oners from tin! "strip" mine, where
nominated in
ogy crawfiih progress f ?.' The: y 'tlie trouble started, past their farm
t near the mine.
forward
arc
giiinir
imagine they
Abofc, a train from (he north
li. U. '.n.tr. former mayor of
great rate but as n mailer of fact
bearing thoustnds of CliriKtir.i
llerrin. also testified that he hud
they are traveling backward.
trees. Below, typical of every
"The
pregrexxivn con seen the prisoners retreat from tliu
American home the letter to vention ut Cleveland last, w eek was initio and that, there w ere forty
leaders ot, eight In the group.
certain
Santa t'laus.
dominated, by
with
labor organizations, ussor-iatef ollowed the Mob
Dr. Shipnian testified that hi
prominent representatives of the
Day by day, in every ray, the
socialist party. This convention had followed tho mob and it
pleading captives a mik
preparations for Christn.ns ara
adopted a platform which, boiled bleeding,
ml :i linlf rbrouf.li tlm utrimla fit
down to a thimbleful, meant:
becoming' more and more comHerrin to tho cemetery, that there)
"I '.very mini ho .Iiu.h
Whole train loads of
plete.
had been a volley of shots and that
to sell shall have higher
he
saw six of tho prisoners drop ti
Christmas evergreens are coming
prices for it and every man
tlie dusty road.
down from the northlanda to be
who has to buy anything shall
The witness testified that a
gel It at lower prices.
decorated
with trinkets and
nan ho could not Identify
"It was recently sr.ggested that
over the prostrate viccandles.
stood
Santa Cbus' mail Is
a new party movement under the
tims and emptied the content
name 0f the demoeiatic-repuhlicaincreasing each day as thousands
of two revolvers into their bodThis would
should be launciicd.
of children are writing their
ies. He swore that Joe (
seem practicable, but it
hardly
one of tin defendants,
holiday notes. And old Santa
would bo perfectly feusible, wherbud fired into the priK.truto
himself n getting his reindeer in
ever necessary, to set up an organbody of Howard Hoffman, ono
ization of conservative-progressiv- e
good shape for his coming trip.
men killed
of the -- 0
citizens, whiih would offset the
during the riot mid that blood
radical organizations, operate efspurted a foot Into tho air us
fectively in primaries and elections,
the bullet struck.
and stiffen the backbone of
"Oh men. oh men, vthnt
candidates who might be in- nre you doing?" the witness
the
radical
limidated
by
organized
III f UIIU
qiioted llolfman as salng.
If you have over said your
minority."
prayers, say them now, I)
for you won't have imicli
you,
CONDITION OF REID.
longer." lie test If led an unidentified lender f tho niol "
. MOVING PICTURE STAR.
told the
just before
REPORTED IMPROVED; I hey were pVisoticr
shot down.
Askm! if ho could tell who did
Los Angeles. Dec. IS. A resolu- - the shooting, I'f. Shipnian named
tinn urging official investigation of. Joe Carnsghi and Leva Mann, twn
r
Ut lilt JJlJa
llu
Llilf or. tne oerenoaius now on trial, ana
Hull and Jim Galligan, who)
Searchers Find What Mayjfio inCUlll
drugs wase Percy been
indicted but who nri
have
Prrach-Dbv
the Methodist
adopted
U
Dilrtt.
Da Phi
f
1IUe 10 rllOI H. U. ers' association of southern Cali- - not defendants in the presenl
case.
at a meeting here today.
Rnnnstra Whn Was I act! fornia
Tt. was announced
Denies Tie I Prejudiced
that the reso
to-Under the longest and severer!
!
hero
Seen Friday Morning
lution would be presented
cross examination yet given to any
morrow- to the city council.
state's witnesses, Dr. Sliipman saiil
H was forecast that similar
Palt Lake City, Dec.
air PI, J
that he had represented coal comwould be taken by other
;tlon
Paul Scott, one of tho
!,;.,!. nw ..,,,1 r.;,.l.. ore-.- niie, firms, as panies in "about 100" claims ease.'!
fliers searching for Pilot II. G.iWPn ilH ,v women's clubs.
in the past three years.
He deHconstra, returned here late today
These developments came after nied, however, that he was preand confirmed a report mado by 'the announcement in San Francis-Pilo- t judiced against tho miners and said
Lester F. Bishop earlier in! en that tho state board of phnr- - lie had represented "three or four''
tlie day that on airplano half bur- - limey for three weeks had been miners in suits.
on investigating the alleged traffic in
ieu in i no snow could be
Porcupino Ridge about 1Z miles narcotics among employes ot the, 3 COAST STARS HAD
northeast of Coalville, 37 miles east motion picture industry here.
of Salt Lake. Scott said that he
HIGH AVERAGES WITH
Attention was focused on this:
flew low over tho stranded plane' mailer after retul iv
of Wallace
STICK LAST SEASON
said!
times and believes that he Reid, motion picture actor,
saw tlie flying suit of an aviator his present Illness, which his phy
San Francisco, Calif.. Dec. IS. -sicians have describe. as danger- lying close to the plane.
More than a dozen planes havejous, was probably traceable to
High batting per cet.tages were
iieen searching the snow-clato
hills tificial means" he used
keep up, made in ISJ by three Pacific
between Salt Like City and rtock his film work throughout a period coast baseball stars, Willie Kamm,
Springs. Wyo., In hope of finding ot ill health extending over inore; Jimmv O'Connell and Same Hale,
some mice of Poonstra, who left than two years,
who go m the majors next spring
here farly Friday morning with' Keld's condition wa
r ported t hieh sale prices,
according t
mall tor Lock Springs.
improved tonight.
the league, records made publio
" saw Hoonstru's
flying suit
here todav by President W. H.
lying on the ground on tho right
side of the plane," Scott said on
his return. "He has probably not
STOCKHOLDERS MEET; baseman, le.l Ms duo with art ave- been seriously hurt by the fall am"
rage of .34i. lie was seventh
too,,- off his suit that he might
among the league hi.ters. Kamm
the ranch houses iu the
a was sold to the Chicago White SoX
Unk 'at'
cash and playersi
suburb, was held up late todav by for $100,000
.,'.'. search ng
,
r.ie-are
parties
who rS,.aped in worth S 20.000, tlie highest price
mnikPd
r.g to th spot, local officials of llm,0
a
for
ever
minor leaguer.
paid
with between $:'.0U0
the air mail service believe that1,,,,, automobile
Two of
Hale, Portland third sacker, who
$r,.()U0 in ciirrencv.
T.noustra has found shelter and is the men
pointed revolvers at the goes to tlie Philadelphia Athletics,
safe, awaiting the arrival of his tellers whirP the third went behind .for $7.1.000 in cash and players,
rescuers.
tl(. Wieket and picked up the was third among the league hitmoney. Stockholders of the bank ters with a per ceiifa.;e of .'MS.
were meeting in a bock 'nom of
O'Connell. San l'i anclsco outWARSAW IS PLACED
the building at the time.
They fielder, who was sold to the New
the
of
robbery until York Uiants for $T5.0uO, was tenth
UNDER MARTIAL LAW
TiuChad escaped.
on the list wi'h an a.erage of .335.
Jakie May. Vernon pitcher, who
Warsaw, Dec. IS fby the Assomay be sold to the New York
ciated Press.) Jlartiai
law be
VanKees, led the
league hurlers
came cffeetlvo in Warsaw todav by
GO
and with
Willi a per eentuge or
proclamation of the eabjint, Capof LSI per
a
run
erase
an
earned
tain Niewadoniski. (lie crazed
ga mo against him.
who assassinated
President
Two Salt Lake sluggers. Paul
N'nrutowlcz Saturday,
has been
Strand and Manager Duffy fowls,
held for trial by court martial.
led tho leuguo in hitting, Strand
At his preliminary examination
with an average ot .384 and Lewis
ho declared ho had acted on his
with .362.
own initiative, on shooting
the
president and that he had no accomplices.
SUFFICIENT CREDIT
,
The declaration of martial law
has added to tho sense of security
IN COUNTRY TO MEET
who, with (ien- reu.uy me peopio
DEMANDS OF FARMERS
of
National
Citizens
erai piiudski. established as chief; Cashier
of staff of the. army and General
Re-- ;
to
Accept
Resigns
Slkorskl ns premier await tho convening of parliament Wednesday
Helped.eient amount 'ot credit' is in thin
Position;
sponsible
for tho election of a new president.
Build Local Institution
One of the first acts of SiltorslU,
mands of tho farmers, but thero
In taking over the
to
is an inadeciuato distribution
premiership,
was to order the arrest of several
meet such deinunds, the senata
of
cashier
Herman
(' T'.unje?,
of the former soldiers ot General the Citizens National bank, has re- hanking committee was told toIlaller, whereas Influence in the signed his connection with that in- day by II. C. Letfingwell. former
army has been capitalized by the stitution and will leave about Jan- assistant secretary of the treasnationalists in their opposition to uary 10 to becomo auditor of the ury, during a hearing on farm
General Pilsudski.
Existing hankCalifornia Hank of Los Angeles, a credit proposals.
ing facilities should he adjusted
strong financial institution having to
31
the
in
Mr
coast
state.
MEXICANS
mct
THREE
KILLED
the
branches
requirements of tho
he asserted, but new
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. IS.
Hunjex has been connected with situation,
not bo
Three Mexicans were killed in a the Citizens National bank for instrumentalities should add
new
nearly seven years, and is regarded created which would only
running fight with mounted cus- ns
taxto
borno
burdens
be
seen
the
an
lie
has
by
expert banker,
toms inspectors and Texas rangers
near Mirando City, Webb county, the institution's resources grow payers and put the government
400,000. und into the banking business.
late today, according to n. report from $100,000 to
Tho present system of marketreceived by Deputy Collector of his ability has been largely refor
the
agricultural
growth. He has ing and financing
Customs Ed Cotulia tonight. No sponsible
member of the ranger forco was taken an active part in commun- products is succeptiblo of material
Mr. Letfingwell
affairs.
Improvement.
injured. A quantity of Intoxicating ityMr.
Much can bo done toHunjes' resignation was re- stated.
liquor was seized.
ceived with regret, President Al- wards organization of the business
bert a. Slmms of the Citizens Na- of tho farmers of the country iu
VISIBLE SUPPLY OF GRAIX
tional said
Tho annual such a way. ho said, that they
New York, Dec. 13. Tho visible meeting of yesterday.
tho stockholders ot the will havo better security to offer
supply of American grain shows bank will be held early in January, in making applications for loans.
tho following changes: Wheat in- when, it is anticipated, Mr. Bun-Jo"If the bankers and the farmcreased 881.000 bushels: corn, insuccessor will be chosen.
ers have not. quite hit it off," h.
creased 2,135,000
oats,
bushels;
Mr. Bunjes' new position Is re- stated, "congress should see if
178.900
decreased
buFhels: rye,
as a great advancement in the needs of the one cannot be
increased 707,000 bushels; barley, garded
hiS nrnfpMRtdll. tin Mill. h... ffr.r.i adjusted to meet the rrauiremcnts
decreased 334,
I of
bushels,
iisasinaw, Mich,
.
tho other,'
(?
I

--
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MERCY ARE UNHEEDED
"Many movements masquerading
under tlie guise ot progress, really,
are reactionary olid ,jMely threat- - Twn r,f t!lP npfpnrhritc. Mn,V
'
"" V
en the stability ot tho country's '
yf V
on niai Are Kienimea as
welfare,'' lie sal
Tho organization. atid progress of
Brina; Among Those Who
tho nation, he said, has been due

ralie

-

-
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FOItKCAST
Denver, Itec. 18. New Mexico
Tuesdayand Wednesday, fair,
warmer east portion.
Arizona Tiesday and Wednesday, generally fair: not much
change In temperature.

Lowest

cari-vin-

on

t

assist in floating a largo,
international loan to Germany. In
lils reply Mr. Morgan adverted to
tho statement that ho had made
following the sittings of tho bankers' committee hist July, and in
effect tol.i the ambassador that our
position was cxa '.ly the same, as
it Was then.
"Ho informed Dr. Wicdfcldt that,
while we greatly desired to be of
servke to tho general situation,
nevertheless
matters had manifestly readied such a point that it

was nut possible for us to discuss
or to consider a loan to Ucrtnany
unless and until the reparations
question was settled."
Official denial .was made of reports that tin: Morgan firm had
presented a plan for the soulemcm
of the reparations problem to the
Washington administration. While
no official
comment was made
during Mr- Morgan's visit to Secretary Hughes in Washington last
week, it is understood the financier
merely gave tho secretary his v'ivs
on conditions in Europe whence he
after a six
returned
recently
months' visit. Mr. Morgan was u
member of an international committee of bankers which met in
London last July to discuss the
question of financial assistance to
Germany.
The inquiry of Dr. Wiedfeldt is
believed to be the first direct pro
posal made to the American bankers for astititanco by the German
government.

STATES

1

:

rolilK-rs.-

MOB.

'

tlei-ma-

the car, turned toward the government building as if to fire a
final volley at tho guards. As he
did so, Peter Kiedinger, a guard
who was on duty at the main entrance, fired with a rifle at the
bandit. He was seen to crumple
up on the running board and was
pulled inside the car by the driver,
who did not slacken his speed.
Kiedinger is positive that ho inflicted serious injury to the bandits.
Car Forced Into Curbing
As the car sped away it forced
a car driven by A. L. Bethlie,
assistant city attorney, into the
curbing and against a fire plug
which was broken off. This did
not slacken the speed of the fleeing car for an instant,
Five riot cars, tho first
Manager
of
.Safety
Downer
and Polico Chief H. Ji. Williams,
answered the first call from the
mint, one of tho cars was wrecked on the way to the mint in a
collision nt Sixteenth and Court
place. Tho occupants of tho cur
escaped injury.
Tho stolen money was the property of the Denver Federal Reserve
bank, the mint merely being a de- it clue to tho lack of
pojiiory iorsecure
sufficient
vaults in the
According to R. J.
p"" uumiuii;, of
tho mint- n re-- ;
V
the money had been ij- ceipt u,rr.lop

Mil

Workmen Are
Marched a Mile and a
Half by Miners to Ceme-

lc.

tonight
This btatrnient was issued, it
in search of the masked bandits who shortly after 10:40
was
to set at rest what
o'clock this morning shot and killed Charles Linton, may learned,
bo described lis "highly fanhave been
guard of the Denver branch of the Kansas City federal tastical stories" which
regarding tlie possibility
reserve bank, stole $200,000 in paper money and escap- published
of the flotation of mi international
ed after staging a gun fight with armed guards on duty loan to liormuny, estimated as high
as $ l.oOO.OOO.Ooo.
at the United States mint. The money was being transTho statement follow
ferred from the mint to a delivery truck of the reserve
"Dr. WiedtVhlt, the
bank standing at the curb and was in fifty packages each
called or. .Mr. Morgan on
Saturday to'mako inquiry us to the
containing $4,000. All of the money was in $3
possibility o our undertaking to
Chief of Police Williams announced that Donv-- r police, were
guarding nil roads leading out of
the city but that he believed the
bandits still were in hiding in Denver. Orders issued to policemen by
Chief Williams said:
"Stop every cup on every ,
road out of Denver and inalio
every mini account for himself
and shoot if jou find tho.

DEATH

IS. Sharp denunChicago,
ciation of radical elements in the
country's polith;. was voiced by'
tery; Killed in Cold Blood
Hen W. Hooper, chairman of tin;
United States railroad labor hoard,'
before the meeting
PLEAS FOR
tonight of CAPTIVES

derma ny unless and until

tho reparations

tled.".

SHOT TO
BY

H!

in Chicago Speech

c.

Dec. 18. Every peace officer in Colorado
is combing the highways leading from Denver

!

UNARMED MEN

Labor Board Chairman DeDOCTOR
nounces Radical Elements
in the Country's Politics
.Non-uni-

Every Peace Officer in Colorado Is Combing
the Highways Leading From Denver in New York,
IS. I. P. Mor- gan ami company tonight issued a
Search of the Masked Men Who Staged a statemei.t
declaring they hud noti- fied tho (ierinan umbassadur to
Mills country "that it was ImpossiSpectacular Holdup in Broad Daylight
ble for us to discuss or consider a
Denver,

eras

citizen

morgan states

$200,000

B

,

OF RESIGNATION
l

LOIR

'

'

''iyi

f"
W ben "i'ulied
,
laut' night to
confirm .oif deny a rumor to
the of feet' "that he would tender Jiis- - resignation from tho
within
the
city .commission
next few days. Mayor W. R.
to issue a
Walton declined

HOUSE

,

SILENT
RUMOR

Carries a'Reauest
That the President Open statement.
It wns declared in official
Negotiations to Limit War, circle
that while such a rumor
has been current during tho
Craft Building

past week, no confirmation was
furthcoming.- 'The report follows close upon the recent announcement that Mayor' Walton had 'severed his connection
with the Coal Supply and
Lumber company, with which
ho has been affiliated
during
tlie past three and a half years.

'

Washington, Lee. IS. Tlie naval
appropriation bill, arrying a re- quest tnat tuu president negotiate
with foreign
powers relative to
limiting construction of war craft
under 10,000 tons, was passed late
today by tho house.
The bill, which carries a total of
J3i!5, 000, 000,0 stood up precisely as
framed by Chairman Kelley's
and provides fur an enlisted naval force of SO, Out), the
same as fixed last year.
There was a Hurry of talk over
the provisions under which the
president is asked to neMotialo with
Great Britain. Japan, France and
Italy, but in tho end an effort to
change the language was dropped
In the face of overwhelming opposition to any alteration whatever.
Amendment Defcnted
An amendment to strike out the
section offered by Representative
c

Igan,wasdemocrat,
defeated

of tSoutH

Caro-

and finally Replina,
resentative Llneberger, republican,
of California, withdrew his amendment "suggesting to the president
of entering into
tho desirability
further negotiations with other
he 'may deem it
as
as
soon
powers
practicable.'"
Chairman Butler of tho naval
committee
and
Representative
Byrnes, Kouth Carolina, ranking
democrat of the Kelley
tce, attacked u.e i.ineuergcr proposal. Byrnes declared thero was
nothing sought under the amendment "except to placate the gentleman from California."
"Let It remain tlie Kelley amendment," Mr. Butler shouted, and it
did.
Representative Mondell, Wyoming, the republican leader, in supto
porting the bill's provisions as
negotiations, declared men were
to
going-ovethe country "trying
create the impression that tho navy
was being' .ncglocted," and that
talk by those urging great naval
Inexpansion was responsible for
corporating the request into the
naval bill.
An amendment by Representative Oliver ot Alabama, democratic member of tho
providing that the navy's balance
from certain sources be held for
a "fund for new construction wns
over his plea that it
defeated
would encourage economy,
l'ny Tribute to Kelley
Just before r.ie final paragraph
was reached the hoijso halted for
20 minutes to pay tribute to Chairman Kelley, who retires next
March. Speeches were made by
Representative French, republican,
of Idaho, a member of the subcommittee; Chairman Madden of
tho appropriations committee; Mr.
Mondoll, Mr. Byrnes, Mr.- Oliver
and Representative Garrett of Tennessee, the democratic leadersub-co-

-

-

DUNDEE AND O'BRIEN
MEET INRING DEC.

29

18.
Milwaukee, Wis., Doe.
lightDundee, Junior
has
been
weight champion boxer,
signed to meet Tommy O'Brien,
no
Los Angeles, in a
19.
decision bout here December
The
it was announced today.
weight has been placed at 135
pounds at 3 o'clock on tho day of
the contest.
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Board of Investigation Hears
of Accident in
Story
Which 20 Were. Killed at
Humble, Texas
IS. The
Die.
Austin, Texas,
were
story of how 1!0 persons
killed and several others were injured in tho railroad wreck at
Humble
last Wednesday night
d
when a passenger train
an unengaged engine, was told to
a board of inquiry of the interstate commerce commission and
railroad officials here today by
51
Joseph IT. Smith,
year old
watchman, held responsible for the
wreck by a previous report.
Although.no report of Smith's
story was mado public. It Is understood the chief features were similar lo those told newspaper men
Saturday night.
The watchman
to have
declared he made, every effort to
remove tho engine from the path
ot the passenuer train but failed
by a few feet. Material evidence
regarding, tlie watchman's responsibility for the wreck was said
by members of the conference to
have been developed.

ACREAGE OF' WINTER
WHEAT SOWN IS LESS
THAN IN FALL OF 1921
Washington,

Dec.

18.

Winter

wheat was sown this fall on 46,
009,000 acres or 3.2 per cent less
than the revised estimated area
sown in tho fall of 1921. which was
47,611,000 acres, the department of
agriculture, announced today. The
condition bf winter wheat on December 1 was 79.5 per cent of a
normal compared with 76.0 a year
ago. S7.S in 1920 and 87.90, the ten
years December avcrago condition.
Tho area sown to rye this fall Is
5.50S.000 acres or 11.3 per cent
less than the revised estimate sown
in the fall of 1821
which was
6.210,000 acres. The condition of
the crop on December 1, was 84.3
per cent of a normal compared
with 92.2 a year ago, 90.5 In 1920
and 90.8, tho ten years December
1

average.

ROBERTS
Dallas, Tev., Dec. 18. J. Doak
Roberts of Dallas was
president of the
Baseball league at a meotlng here
yesterday.
Texas-Oklaho-

5

.tat"

.

uj'v

.

'

BUNJES WILL

,7i

ar-li- ft

TO

CALIFORNIA
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of it, stood firmly on his determination to keep tho bill before tho
senate, until rural credits Ieglnla- -tion could bo reported to tho senate by the bunking and currency
committee. Chairman McLean of
this committee announced during
tho day that uch notion might be
expected early next weeic.
John Sharp WilOne senutor
of Mississippi,
liams, democrat,
THAN
announced he "would not vote either wav on tho question, because
ha paid he would consider himself
"disgraced either way." He said
not thought "It was within
Senator Williams Says He ho had
realm of human ingenuity to
Will
Vote Either the
bill worse than the ship
a
frame
Morsubsidy hill," but that SenatoraccomRight-of-Wa- y
Fight
Way;
ris, by his measure, "had
plished tho Impossible."
Rages in Senate
Senator Borah urged casting
aside of tho ship bill in favor of agAVaMiington, Die. IS. Support
relief as a matter of
ITH of thu ndiiiinihtnition
shipping riculturaldeclaring that "ship sublull and members of nn ulliuiico justice,
wait"
can
until the next sessidy
between opponent! of thn mcusurc sion
but that the
of congress,
unci proponents of tlio Mon'Ih
farmer with another
lull utruiisled American
season
approaching, could not
for dominnnco In the nonuto today crop
wait.
without ik'finito results.
The issue which wns heforo then
NO MERGER OF STATE
pewitn throughout a
wns embodied In tho motion
INSTITUTIONS
NOW,
tif Senator NoiTis of Nebraska,
ohiilrman of tho iiRriciilturo comREPORTS
COMMISSION
new
tho
in
rind
a
leader
mittee
Moo, to lay aside the
progressive.
to tuko up the
bill ami
flprclnl to Tbe Journal.
H'liate's own mrnsure to crento n
Santa lre, Dec. 18. No consolto
Kovernment capitalized agency
idation of the state educational inbuy nml poll farm products. The stitutions is practicable at this
question was the subject of numerat a called
(several time, it was decided
and
conferences
ous
of the education commismeeting
ppeeclies.
appointed by Governor M. C.
An attempt was made soon after sion,
Mechem to mak a survey of these
the session began to obtain unani- Institutes,
with especial reference
mous) consent for a vote on the- to building needs and other permamotion Into tomorrow and np- nent improvements.
succprh, Jmt
jteared on tho point of blocked
with Arthur
The commission,
the
i wrangle over detail
chairman, presiding,
aro to be Sellgnmn,
efforts
way. ltenewed)
submitted
considered
the
budgets
made tomorrow with prospects fa- by the nine Institutions, but did
voring a vote before adjournment. be not draft the final report. Total
Demand that tho shipping bill n needs as shown in flie budget, aro
laid aside was made during the
n $:011,389.
by Henator Urookhnvt, rcpulj-"lienJames P. Illnklo, governor-elecof Iowa; Senator Horah.
is a member but wus not able to
of Tdnho and Senator attend
this meeting. The final reKletcher of Florida, leader of the port, containing
recommendations,
democratic opposition to the meas- will have to be filed with the govure. Senator Iinmlnll. democrat ernor before January 1.
r
of Louisiana, In a
Needs of the institutions are:
urged prompt passage of tho reAgricultural college, Las Cruces.
while Senator Jonen,
$597,310.
Silver City,
Normal School.
publican, of Washington, in charge
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"THE BEST THING I

BANDITS SHOOT GUARD
OF U. S. MINT AND GET
AWAY WITH $200,000

CAN WRITE

FOR KIDDIES' CHRISTMAS TREE
IS A CHECK", SAYS T. B. CRABB

Continued from

BILL

Not

--

:

six-ho-

nes-mo-

Dear Folks:
I have been asked to write some
humorous propaganda for the fund
being raised by the Journal for tho
Klka' Christmas tree. I feel very
much ns King Irdner did when
he wag sent abroad during the war
to write something funny about the
hospitals. He cabled back tht he
could see nothing funny about
them.
And after all, the very highest
type of written propaganda that I
can do for the Elks' Kiddies can
be done by hundreds of Albuquer-nuean- s
with infinitely more case
than I can do it, if they only will.
Tho finest written propaganda Is n slimed clicK'k, made
payable to the proper parties,
$443,000.
$331,-50Isn't that correct'.'
University, Albuquerque,
In Albuquerque are a number of
Roswell. well fed, sleek, prosperous bacheMilitary
institut,
lors who can afford to contribute
$230,000.
Normal tinlversltv,
Vegas, liberally to tho Christmas Tree
$155,800.
fund, hut they do not seem to have
School of Mines, Socorro, $119,-35connected up. The absence of their
names from the list below has been
Alamo-gordInstitute for the Blind,
colossal. They're good fellows at
5:984.
-heart, and the only reason they
School for the deaf and dumb, haven't sent in their bit is because
In their
existence
of infants. Santa Fe. n $43,000.
E! they havesmiling, smirking
Normal,
Invalid &
forgotten that there arc
$36,400.
Rito,
Children
Miss Madeleine Symons, who has
for All Ages.
The Original Food-Drincome rapidly into prominence as n
QulckLunch at Home .OfficefcFountaina.
leader In the wome-.'- s trade union,
RichMil k, Mai ted Grain Extract in
is the youngest member of the exg.
ecutive of the national labor party
ET Avoid Imitation! and Substitutes in Creat Britain.

l kids who will have no Christmas

These bachelors have forgotten
momentarily that "thorn that gives,
gits": that there is not only more
pleasure in giving than receiving,
but a flock of glory, and
and inward glow, to boot.
"A bird that can sinR and won't
sing, should be made to sing."
Theso bachelor birds will be given
until the Friday edition of the
Journal to show that their check

nes-fdo-

t,

books and hearty l.ave communion
one with the other, and if the old
hoys fail, watch
next Sunday.
J'in promising you something!
"T. D. CRABB."
Following Is the subscription list
to date:
Children of Sunday School
of Ten. pie Albert
8.00
P. J. Bonsall
1.00

four-hou-

n,

0.

Is

Traccy Barter
Curtis F. Lyter
Joshua B. Kaynolds
Ij. R.. IJghtnn
A Friend . :
Ieo Evett .'

5.

Safe

iW Assart

o,

jT Milk

lit

Nourishing-Nocookin-

out

OfJ THE

The Ladies' Specialty Shop

Roswell on Saturday.
This team
will represent tho state of New
Mexico at the national stock show.
which will be held at Denver on

Instead of the Predicted January 14.
ThP Springer team made a score
Panic in Exchange Deal2.514 points, out of a possible
jot
points. Alamogordo, winner
ings, and ''Black Mon- 3.000
of
I

I

Offers you a great saving on practical
and useful gifts. These specials cannot be
equaled. IN ADDITION TO COATS,
SUITS, DRESSES, MILLINERY and
SHOES, we offer the following for as
long as they last:
Beautiful Overblouses in
georgette, satin, trico-lett- e
and can- 9
ton crepe
tyOrtO

qq

All wool and wool

An-

gora Scarfs, always use
ful and desirable, new
colors, large

$4.95

sizes

Ladies' and misses' all Ladies' Wool Sport Hose,
wool Slip-ovSweaters,
in all tne
shown here
newest shades, ' regular
The well known "Arrow$5.00 values
er

L?1:!.:.h:.$1.00

$3.29

for

Ladies' pure Silk Sweater
Coats; they have to be
seen to be appreciated;

French
a very

$11.85

Coney

head" and "Ironclad"
pure Silk Hose, all sizes
and colors, 3 pair to a

$L00
Mohawk Glove Silk Hose,

drop

stripes,
shades,
Chokers,

stitch
all

Berlin, Dec. IS (by the Associated I'ress). Berlin's financial
forecasters went far astray when
they declared that the bourse was
bound to see a "black Monday"
following on the heels of Saturday's sensational spurt by the
mark in New York. Instead of
the predicted panic In exchange
dealings, steadiness was the rule.
New Tork advices that the dollar had touched 5,000 marks reof the
sulted in a crowding
bourse chamber at its opening towere
day, and the pessimists
routed when the first rate was
announced at 5,050. As the day
the mark gradually
proceeded
lost much of the ground gained
and the close saw the dollar back
to 6.450, putting a clamper on a
large part of tho earlier enthusiasm among those who believed
substantial relief from the high
prices was in sight.
Holders of stocks and foreign
monies showed no haste to dispose, of them; there was a general tendency to exercise reserve.

GERMAN WOMAN
CROSSES OCEAN
AS A STOWAWAY

and neat
desirable

2.49

desirable and per pair
handpractical gift, (J1 ?Q Silk Camisoles,
in black only.n?Ui somely
a
trimmed,

i

v

$.:a,u.e...$i.29

Ladies Silk Crepe de Silk
Underskirts;
Chine Gowns, full length, some Jersey
are taffeta flounce,
handsomely
all colors and shades, a
trimmed . .
$5.00 value,

$4.69

for

Ladies' Bath Robes of
Beacon Blank
genuine
ets and Corduroy, beau
tiful

$3.98

patterns

Just

ld.$2.98

lien's Silk and Cashmere Half Hose, medium brown
and heather, a wonderful Christmas gift,
a real $1.00 value, 3 pair for
Men's Silk ILose, dark brown, black and
white, very special for
n
The
"De Luxe" Men's Shirts, in silk
and plain pongee, a $4.00
madras
stripe
value for

50c

well-know-

$2.49

A $6.00 SHOE VALUE FOR $3.85
Women's Kid Dress Oxfords, low heels, (JQ
soles

Of
tPOaOt)

And everything in our entire store greatly reduced, nothing reserved. You will save many dollars
on your Christmas purchases. Remember, we own
our own building, no excessive overhead.
We
economize and you get the benefit in prices.

L

MAHARAM & SON

518 West Central (the

last store on main street)

e,

BISHOP QUAYLE ILL
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. 18. Bishop William CJuayle, of the Methodist Episcopal church, St. Louis,
suffered a stroke of apoplexy at
his summer home at Baldwin,
Kans., yesterday, and Is In a critical condition, according to a message received here today.
The sex ratio of farm population
on July J, 1920, was 10D.1 males
to 100 females, while the ratio for
the entire population was 104
males to 100 females.

That gift yod arc puzzled about
will be found, at fvcritt's, Inc.,
Jewelers.

Ad.

early-toda-

SB

she-wa- s

MOZART
as
Morning
Mild

SIZES-10C-r25C-15C-3-

a May

and asjragrarff

750C

roii

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache h

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Journal Want Ads
Bring- Results.
-

WOMB
tablets
which destroy gtrms, act as a
tonic laxative. aM keep the system In condition to throw off
attacks of Colds, Grip and Influenza.

Be sure you get

IB IRQ HUH &
The genuine bears this signature

I

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN fHX'LAB
REFRACTION
107 8. Fonrth
Phone I057--

PHONE
Messagea-

SARAH BERNHARDT IT.T
Paris, Deo. 18 'by the AssoBernhardt
ciated Press). Sarah
had a fainting attack at the close
of the lest rehearsal this afternoon of Sarha Guitry's new plav.
"ITn Bujet de Roman," which was
to Tisve been produced
tonight
with Bernhardt In one of trt prinThe
production was
cipal parts.
postponed.
' A remnrlinWp aMortwnt of
beautiful "Old Rutch Silver" nt

Evcritt's

Inc.A civ.

Wind Shield
431

euulb

tir.t

Glass-Lumb-

hi

net

I'luioe

lt

Service.

Package. Kaeeairo.

ALCOHOL
188 PROOF

Pints, quarts, gallons
For Your Car
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.

Phone 421
423 North First.

Gifts of
Health

s Don't be
embarrassed bv

Give the youngsters
glfta that will keep
them out in the
open.
We suggest velocipedes, wugons, doll
buggies, kiddlo kurs,

ablemished skin
tXttWJET"

If you know what it means to be passed by.
itit uui ui tilings uctdusc vi tt rca, rough
blotchy complexion, why don't you begin tonce
tne a any use 01 Kesinoi uimment and Kesinol

Soap,
'
l ha bland medication in Krtnoi Utntmrnt. Rided byFeiinol
roap nem to get right at the rout I tha trouble, and whether

It is a aeriousattectUiti like ectema.or merely a slight complexion
defect you can usually rely oa Kciiuol Ointment ami Kesinol

er

-

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

'
said:
"There will he no financial loss
because
reserve
bank
to the federal
We are covered
of the robbery.
polifully by a blanket insurance
Insurance
cy written by several
now
Mo.
Just
firms in Kansas City,
our greatest concern is over'thf
death of one of our guards. We
will do everything possible to aid
in apprehending the bandits,"

Having their photograph engraved on their notenaper is the
fad among Paris society
fastest
women.

360

Parcel Delivery

And Messenger

bandit gang."
In a statement to ine assucihumi
A. Burkhardt. manager
Pre. Cfederal
reserve bank here,
of the

3

Price 80c.

em-

ploye of a restaurant directly
across the street north of tho mint,
attracted to
declared that
tho door by the shooting and Is
emphatic in her declaration that
in addition to tho bandits who
leaped out of tho car sho saw two
men hiding behind telephone poles
near the car who apparently were
members of the bandit gang.
Throe Men Jumped Out
Paul Clark, 17 years old, gave a
thrilling account of the gun fighi.
He declared be was standing directly across the street from the
mint when the bandit car. heaviHe said,
ly curtained, drew up.
"Three of tho men, all carrying-sho- t
guns. Jumped out and rushed
up to tho guard standing nearest
reserve
bank truck. I couldn't
the
hear what they said but they apparently were telling him to open
the wagon. Ho shook his head
, Mozart C!gir Is made by
and then one of the bandits struck
Consolidated Cigar Corporjtion
him u terrific blow. I don t know
New York
whether it was with his fist or a
gun. As tho guard staggered un
out
and
shot
blow
a
Distributed
der the
rang
by
he rrumpled to the pavement.
"At the sound of the shot a
number of guards came running
out of the mint and started firing.
They were shooting straight at the
EL PASO. TEXAS
bandits, who began shooting back.
On of the bandits remained in tho
car hunched down behind the
wheel,
"Just as I dodged behind the
building where I had been standing
the guards began peppering tho
front of it. I saw one of tho bandits shooting at the lock on the
DIVIDEND IS VOTED
requested the directors to declare
door of tho truck. The first shot
Wallace, Idaho, Dec. 18- .- The a stock dividend of 166 per cent.
shattered tho window of the truck.
the
of
and
Tho
Tamarack
directors voted the dividend,
Then I had to get behind the build stockjholders
Custer Consolidated Mining com- payable December 29 to stockhold
ing to avoid being snot.
pany todiy voted to Increase the era of record December 28.
Lull In tho Shooting
"When there was a lull in the captal Stock of tho corporation
2, 000,000 to $5,000,000
frmn
and
Journal Want Ads. bring results.
shooting, 1 looked out and saw tho
bandits Jumping for their car. Onq
of them sprang on the running
board on the opposite side from
the mint and crouched down. Another one Jumped in besido the
driver. Just aa he did so a shot
from ono of tho guards struck him
in tho face. I saw the blood gush
out and the bandit slump down In
his seat as though he might have
been badly hurt. The fourth ban Cut
1
your cleaning work in half. Save half
dit Jumped into the rear seat and
tho cur bore up East Colfax.
the time you are now spending in trying
"The wounde guard was lying
I3
Save your
on the sidewalk in front of the to keep things "presentable."
mint. The other guards ran up strength. Save soap and soap
Use
money.
to him and I ran across the street.
On0 of tho guards had taken his
coat off and was putting it under
tho head of the wounded man"All the bandits wore overcoats.
They were big husky men wearing
i
Thev instantlv
white collars and looked "sports." in all water used for cleaning Durooses.
Clark said when ho examined soften the water, just as it was when it droDDed down
shelthat
the
building
the front of
tered him it was riddled with bul- from the sky. All hard work all useless waste become
lets.
things of the past.
During tho afternoon a suspect
pothe
was taken into custody by
Soap is made 100 more efficient The soft, pure water
lice but after Questioning was rereacnes niaaen dirt as well as visible
aw
f
leased.
accumulations. Cleansine every.
t'w
Only Tangible
The only tangible clew that the
tlung thoroughly inside, outside, through
n
is
to
work
which
ana through, order today from
police have on
.which
sawed-of- f
shot
gun
bloody
your dealer.
was picked up in the street about
a half block from the mint where
Sierra Chemical C
it had been dropped from tho fleeChirac, U.
was
Tho
car.
gun
ing bandit
loaded and tho shells were filled
with buckshot.
Roland K. Goddard, chief of the
secret service in Denver, assisted
by Roy A. Nelson, postal inspector,
assisting police in Investigating thea
robbery, declared after finding
number of bullets within the mint
fired from the bandit guns that
they had used 38 calibre revolvers.
Finder Prints Found
Chief of Police Williams announced tonight that clews that
might result In the capture of the
bandits would be secured byonmeans
the
of finger prints found
dropped
bloody shot gun handle
as
it
car
sped
bandit
from the
away from the scene of the robbery.
- ""tmttr
"The gun was handled by several T'
persons," declared Chief Williams,
"but we have taken every print
and Rertilllon officers are new
the hopes
classifying tie prints inone
of the
of identifying at least

i

$150,000 TX)SS HY FIRE
Cedar Rapids, la., Dec. 18. Fire
which broke out at Marlon
three buildings
destroyed
with an estimated
damage of
The fire started in the
$150,000.
Community club roomH.

Imxmllw
Lack of funds and a desire to
eoma to America caused Ti'
Bremen,
Klinghemann, forty-onGermany, a former stewardess on
n
Hamburg-Americaline
the
ships,
to stowaway in the hold of the S. S.
She
discovered
was
Pittsburgh.
when six days oat and taken to
the infirmary of tbe ship in a weak-ene- d
condition.

x.

5

of MozarLciaf!

-

Dublin, Dec. IS (by the Associated Press). The first act passed by an Irish parliament for
more than a century went formally through the Free State senate nt a brief sitting today. It
was a highly technical measure,
entitled "adaptation of enactments
bill." It passed the dail last week
and was accepted by the senate
without discussion.
Tho solemnity of the occasion
was emphasized by 81r Thomas
Ksmonde,
who, speaking with
much emotion, said:
"I think it is fitting that at
this moment tho senators should
pause and Consider the significance of what we have just done.
We have passed the first act by
an Irish parliament for 123 years.

Tida Klinghemana.

t)

flexible

FIRST ACT PASSED BY
FREE STATE SENATE

Fortify the system
against Colds, Grip
and Influenza by
taking

a Few Specials for Men:

an

A-bo-

X

'

Silk Jersey
Bloomers,
ribbon elastic garter at
tached; a wonderful gift,
all colors
sizes . .

Catherine Feist,

Miss

There's a gift that
cant go wrong ii
he smokes

Make One Rub
do the Work of
Two and do It Better

last year's contest, was second
with
2.452
points:
Hagerman,
third, with 2.1S3 points.
Individual high score was made
by John Abreu of the Springer
team, with S79 points out of a possible 1.000 points. The runnerup
was Charles Crosby of the Alamogordo team, with 857 points.
The Roswell chamber of commerce presented a silver loving
cup to the winning team and medals to the boy3 making first and
second scores.

$2.98

One.

FIVE BEAUTIFUL

Nprrlnl to The Journal

day," Steadiness Rules

rgc

sued by J. 13. Olson, cashier of
tho bank, Just prior to removing
tho money outside the mint where
the bandits secured it. Manager
Burkhardt of the reserve bank later
issued a statement saying that the
entire amount was covered by insurance.
Director Grant also announced
that the numbers of every bill in
the consignment was in hand and
that banks throughout tho country
would be warned to bo on the lookout for tho currency.
Wall Clipped by UulU'ls
So terrific was the gun firo during the course of the fight that
more than thirty distinct bullet
holes were counted in the transoms abovo the main entrance to
tho mint and in tho windows of
tho second tstory of the building.
Tho granite walls of the government building likewise are clipped
where the bullets struck. Buildings across the street from the
mint, which is on Colfax avenue,
bounded on the east by Cherokee
strict and on the west by Delaware street, likewise show the intensity of the fire of government
guards within the mint, Windows
in various stores and apartment
houses over the stores were riddled by bullets and many narrow
escapes on the part of roomers
were reported to police headquarters.

Louis Lewkowitz

Santa Fe, Dec. 18. The Springer high school team in vocational
agriculture won the atato stock
judging contest, which was held at

SE

Christmas Specials

COO

2.00
1.00
.50
1.00
$50.50

JUDGING CONTEST AT
ROSWELL IS WON BY
SPRINGER
HI TEAM

k

PESSIMISTS

a. 00
10.00
25.00

...

Cash
F. R. Simpson

Spanish-America-

most desira
ble shades.
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CASE OF KELLER

E'

TO BE REFERRED

diTIEE

10

N.Y.BYASTORM

Orphan Is His Refusal to Respond to
Driven Into the Arms of
Subpoena Has Created
Rescuers From an Aban- Precedent of
doned Water Tank
ing Importance

Eight-Year-O-

ld

Far-Rea-

,

New York, Dec. 18 (by the Associated Press).
Johnny Miller,
East Side
orphan,
was saved today from starvation
only by a storm that swept his
home In an abandoned water tank
atop a tenement house and drove
him out Into the arms of bis rescuers.
Eighteen months ago, Johnny's
mother died and his father brought
home a new "mother." Then, last
summer, his father, purveyor of Ice
to sweltering east aiders, was
crushed to death beneath one ol
his cakes.
After the funeral Johnny's new
"mother" took leave of him thus;
'
"There's five dollars, I'm going
to Europe."
Bo Johnny had to seek a new
home. He found tho tank and set
with his dog
up housekeeping
Spot.
went
Things
lalrly well lor a
while. His pals John Follchelli
a
and Nattie Falak "swiped"
couple of blankets for him, and
sweat'
Nattie contributed a ragged
er to his wardrobe- The five dollars was soon spent
and Johnny began to prowl the
teeming streets of the ghetto, looking for ways and meana to keep
Spot and himself alive. He got
thinner and thinner and his feet
trot sorer and sorer.
Finally he sont Spot to live with
Nattie, in whose crowded home it
seemed there was room for the
doc. but not for Johnny.
Saturday night last, faint from
hunger and cold, Johnny crawled
alone into hia roof top home and
sought refuge in dreams. Then it
rained and the tank began to fill
"I dreamed I was In swimming,"
said Johnny," and suddenly I began
to drown. I woke up and found
it was raining hard in the tank
bo I had to get out."
Mrs. Helen Lehrman, going up
to her roof to take in the week's
wash, found Johnny, an Inert,
soaklnsr heap too exhausted even
She took him to her
to shiver.
flat and fed him. And, because
a premium In her
was
at
space
household, she found him a place
to sleep with a neighbor.
When Johnny awoke this morning, his overnight hosts had gone
to work. Hunger gnawed him. He
tried to rise, but Ms feet were so
badly blistered he could not stand.
So he got down on all fours and
'
trawled back to Mrs. Lehrman's
door. She took him In and fed
him again.
Then, in a dilemma
because she couldn't afford to add
I another hungry mouth to the four
ipho was feeding, she called a
clght-year-o- ld

,

V.

The policeman took one look and
; called an ambulance, and, Johnny
off to the children's
went
' society,clanging
where he was bathed, and
fed and comforted,
This afternoon he had sufficlent- -'
ly recovered to appear before Jus-- "
tlce Boylp on a technical charge of
; being without guardianship.
The Justice "sentenced'' him to
stay at least until after Christmas
', with
the children's- society, where
he will personally meet Santa
"Claus and be judiciously gorged on
turkey and plum pudding.
"But, say," pleaded Johnny, "I
gotta have Spot with mc. Don"t
'
he get in on this?"
A policeman was sent to get Spot
find a letter was dispatched to
Santa Clans to put a couple of
extra dog biscuits In his pack,
-

'

;
r

5
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DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

The remains of
STEWART
C. Stewart, who died at his
home here Sunday morning will be
.shipped tonight on train No. 2 to
Cleveland, Ohio, for burial. C. T.
French is in charge.

Frank

GREEN Funeral services for
Charles J. Green, who died at his
rooms here Sunday morning, were
held from French's chapel, yester-da- y
afternoon and the remains
were shipped to Dayton, Ohio, ac
by his father and
companled
Rev- - Chas. R. McKean
mother.
the services and .he
conducted
Knights Templars accompanied the
remains to the station.
SANDOVAL The
funeral of
died
Antonlfa
who
Sandoval,
Sunday, was held yesterday afternoon from the family residence.
Burial was at Santa Barbara
cemetery. Crollott was in charge.

;
'

'

SCOUT

GONZALES The
funeral of
M)ss Adelina Gonzales, who died
Sunday morning, will he held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
Burial will be
family residence.
at Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott will have charge.

:

a
a

cn

Washington. Dec. 18. The re
Keller,
fusal of Representative
rerepublican, of Minnesota, to him
a
to
subpoena requiring
spond
to give under oath tne lnrorma-tio- n
upon which he based impeachment charges against Attorney General Daugherty, has created a precedent of such possible
Importance that tho

house Judiciary committee decided
today to refer the whole matter
for Investigato a
tion.
Meantime the hearings on the
charges against Mr. Daugherty
will go forward, the committee
summoning such witnesses asMr.it
can find without the aid of
Keller, who dramatically withdrew from the proceedings last
Thursday after filing with Chairman Volstead a statement charging that there had been a "bare
faced" attempt to "whitewash"
the attorney general.
Chairman Volstead plans to appoint, within a day or two, the
which, in the language of a formal motion adopted
today by the entire committee, is
"to make an Investigation of what
action, if any, should be taken in
with the conduct of
connection
Mr. Keller towards this committee and towards the house of rep-

resentatives."

Mr.
Keller's anAdmittedly,
nouncement that In refusing to
obey the subpoena, he was standing on his rights as a member of
the house, has left a majority of
the 21 lawyers on the Judiciary
committee In a quandary as to
just what the power of the committee and the house is in the

The situation Is withpremises.
out parallel so far as they now
can determine and since whatever
action is decided upon will constitute a guide In the future,
there is a disposition to attack
the problem with great care and

deliberation.
On the basis

the Information
now at hand, the members are
fairly convinced that Mr. Keller
cannot be made to appear before
the committee to testify.
They
also are of the opinion that tho
house itself cannot enforce comwith the subpoena as
pliance
could a court In a similar case.
Whether there could be contempt
proceedings is another question
and one for the
to
of

Inquire Into.

ADi T

2 YOUTHS

1

CW

Planned to Rush in After the
Derailment and Rob the
Mail Car, BUt GOt SCaredl
and Ran Away

APACHEFOREST
Chases Take Place Simultaneously,

One

Hound

Dec. 18. Sharp
Albany, Ga
criticism of the Ku Klux Klan, assertions of its harmfulness and
suggestions for combating it, were
contained in the charge to tho
grand Jury today by Judge William H. Barrett of the United
States district court for South
Georgia at the opening of the Albany division.
"With the earnestness and zeal
of a Georgia citizen," said Judge
Barrett, "one who loves his state
and his country, I implore you to
in combating what Is
unquestionably a menace, what 1
believe has not yet assumed as
great magnitude as many would
have us believe, hut what is undoubtedly a disease In the body
politic and if we are to treat it
wisely we shonld treat it now, In
Its inclplency, and that is the Ku
Klux Klan."
"I am told that the constitution
of this organization is worded In
such a way that no patriotic citi
zen can cavil at it," Judge Barrett
continued, "but my information is
that the real motives that lead to
Joining, though not professed In
tho constitution, are usually one
of the four, I may say. One that
perhaps had considerable force ato
the initiation of it was an
sentiment, founded upon the
proposition that by reason or tne
unusual treatment accorded some
negro soldiers abroad, there might
be an effort on their part to create
an unhappy situation heresenti"Another is
ment, which would seek, If not to
punish, to at least greatly subdue
all those who believe In that -h
llgion. Another was an
sentiment.
Another, and perhaps the most general, and I do
not wish to be vituperative, was in

GOING

WIEEJN

Official
in His

Matters
Hands to Provide

DECLARED

New York, Dee. 18. A mis-trlwas declared today in the second
trial of Edward M. Fuller, bankrupt stock broker, Indicted for
"bucketing," when the prosecution's chief witness, J. Harold
FulBraid, could not be found.
ler's ball was fixed at $40,000
pending a retrial and he was returned 4o the Tombs, where he has
been confined since the trial
opened.

WANTED
CARPENTERS
To see the new tooL chest,
at J. Korber & Co.'s.

SCARE SUBURBS

TRIAL

OUT

BATHS

JF

Photographers Drive Down East Central
and Police Officers TesAvenue Late at Night FirOfficers
tify in the Becker Hearing
ing Revolvers;
in Bronx County
Asked to Investigate

Physicians,

Citizens With Fuel

Stick In

Postmaster Berthold Spitz said
yesterday that whllo the office has
been too busy to compile comparative figures, the holiday postal business undoubtedly is much larger
than last year's.
The mail rush
began early and Is growing In volume.
Tho Incoming mail has almost swamped tho
alcarriers,
though an additional force has
been (nit on to take care ot it. The
and
outgoing mail is Immense,
crowds of persons are before the
receiving windows from early in
the morning until tho dosing
hour.

Stockings

When shopping for stocking
buy a whole carton of Little
d
Raisins and matte two
dozen Indies happy for $1.
2

packages of luscious
s
at a Christmas Bar-fu- o
Price!
Put one in each ttoclcine.
And
let little people hand them out to
htfle friends as Christmas gifts. New
idea delightful
Get them now at any store. Little
little

brinlit red boxes full of little rsisina
Okla.. Dec. 18.
New York, Dec. IS. Physicians,
A number of Saturday night merry
Drumwrlpht,
both good and GOOD FOR you.
Gas heaters were going again at photographers, and "olice officers, makers, presumably on their way
toin
court
Bronx
tonight
testified
county
full blast in Prumwright
home from auto trips to the can- ANOTHER SUPPOSED
at the opening of lh trial of
after a period of idleness which set day
yon, have been scaring Kast CenBLACKHAND MURDER
for
Abraham
Becker,
chauffeur,
workin Sunday when a gang of
Hie murder of his wife, Jennie, tral avenue people out of their
Sun-Mai- ds
men for the Oklahoma Natural whose body was found In a lime beds or their bath tubs by driving' Chicago, Dec. 18. Another supnipidly down the street at midnight
Gas company closed a gate valve filled pit two weeks ago.
adhand
was
black
murder
posed
occurrrevolvers.
This
has
Dr. Karl S. Kennard,
medical firing
"Christmas Raisins"
In the company's gas main, shutded to the death toll of Chicago's
testified that the body ed- on tho two Saturday nights Ballon colony tonight when Ro5c Everywhere
ting off the supply going to the examiner,
Just past, and complaint has been sier Do
found
seven
Mrs.
lifter
months
Marco, acted 20, was found
unauthorized Becker
city through an
disappeared, Indicated that made to the Onpolice and the sher- Iving in the street with 12 slugs
Had Four Iron Today?
orders
on
iffs
office.
link
Installed
tho
first night that
death had not been Instantaneous.
tap
sawed-of- f
shot gun in his
W. E. Nioodemus. It was impossible, however, to tell the shooting occurred, tho subur- from a
of
Mayor
The mayor took matters in his how long the woman lived after ban dwellers thought that a battle body.
Sergeant Tony Gentile, of the
was going on between prohibition black
hands when tho residents of his her skull was fractured, he said.
hand sUad, who was passWant Ads Bring QulcK Results
Becker shifted uneasily In his officers and rum runners.
city began to suffer for. lack of
ing, discovered the body.
fuel.
seat
as
from
the garments taken
Today Mayor Nlcodemus led n the pit were shown, bit by bit, to
which the jury.
party of men to the valve of
the
U. C. Sharp, vice president
.Identification of tho body wa
Oklahoma Natural Gas company impossible, physicians t entitled. A
"
I
111
had declared no one could open, bunch nf
keys found
on.
with the body were alleged by the
and again turned tho gas
The mayor declared that his ac- prosecution to have been keys to
the connec- the Becker flat
tion in
tion followed reports from local
severe
major opera- ARIZONA HUNTER IS
hospitals that
at tin'
tion.? were being delayed
that
risk of the patients' lives and were
DEAD IN
BELIEVED
1
many women and children luck
I'T&ftf T am th
!
W
the
of
because
THE FRISCO RANGE
leaving town
of heat.
.1. ('. N'avo nf tho United Strifes
Mayor Nlcodemus indicated that
ho would attend a conference ot forest service, who has
just re- - 8
at
tomorrow,
Oklahoma City
turned from a business trip to
which Mr. Sharp, ft representative
said yesterday that
of the Shafer County Gas com- t'llfton, Ariz.,
parties are still scourpany would bo present. Natural searching
ing the mountains in that vicinity
When tho Oklahoma
fur the body of Douglas Pascoe, a
Gas company turned off tho
man who was lost two weeks
young
it was announced that
the company had obtained a new ago while on a hunting trip. The
source of supply and would keep 'fru.THlu. went
in the Mule
I
the city warm, but the promise Creek district. hunting left
HI
their car D
I
withwas
They
tho
false
and
tlty
proved
the
into
in
the
road
scattered
and
out heat.
mountains, agreeing to meet nt the
automobile in the evening. Pascoe
ALLEGED EMBEZZLER
failed to show up nt sundown, and
began searching
companions
IS ON WITNESS STAND hia
fur him. A heavy full of snow, uc-- !
AT YUMA companied by a drop in tempera
IN
TRIAL
ture, came tnat nignt.
l'ascoe's friends enlisted aid, and
Yuma, Ariz., Dec. 18. Alva E. a posse of 60 men took up Ihe
embezzltho
with
charged
Smith,
It was reported later that
ement of $11,000 of the funds of search.
l'ascoo had been seen in Douglas,
tho Valley Bank of Parker, Ariz.,
several miles from Clifton.
took the stand late today and be- Ariz,,
ilia father investigated, mid congan telling bin story of the trans-to vinced himself that tho report was
action In which he is alleged
untrue. The search then was re
have embezzled tho bank's funds. sumed,
In tho complaint on which he
When l'a''oe left his compaii- is now neing tried, rmiui, nnu Ions, he left
bis heavy bunting coat
Parker
in
stock
the
purchased
In the car. his cigarettes and other
bank last April, is alleged to have articles.
This is taken to prove
given checks on the First State that his disappearance was not in- bank of Clarita, Okla., in payment tentiona). No reason for any such
for the stock and to have then action has been found by his reltransferred funds of the Parker atives
Pascoe is 23
and friends.
bank to meet payment on the years of age and buttings to a good
money-bac- k
checks.
family. The section of the country
Testifying In his own defense where
he dlsnppem cd is wild and
today, Smith declared that beforea rugged, 23 miles from Clifton in
to
had
came
'
Arizona
he
he
Frisco range.
Vacuum-seale- d.
conversation with R. C. Callaway, the
president of the First State bank
j
CONCERN
of Clarita, In which Callaway BROKERAGE
agreed to take caro of his checks
IN KANSAS CITY, M0.,
given for tho purchase of the
DOORS
Parker bank and that he In turn
CLOSES ITS
gave Callaway promissory notes
signed In blank which Callaway
DIscIof-ur- o
Kansas City, Dec. 1
was to place among his associates.
of the details "f tho failure
Smith was telling of the details
comof his transactions in Parker today of Houston, Fible and
when court recessed at 6 o'clock pany, probublywestthpoflargest
the Mississiptonight. He will resume the stand pi river, awaits the return of Wiltomorrow.

Little

3e

t'-

The breakfast newspaper

hasn't a chance against a real

good cup of coffee.
Schilling's is the fine
coffee.

n

WOMEN SPECTATORS
AT KENTUCKY TRIAL
SEARCHED FOR GUNS
Jackson,

Ky

Dec. IS.

A de-

parture In the, not unusual practice
of searching for weapons on men
who enter the court house to witness murder trials here occurred
today when women spectators bIfo
were required to undergo nn examination at tho hands of an especially appointed woman deputy
sheriff.
The case on trial Is that of
Wilson and Nathan dem
ons, charged with murder In connection with the slaying; of Green
s
Watklns, a deputy sheriff.
was killed when a parly of
deputies and prohibition agents
was ambushed in tho mountains.
The cas
was
to
brought
Breathitt county for trial after
Juries had disagreed in two trials
in Knott county.

of the
liam It. Houston,
company, from New York.
11.
Thomas
Reynolds, attorney
and assigne,, appointed following,
announcement of failure this mnru-- i
ing, declared that the first step to
be taken will bo nn audit. He asserts that he did not know the reason for tho failure. The company
closed its doors pursuant to nn
that the firm was tin- -'
able to meet an $8(10,000 demand
by thp, New York stock exchange,
Estimates tonight indicate that
the company may fail by f 200,000
to meet customers' obligations of)
$5,000,000.

LOT NO.

Wat-kin-

i

1

NO. 2

WALNUTS
1

Fancy Sugar Corn
3 lbs

lb.

1

c
SELF-SERVIN-

69

GROCETERIA

G

,

SEEDED
1

LOT NO.

3

pkg.

1

pkg.

15c

ieadow
1

38s

1

52c

100 lbs.

C3

ts,

In town last night and will be at the United
Stores today. He wants to see all the kiddies.
Come and bring your letters.
I

43c

5

LOT

100 lbs.

PACKED

lb.

18c

IN

4

$1.00

NO.

LOT

Snowdrift
1

9

$1.40
6

4 lbs.

8 lbs.

71c $1.35

12

CO

65c
LOT

Ifonte Jam

Be!

3

LOT

3 cans

Colorado Spuds

&

tn

ta

Brooms! Brooms!

can

$8.00
NO.

38c

8

Peas
1

oS3
O
o

Maple Syrup

lb.

JUNIOR BRAND

BEET SUGAR

2
CO

54c
LOT

2.

11

LITTLE JUG

Gold

lb.

NO. 4

o
m

LOT

7

CREAMERY BUTTER

SEEDLESS

10c

Santa Arrived

ONE CEXT TO ONE DOIXAK STORES CO.
Avonoc.
Phono 299

10c

S3

NO.

J

mm

6 cans

CO

mim7.

Telephone 627
Opposite City Hall
A THOROUGH BUSINESS TRAINING, such as is
given in our DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS would
assist you to a good position.
WINTER TERM JUST STARTING
now.
Enroll
May & Hosking.

can

DECEMBER CLEARANCE SALE IN OUR GROCETERIA

Hew Crop Raisins

0

321 West Central

chillin 2L

15.

CYD
'0

.If.

Wings of the morning!

CHURCHMAN'
DIES
16. The
Omaha, Neb., Dec.
Rev. Jacob Adrianz, 86, well
in
known
Nebraska and Colorado
church conferences for tho last
HERMAN' GETS PECISIOV
60 years, who established the First
Meridcn, Conn., Dec. 18. Babe Methodist church in Denver, now
Herman of California won a
known as Trinity church, died at
decision over Louis "Kid" his homo in Fremont, Neb., today,
Kaplan of Merlden at the National
A. C. here tonight.
Herman won
A new
of sliver tablefive of the 12 rounds with three ware In shipment
tho licaiitlful "Madam
even. Kaplan weighed 129 and Korris"
design nt Kvcritt's Inc.
Herman 129H.
Adv.

Vicious Beast
Alone; Many Depredations

al

apblMlirrMty still. aMrass! "MltiTataa.
rtorlM.D.p.lir, Mtletatl.IsMl." Soldmrj.
wnor.
BoapzBc. uinonent zgandsoe. TaleflmlBc.
m cuticura soap shaTa without mis.

Own

MURDER OF

Okla.,

Drumright,

Takes

AGAIN;

Treeing

MIS-TRIA- L

nt

Georgian Makes Suggestions for Combating What
He Declares "Is Unquestionably a Menace"

5 HUNTING

GET 3 LIONS

THE GAS

HOLIDAY MAIL TO
SHOW AN INCREASE
YEAR
OVER LAST

GUN SHOOTERS

rust-cover-

OR Y

CHAR

conduct and virtue by which they
would determine wnat inings were
wrong, and what they could correct wholly Independent of governSt. Joseph, Mo.. Dee. IS. Alvln ment, "courts and law."
Marion Clark of Easton. Mo., nml
William Kramer, no address, both
19 years old, were arrested tod.iv CITIZENS NATIONAL
and ' confessed, according to the
BANK GOLF CUP IS
local police, to wrecking Burlington passenger train Number 16
WON BY HERKENHOFF
east of Saxton last Tuesday night.
The train, St. Joseph to St.
additional round of golf will
was derailed when a rail was re- notAnhave
to deterto bo
moved and seven coaches and the mine the winner played
of tho Citizens
engine left the track. Only two or National bank cup, ns was anthroe persons were slightly injured. nounced, a committee deciding yesThe boys planned to rush in after
terday that H. Herkenhoff was enthe derailment and rob the mail titled
to become the permane.it
car, they said. They expected that possessor of the trophy.
the engineer, fireman and trainTwo
were tied for one of the
men In the baggage and mnil cars
at a drawing held
would he killed or badly hurt and turkeys, and
Ralph Keleher won the
that they would meet with no op- yesterday
Christmas bird. J. R. Guild and
position.
won a turkey.
When this failed to materialize, A. J. Otero each
ran
away, they said.
they
SFI)S 'POSSl'M TO IIARDIXfl
Okmulpee, Okla., Dec. 18. (iabe
Burkhardt, an Okmulgee hunter
and trapper, today forwarded a
DOGS
live, white opossum weighing 15
G.
pounds to President Warren
Harding as a Christmas gift. The
cellency, Gabriel Narulowicz," pres-hi- s
visit to the White House

the lions."

Because it la best for their tender
skins. Help it now and then with
touches of Cuticura Ointment strolled
to first signs of redness or roughness. Cuticura Talcum is also excel-lefor children.

JUDGE SAYS IN

e-

-

Cuticura Soap

M

anti-Jewis-

MGHT EARTHQUAKE SHOCK
Missoula,
Mont., Dec. 18. A
M. E .Musgrave,
; slight earthquake Bhock was felt
chief of the
; here tonight.
Pictures were shak- - United State biological survev In
en from walls and dishes rattled. Arizona, and . Hunter Clay Miller,
! No
recently participated in a hunt in
damage was reportedwhich five dogs treed three mountain lions, which were subsequently
iwueu. una nuns went in tnree directions, two of them followed by
two dogs each. A game old hunt-- i
Ing dog went after the third one!
alone, and got him. The hunt took
place in the Apache national for-- i
est.
Hunter Miller is retarded na tbn
best lion hunter in Arizona.
He
has killed 67 lions in the past two
years. Mountain lions are said to
have grown so numerous In some
sections of the Apache that horse- growers, who had previously had
been successful in raising large
numbers of horses, have been
obliged practically to go out of
business because of the depredations.
The biological survey is
making a strong effort to kill off

Teach Children To Use

Troop 3 meets every Friday
night at St. Paul's Lutheian
church.
A new patrol called the Wolf pa
trol has been organized, as the
Eaglo and Silver patrols are fu
Noiwyn Wilson was elected patrol
leader. No assistant was named
at this time. The patrol has five
members and Walter Scott Is ex
pected to be the sixth. The mem
bers are Norwyn Wilson, Joe Kein,
Buell Nesbltt, Tracy Barber and
Harold Biermann.
The Ecouts went on a JJike Frl
day and saw two swans at the
camp and several bunches of quail,
The hikes are enjoyed for the outdoor exercise they furnish, but are
especially for the purpose of study
ing nature.
Paul Delaney was admitted to
the troop and Wnlter Scott's applt
was recation for membership
ceived.
Harold Cote was made a
second class scout. William Allen
passed tho test for second class
scout rank.
RAY" HOGAN,
Scribe.

ic

TRAIN

MAYOR TURNS ON MAN ACCUSED OE

j

anti-negr-

REMOVING
E

NOTES

Page Threci

TINS

10

ALL XMAS CANDIES IN
BULK. VALUES UP TO
45c per lb. Now

25c

13

Shillings Coffee
1

lb.

oo
dm

2 lbs.

43c

85c
CD

LOT

14
PLUM, DATE & FIG
PUDDING
1
2 small tins
large tin

30c

B
CO

3

30c
Sa

.1

'newest manager

GOVERNORS

hlDING
AT

WHITE

Washington, Dee. 18. Problems
of prohibition enforcement were
discussed Informally today at a
White House conference between
President Harding, the federal deInterestpartmental chiefs directly
ed in the subject and the governors
of 14 states.
There was no statement from
the White House ns to the result
of the meeting, but- is was indicated that the discussion revolved almost entirely upon the question of
how the several states could beat
with the federal government in executing the terms of
ihe prohibition amendment.meet-It
was indicated that another
ing of state executives might Ik'
called early in the coming year a:
which time the nubiect would be
canvassed more thoroughly.
At the Whito House luncheon,
durine the conrra ut which the
views of the guests wro sought on
prohibition were, in ."'Ulition to the
president. Vice President Coolhlge.
Attorney flcnernl Kuugherly, Secretary Mellon, Prohibition Commissioner llaynes, tiovcrnors Cox,
.Massachusetts: Ritchie, Maryland:
Trinkle, Virginia; Harlresu. VerIndiana; Kilby,
mont; McCray,
Alabama; Hyde. Missouri; Freuss,
Minnesota; Olcott, Oregon; Allen,
Kansas;
Morgan, West Virginia;
AlcKelvie, Nebraska; Davis, Idaho,
tind Campbell. Arizona.
Reports Kiicourngliig
"In many cases." Commissioner
Haynes declared after thP meeting, "the reports of the governors
were of on encouraging nature.
Numerous instances of lack of cooperation were rmintcd out; many
instances of the inadequacy of fud-trforces were nuircested.
"There was a preponderance of
opinion that an earnest official appeal for reverence, of the law and
a cordial support of law enforcement by the press would combine
to cure the worst conditions reported."
According to some of those who
attended there was no suggestion
conraised during the three-hou- r
ference which indicated belief that
th situation might be helped by
loosening the present stringent enTo the conforcement statute.
trary, it was said, the prevalent
opinion seemed to have been that
imposition of more severe fines
and prison terms on conviction for
violation would assist the enforce
ment officials in their work.
Governor Allen of Kansas said
tonight that thP conference had indicated clenrlv that all the governors present whoso states have enforcement laws were in direct sympathy with rigid enforcement.
Governor Cot of Massachusetts
e
one of the two states lying
of this classification, was
as
of
the
quoted
opinion that
"more money and more honorable
men" were necessary. Since the
law was on the statute books, ho
held, it must be enforced.
Maryland Opposes Law
The majority of the people of
the other state without
Maryland
special enforcement laws believe
ihat the Volstead act is impossible
of enforcement in the state, according to Governor Ritchie.
"Our people in the main regard
it as an unnecessary and drastic
federal infringement of their state
and personal rights," he declared
in a statement issued after the
conference and which was described as setting forth the views he
"md expressed to President Harding.
"The lack of respect for law
and actual lawlessness which have
resulted is deplorable. The only
remedy I see is to recognize that
h9 Volstead law is destructive of
the rights of states and to turn
ihe whole question back to the
Kates, so that each
settle it
in accordance with the iywill of Its
own people."
al
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Oonie Bush.
The recent appointment of Donte
Ghortstop, as
Bush, diminutive
manager of the Washington Nationals to succeed Clyde Milan, was
a surprise, generally speaking.
Bush was obtainni by Griffith from
Detroit at the waiver pric- - in the
1921 season, while
serving his
fourteenth year with the Tigers.
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Mrs. Doris Brunen and Her
Brother Say They Had No
Part in Slaying the New
Jersey Showman
Mount Holly. X. J.. Dec. 18.
Mrs. Doris Brunen and her brother, Harry C. Mobr. charged with
the killing of John T. lirunen,
circus owner, denied on the witness stand today that they had
any part in tho siayinj of the
showman.
confessed
Charles M. Powell,
slayer, said he had shot Brunen
as" he
at at a window at his
home on March 1, at th.? instigation of Mrs. Brunen and Mohr.
Mrs.
Sobbing
convulsively,
Brunen said: "I have never in
life
talked
about
killing my
my
I loved him.''
husband.
Mohr, who preceded the showman's widow on the stand, made
an emphatic denial of Powell's
statement and the confession involving him in tho shooting.
"I never urged, hired, or suggested to Powell that he .kill
Brunen, and I never promised
him money to kill him," he declared.
When the trial
today,
counsel for the defense asked
tho court to dismiss the case
against Mrs. Brunen on tho
ground thHt the state had failed
to prove htr cither a principal
or an nccoinplice of the crime.

Justice Kall.'ieh ruled that although the testimony against Mrs.
Brunen was scant, it was the
Jury's duty to pass upon her innocence or guilt.
Mrs. Brunen denied she ever
called her husband a brnto or
that he was cruel to her, "except
when he was intoxicated."

27
FOR

Reliance

the

Bot-

Superior;
5 Days

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Pee. IS.
After being marooned five days
on the barren Llzzard isle In Lake
with the temperature
Superior,
well below the zero mark and apwithout
food, 2i of the 27
parently
missing persons from the
tug Reliance have been rescued by
the tugs Gray and Favorite, according to a meager wireless dispatch received here late today
from the Gray.
Fate of the remaining four missing persons was not revealed in
the cryptic dispatch flashed by the
them
Gray's wireless. Search forrescued
Those
is being continued.
include Capt. D. A. Williams, master of the Reliance. Captain John
McFhorson of tho Booth Fisheries, a passenger on the craft, is
still missing. The message mentioned no other names.
Two Ljfeboats Found
Hopo of finding any of the missing persons alivo virtually was
abandoned here earlier in the day
when tho Gray reported the finding of two battered lifeboats from
the Reliance. It now is assumed
the boats, were washed away from
the island after the marooned men
had landed.
The hardships Suffered by tho
band during their five day imprisonment will, it is believed here,
become new history of the lakes.
When they left tho sinking tug
none of them had food, fuel or
Tho isle on which they
firearms.
landed is practically barren and
uninhabited except for a few huts
left by Indians and trappers In past
seasons
It probably will ho lata tomorrow before the tugs can return to
this port with tho survivors because of the ice in Lake Superior.
Physicians and medical supplfes.
together with food and fuel, were
taken aboard the rescue tugs before they started to fight their way
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"B-- ' Theater
Will Be Selected at
A George Melford Nine
production, "Burning Sands," with
Election
January 9; OthWanda Hawley. Milton Sills, Robert Cain and Jacqueline Logan as
ers
Get on the BalMay
the stars, s the main attraction
lot by Petition
at the "B." It is a Paramount
picture. In connection, there will
be shown a reel or two of "Pathe
The nominating
of
committee
Keview" and "Current Events" the Chamber
of Commerce met
pictures.
yesterday afternoon and selected
the names of 27 of the members
Crystal Opera House The T3. of the organization to be candiForrest Taylor and Miss Anne dates for members of tho board of
Berryman company- of players are directors at the annual election to
still at the Crystal.be held on January 9. Nine members will be chosen.
Other canT.yr:c Theater
Arthur S, Kane didates mav have their names
on
the list by Fec'urlng the
presents the popular film star, placed
Charles Ray, in "Alias Julius signatures of 25 members of the
Chamber
of
to their
Commerce
also
Caesar";
"Seven
showing
Ages of Fishing" and "Felix Saves nominating petitions. It was stated
llio Day."
yesterday that should any of
the nominees selected by thP comwish to withdraw, that fact
mitter
Pastime Tlieutcr The
Pictures Corporation presents Ellle will bo announced in the newsNorwood as Sherlock Holmes in papers.
Following are the nominees, the
Fir Conan Doyle'B greatest
y
nInP being members of the
drama, "The Hound of the last
board:
Raskervilles";
also showing the present
D. H. Rosenwald,
Robert
"Fox News" and a. comedv, enK. X. ISoult. N. W. Pratt,
titled "The Beauty Contest."
Reuben D. Perrv. A. R. Ifeben-strei- t.
Guy Lauderbaugh, Charles
S. White, JT. P. Kawtelle, W. A.
Oekler. It. W. Hoyt, James
M. ST. Maisel, Charles Lemb-kW. C. Raabe,
Leo Murphy,
man
Wallace Hesselden, L. R. Peters,
Robert E. Putnev, C E. Breece,
A Christmas box for every
n C. T. Flench, Arthur Prager. O. N
service man in Albuquerque is Marron. W. A. Keleher, Carl C.
being planned by members of the Magee, R. H. lfanna and D. K, B.
American Legion
auxiliary here. Sellers.
men In
The nominating committee H
Already 85
and private homes have composed of H. jr. Brlggs, W. ('.,
ben listed but many of the men Oestreich, A. L. Martin, K. B.
liave not been located. Persons Swope and Dr. W. G. Hope.
knowing of service men here and
Tako advantage of the 25
away from home, living either in
homes or hospitals, are asked to rent reduction on all Ivory jier
at
Kive their names and addresses to Everilt's Inc. Adv.
Mrs. J. Shufflebarger. 416 Fast
Iron avenue.
Journal Want Ads. bring results.
L
Lii
Ex-servi-

forces by
Cuban revolutionary
bravery under fire, steadfastly refuses to cede an atom of her independence by accepting either government or private aid.

"Organized Impotence" Is
Which
the Definition
Tchitcherin Gives It During Heated Debate
Lausanne, Dec. 18 (by the AssoImpociated Press). "Organized
tence" was the definition which M.
the Russian foreign
Tchitcherin,
minister, gave of the league of
nations during a heated debate between him and Lord Curzon this
afternoon in a session devoted to
the discussion of plans for control
of the Turkish straits.
"The United States, Germany
and Iiussia do not recognize the
league,'' said Tchitcherin. "The
league Is not even able to control
a single Polish general In Vilna.
It Is unable to accomplish anything
in the Lithuanian dispute. What
good are the guarantees of such
an organization?"
the allied
Tchitcherin
proposals for the regulation of the
straits were against Russia and
put a premium on navallsm and
militarism.
Scheme"
"An Alltt-he added,
"These proposals,"
"are designed to separate Turkey
and Russia. It is an allied scheme
which offers fallacious protection
to Turkey, but grants passage of
the straits to warships, which
would expose Russia's south coast
to attack. The project forces Russia to arm, and the guarantees are
completely illusory for Turkey."
Both M. Tchitcherin and Ismet
Pasha offered new suggestions concerning control of the strafts. IsIn
met was mild, and accepted
principle most of the proposals
made by the allied powers, but
Tchitcherin was extremely hostile
and demanded that the Russian
proposals be considered at length
by the
along with
tho new Turkish proposals.
Lord Curzon denied this request,
saying It was impossible to continue the deliberations Indefinitely.
He asserted that concessions had
been made to the Russians by pro
d
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Most Appreciated Qlft

3 THEORIES GIVEN AS
POSSIBLY EXPLAINING
EXPLOSION
to Tli

Special

7 HUMAN SKELETONS
FOUND

JNjGRAVEL

made by men hauling gravel for
road construction. S ix, are those)
of
PIT
adults, while the seventh is the
skeleton of a child.

Wichita Falls, Tcx Dec. 18.
Tou can cure a Red by giving
Seven human skeletons have been
him a
but there's nothing
dug up in a gravel pit near Charlie, you canfortune,
do
in Clay county, the discovery being Street Journal.for a yellow. Wall

Ocn't delay fighting ccnsiijiaiion
with tMfi thai is ALL MMll
constipation flashes its sig- into your eyes and
cheeks; into your breath, your brain
n nd your appetite, it is absolutely necessary that you head it off! Toxio poisoning stands closo by; Bright 's disease and other dangerous diseases
await their tural
"vThon

The remedy that nature offers is the
simplest and most effective Kellogg 's
Brnn, cooked and krumbled, which is
ALL BRAN And it is ALL BRAN I
It is ALL BEAN yon need whea you
start to fight constipation. You can't
afford to delay a minute and you can 't
afford to use
measures with
foods that contain a percentage of
bran I Your physician will recom
mend Kellogg 's Bran because it is
not only effective, but because it is
delicious... .Wty you will Ijisa its nut- 1

half-wa-

like flavor, which adds so much to any
food with which it is served.
Be certain to cat Kollogg's Bran
regularly at least two tablespoonfuls
daily; in chronic cases with each meal.
Kesults will prove astounding.
Remember that Kellogg 's Bran is nature 's own regulator, which operates in
nature's way which is tho best way!
Eat Kellogg 'a Bran as a cereal,
sprinkled on other hot or cold cereals,
or make it up into the best of muffins,
pancakes, raisin bread, cookies, maca--

roons.

Kollogf?

each package. Let tho children eat
jxeuogg s jsran. it is wonderfully
beneficial. It.
will ImnrnvA

just as it will really and truly
over men and women,

Th

hnni.
make-

vnlim

's Bran cannot be
Kellogg
.....
,
., . overesti
O'
VJU uaivcrsany cy grocers.
luincu,
-l

t

AT MADRID
tfonrna!

QUESTION:
How much time do I need to take a good
mince pie?

Three theW, Risdon,
as possibly
in the coal
weeks ago.
Seven miners werP killed by the
explosion, and five hav died since,
as the result of injuries received.
Risdon'a report is based upon a
and has
personal investigation,
M. C.
just been filed with Gov.
Mechem. One theory 1s that the
gas may have been ignited from
thP safety lamps, two of which
were being used In the shaft; another that U was a spark from the
pick of a miner,
striking some
flinty substance: the third that It
mav have been a spark from a
motor which was being used for
power to drive a conveyor.
The presence of gas is believed
to have been due 'to a leak in the
floor, which allowed the gas to
seep through from another ledgo.
There was no negligence on the
part of the ownership or management, the inspector says.

Fanta Fe, Dec. 18.
ories are given by W.
state mine inspector,
explaining the explosion
mine at Madrid, several

ANSWER:

A good

mince pte can be ready for tbe

oven in twenty minutes if you use

None Such
Mincemeat

p

LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE"
iA:i

MERRELLSOULE COMPANY
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Among the first women to enter
the field ot motion picture dlrec- -
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The Quality Cigar Since
In their
humidor

jsL:bss-

This is Christmas week and the time we generally
begin to think of the folks at home. Make this a sen- Chri8tmas and come to the store where he buys
eVerylhing- - We can tell you what he like.:

I

;

fi

j

.

BATHROBES

1896
14

HOUSE GOATS

PAJAMAS

MUFFLERS

GLOVES

,

A

ROSE

La Palina
beautiful, glass
Blunts make a Christmas gift sure of appreciation..

TIES

SHEEP LIHED COATS

HANDKERCHIEF

He'll get them in finest condition and in perfect fullness
of flavor because of the protecting humidor.

Open Evenings Until Christmas

) This quality cigar with its costly Java wrapper has a new
and finer flavor, a rare, aromatic fragrance that make a friend
of every man who smokes them.r'
Excellente

. --

lOcf

2 for 25c
Senator
Blunt inglanjar) 2 for25cj

Mdgnol'u
..-- .
Perjecto Grande

3 for 50c

METROPOLITAN

14

MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED FREE

5c
,

CONGRESS CIGAR COMPANY, Manufacturers, U, S. A,
DISTRIB ITORS

1EL

CIGAR COMPANY

Ijar'Jit or Street
DENVER, C OLORAKO

mys-1or-

every

Juana Arias, now 94 years of ago
and the only woman who ever attained the grado of colonel in the

0y

RUSSIAN

viding in the allied proposals that
no fleet shall be admitted to the
Black Sea, which is stronger than
the strongest navy possessed by
any Black Sea power.
Tchitcherin repeatedly demanded
further consideration of the Russian proposals, which are
opposite to the plans
favored by the allies and the principles set forth by the United
States.
Curzon called attention to the
fact that Russia and Turkey are
far apart in their position and esthat it was
pecially emphasized
Tchitcherin, not Ismet, who said
that the guarantees of the league
of nations would be "Illusory."
Americans Are Silent
The members of the American
delegation. Ambassador Child, Rear
Admiral Bristol and Minister Grew,
all attended the session, but made
no remarks; they have expressed
no opinion about the allied proposals.
Lord Curzon refused to consider
Tchltcherln's motion for the reference of the straits 'question to the
for reconsideration, and this subject will be taken
tomorrow.
It is apparent
up again
that the allies are determined not
to permit the Russians to delay
tho decision further by advocacy
of closing the Black sea, which Is
absolutely opposed to the view of
tho allies and the United States,
and even Turkey.

ff2sjjgaB
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christmas box for

The Albuquerque chapter of tho
American association of Engineers,
at a meeting yesterday afternoon
at the offices of the United Stales
forest service, elected the followEdmund Ross, presing officers:
ident; P. T. Eyre, vice president;
C. A. Long, secretary and treasurer; If. F. Robinson, Guy H.
Harrington, members of board of
directors.

Bl

CRITICISED

towfy

OF

1

EDMUND ROSS CHOSEN
HEAD OF ENGINEERS
CLUB FOR NEXT YEAR

NATIONS LEAGUE

SwwSS
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GQMMERCEBOARD

of
Williams found his supplies
food and fuel nniost exhausted.
The lako mariners elected to tempt
fate and breast the blizzard rather
than chance death from starvation.
Flashes Call for JIclp
Four hours after tho anchor had
been hoisted the Reliance was
dashed against the rocks and her
wheel disabled. The craft filled
Just before, the wireless
rapidly.
was put out of commission the operator flashed a single call for
help. It was this call, received
here, that instigated one of the
most thrilling rescues attempts in
the history of the lakes.
All, those on board took to the
lifeboats as the tug began to settle beneath their feet. Seven of
the 36 aboard reached safety Saturday night after a battle against the
waves and a sixteen mlla trek over
a white wilderness. Two others,
Mr. and Mrs. John TTarten. coolio,
were left at a waysido station when
the woman became exhausted and
had to bo carried four miles
through snowdrifts. The rescue
attug had made two previous
tempts to reach the side of the Re.
Uanco but were beaten back by
th gale.
Those aboard the Reliance in
cluded the captain, 13 members of
the crew and 22 passengers,

i

mm jll3Pil

CHAMBER

through the ice floes to the wreck
scene,
Tho wrecking of the Reliance
was the result of a gamble with
fate on the part of those aboard
the tug. After lying to In a sheltered cove for three days in the
hope of riding out the storm that
was sweeping the lake. Captain

PERSONS ARE

IN BIG LEAGUES

Problems of Prohibition Are
Discussed Informally; Violators May Get More Severe Punishment

I
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SSHAPKEiTS ROMAIC

Allan Hessler, H. B. Horn, Gordon Moffett, Harold
GIVES D1XNIH
Smith and
Members o the Matinee Brjdge Flckas Fifield.
husbands
O
their
club entertained
Merritt Oldacre of the Univerwith a dinner Monday night at the
Alvarado, followed by cards at the sity of Colorado is here for the
home of Mr. and Mrs- Harry O. holidays,
0
Strong, 1015 West Tljeras avenue.
from
Clark M. Carr, jr.. Is he
Covers were laid for Messrs. and
r,
the
Roswell
institute
Military
Mesdames A. . Ogle, C. A.
with his
M. H. spending the holidays
C. M. Spltzmesser,
parentH, Captain and Mrs. Clark M.
Wood. H. O. Strong, Dudley SnyCarr
of
etrtet.
North
Fourth
and
James
der, sr., Walton Snyder,
Davidson.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Bryant have
Castle
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Floershelm taken an apartment in, the Central
at
Fourteenth street and
and little son, Donald, are here avenue.
from fc'.pringer, New Mexico, spendO
ing the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Governor and Mrs. M. C. Mechem
S, U. Rosonwald, 923 West Tljeras have
taken "i apartment In the
avenue,
Filer apartments at Eighth street
O
Gold avenue, which they will
and
MRS. COPP KNTKRTA1XS
occupy after the first of the year.
MONDAY MUlHHi
O
Mrs. I). F. Copp was hostess for KF.MPF.NICH RECEPTION
the Monday Bridge club Monday HEM) Sl'NPAY
afternoon at her home on South
About GO guests called informalSeventh. Truncheon tollowed cards. ly Sunday afternoon when Mrs. L.
Mrs. Harry Benjamin and Mrs. Kempenich and her daughter, Miss
Jerre Haggard substituted, the club Lillian, held open house at their
Mesdames home, 9' 8 West Central avenue.
members
Including
Copp, Frank A. Stortz, FredHessel-de- n The affair was an occasion for conB. I'. Hust, Wallace
gratulations for Mies Kemnenieh,
whose engagement to Alvln Laub,
and W. W. Strong.
of Natchez, Miss., hss Just been
1015
O.
announced.
Mr. and Mrs. H.
Strong,
as
have
will
West Tljeras avenue,
his C. M. BOTTS HOST FOR
their guesMs over the O.holidays,
W. Strong, TEN DONS DINNER
parents, Mr- and Mrs.
C. M. Botts will be host for the
who are expected to arrive from
regular Ten Dons dinner Tuesday
Los Angeles Wednesday.
night at his home, 111 Stanford
O
avenue,
TIOSTF.SSES
MISSES
O
J OR KATl "11 DAY TKA
were
Miss Ruby Fuhr entertained the
Lee
Misses Julia and Lou
hostesses for a tea of about 75 three tables of her bridge club
their Saturday afternoon at hejj homo,
guests Saturday afternoon at
home, 803 West Copper avenue. 80S West Marquette avenue, A two
Sweet peas and carnations and course luncheon was served.
O
Ophelia roses in beautiful vases
Mrs. T. B. Whltmer of Luna
decorated the parlors and livinp;
Boulevard is expecting as her house
room and dining room. Receiving
the Misses Lee was Miss Eliz-U- i-' guest the latter part of the week,
White. Assisting in the
her sister, Mrs. Fred Brooks of
Mesdames Indiana.
ary and parlors were Brooks
and
O
Margaret Medler, G. L.
i lorence I'. Johnson.
Presiding In PHI MIT BENEFIT BRIDGE
ihe dining rooms were Mesdames ENJOYABLE SUCCESS
Sarah Mitchell, Margaret Medler,
success was the
An
G. L. Brooks. P. G. Cornish, and benefit enjoyable
given
Saturday
serving were Mrs. Raymond Stamm afternoon bridge
at
home of Mrs.
the
and Misses Margaret Shortle, Helen
on
Mitchell
West
Central
George
Klsk, Elizabeth and Betty Willey
by members of tho active chapter
and Norma Willhjrns.
of Phi Mu. Misses Margaret
f,
Nell Hess, Geraldlne Tully
Paul Horgan Is home from the
the
were
Newell
Dixon
active
and
holRoswell institute to spend the
Phi Mu girls acting as hostesses
idays with his mother. Mrs. Ed- tc-the affair. Pledges of Phi Mu
ward Horgan of North Twelfth
who served the after cards lunchstreet.
eon were Misses Juliet White,
KAPPA CHRISTMAS PARTY
Crumley, Saverne Dixon and
NIGHT
Elsa Cooper. Hostesses for the varA Christmas party will be given ious tables included Miss Katherine
hv the alumni of the local chanter Angle, who entertained tha three
of Kappa Kappa Gamma Wed- tables of the Pont Neuf Bridge club
nesday niehr ai the home of Miss and Miss Edna Miller, who was
Hostesses
Anita Hnbbell. 619 West Coal ave- hostess for two tables.
of the pledges, for guests of one table included
nue, in honor
Misses Margaret Smithers, Kath-erln- e Mesdames George Slmms. A. Otero,
Milner, F. A-- Storts, A. Gusdorf, L. S.
Owens, JosenhIn
Ruth Bursnm. Peters, "Carrie Malchon and O. A.
Tlnsley Burton.
Pearl Burns and Barbara Nell Matson, also Misses Winona. Dixon,
There will be a large Viola Herkenhoff and Anna
Thomas.
Christmas tree and gift exchanging. Mis Hnbbell 1b to be assisted by M" Allen Bruce and Mrs. BIRTHDAY PARTY GIVEN
Thor Kolle.
FOR MRS. TOMPKINS
O
Twenty-fiv- e
guests were enterDouglas Howden. son of Bishop tained at the home
of Mr, and Mrs.
and Mrs. F. B. Howden, is
G.
R.
Tompkins, 702 West Coal
to nrrlvn frowi New York
next week to attend the marriage avenue, in celebration of Mrs.
There wera
of his sister. Miss Angelica How- Tompkins' birthday.
cards in the early evening, folden,
lowed hy nn eleven o'clock supper
after which the guests danced for
PHI KAPPA PHT'mVVER
two hours.
AT TAMARISK 1XN
O
Professor B. S. Ilaught and Vernon Wilfley, a senior at the uniJoseph Pies left Monday night
for
to
tho funeral
memattend
Chicago
versity, were mltlated into
bership in the Phi Kappa Phi hon- of his mother.
O
orary scholastic fraternity of the
Mrs. Gertrude Elliott, 924 North
nnivernitv at a r""or nt Tamarisk
Tnn Monday night.
Dean L. B. Second street, has as her guest her
Mitchell was the speaker of the mother, Mrs. J. Pomeroy of Pagosa
evening.
Springs, Colorado. Mrs. Pomeroy
expects to remain here about three
In
arrived
Robert Hopewell has
months.
O
Albuquerque to spend the holidays
with his mother. Mrs. W. 8. Hope- nnr.n
well of West Conner avenue.
HIGHLY Sl'CCESSFTL
O
The St. John's Guild bazaar held
Loyd A. A. Kellam. former stu- Saturday at the Chamberlln Hat
dent of the university here, who Shop waa one of tha most successhas been stndylne music In New ful
of the guild have ever
York City, is spewing the holi- held.members
One of the most beautiful
days here ns a guest of his aunt, articles contributed for sale nt the
Mrsr Fred Lee.
I'nznnr was Bent by Mrs. William
d,

y
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NELLIE

'wertrVoo

A SMART

STYLE FOR THE
AMPLE FIGURE.
Tis no misfortune to be stout
as so many women deem it, but
being a little more plumply proportioned than one's slimmer sitters does require a little forethought before purchasing new
clothes.
As every stout or full figured
woman knows, clothes that are
shown for them in the shops art
very expensive, probably because
more care must be taken in the
fitting and selecting proper styles.
So the thrifty woman has found
it very inexpensive and satisfactory to make her own clothes.
c
In this
dress you will
notice at first glance that the collar will become you, and the side
panels continue the line of the
collar producing the panel front,
which is always found good, in
new light. Then too. instead of
the side panels being straight at
the edges the cutaway carries the
eye downward, the ensemble producing the much coveted slender
silhouette.
Made o crepe de Chine at
$1.50 per yard the dress would
cost about $9.00.
The pattern To. 1611 cuts in
sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 48 and
50 inches bust measure.
Size 26
marequires S'A yards
terial with 12 yards braid. Price
15c, stamps or coin
(coin
preferred).
thin-lin-

PROVES HERSELF
COMPETENT

Chapter

80

Mr, Fallon was called to San
Francisco on business, would be
gone about two or three weeks-Nellimissed him dreadfully although almost every day, thero
fame letters or messages of some
kind to her. Also an order had boon
left at the florists and her room
was as gayly decoruted as before.
His absence increased her work,
her responsibility. She threw Hery
self
into it; the
chief should find she had neglected nothing, that the business had
gone well in his absence. She paiu
no attention to hours, seldom going
boy
out ot lunch.
The office
brought her a sandwich and a buttle of milk; she also remained late
at night.
"I'm afraid you'll make yourself ill," Mrs. Roberts said. "You
are looking very tired."
"I'm nil right." Nellie assured
her, "and George must find everything has gone all right during his
absence."
Then, rather ruefully
she added: "But I'm not getting my
sewing done. It will bo years, instead of months, before I get my
clothes ready nt this rate." She
smiled as she paid it but Mrs. Roberts understood.
"Get what you can, Nellie, and
don't worry. A man seldom carea
whether the woman he loves "
"Ho would!" Nellie interrupted.
"He couldn't help but notice If I
didn't look somewhere near right.
Vou see he has been all his life
with people who have everything.
I won't let him be ashamed of me
Miss Dorothy either. She's one
of his family, if she is only a second cousin."
"I thought she was nearer than
whole-heartedl-

that!"

"So did I until Just before George
went away. She came in one day
and I found it out by their talk.
She is so lovely!- I do 'wish I was
like her. I don't mean in looks,
even if she is bo pretty; I mean. in
ways. So easy, whether she is in nn
office or at a dinner party, T get
awfully discouraged every time I
see her yet I always learn some

11-

El-za-

e,

bazaar satprday

party held.

SI NDAY AFTERNOON

children's party was given
Sunday afternoon In celebration of
the fifth birthday of little Miss
Ethel Frances Fifleld. at the home
of her parents, 215 Columbia avenue. There were candled cakes.
iPn cream cones, and many gifts for
The young
the little hostess.
A

guests included
Marilyn Thompson, Don Pickrell, Jerry Mitchell,

niNT

Breakfast

with Raisins
Sausage
Toast or Hot Rolls
Coffee or Cocoa
Luncheon
Whole Wheat Bread and Butter
Creamed Carrots and Peas
Oranges and Bananas Sliced and
Sugared
Milk
Jelly Roll
Oatmeal

Dinner

Cold Sliced Lamb
Baked Potatoes
Creamed Turnips
Wafers
Pear Salad
Coffee or Tea
'

RIPPLINGJHYMES

IP

Household
Suggestions

I am
Dear, Mrs. Thompson:
Poaclied Eggs
Pour a little vinegar into the wa- a young man of nineteen and I go
ter In which eggs are poached and with a girl of fifteen. We have
been going together for a year and
they will not separate or spread.
a half. During that time neither
Removing Scorch
The burnt taste can be removed
from slightly scorched milk by putting the pan Into cold water and
adding a pinch of salt to the milk.

Those Pookcts
Some schools compel the pupils
Worthtngton. It was an exqulsIM
e
bureau
scarf. Mrs. to have pockets In their garments
Worthington and the Rev. Wllllnm so a handkerchief can always be
Idea is
Wnrthlngton with their daughter, found. An
Dorothy, were in Albuquerque sev- to put the pocket In the peticoat;
a
weeks
eral
if the dress would lose its style by
last spring, spendlmr
part of their vacation here. Rev. an added pocket, take this hint
Worthington was the supply rec- from Grandma.
tor of the church while here. Rev.
Efficiency Tips
Worthington and family are now
Polish leather chair seats with
at their old home in Providence,
castor oil.
R. I.
Limit your fried foods to but one
at a meal.
Lemon Juice will remove rust
from linoleum.
Rub the mud stains from clothing wHh a raw potato.
Use a red-hiron for softening
the putty to be removed.
Wipe out the bathtub occasionwater; let stand till cool, then ally
in keroadd: Four cups granulated sugar, sene. with a cloth dipped
one egg, two cups seeded raisins
are iron
carrots
and
Spinach
chopped fine, dredged with flour, building vegetables.
Don't negone teaspoon each cinnamon, all- lect them.
spice, cloves, grated nutmeg, a
little lemon peel, one teaspoon
soda dissolved in a little hot water, three level cups of flour.
Bake in slow oven, not too hot.
How to Make Pint
Make in two loaves.
hnnd-mnd-

Suggestions
Rice and Cneese Cakes Make
a thick cream sauce in a double
boiler and in it melt
pound of mild, soft cheese. When
cold mix with two cups of cold
boiled rice and mold into cakes,
which are then dipped into cracker crumbs, egg and cracker
crumbs, and fried in deep fat
By making flat cakes Instead of
the usual croquette shapes you
can fry in less fat in a frying
pan. The kidney stew recipe is a
good, wholesome dish, which is
most economical.
Kidneys cost
three cents each at even the best
butcher shops. The mushrooms
may sound extravagant, but
pound costs only 25 cents
at most, apd they add a great
deal of flavor. The salad dressing is new and is most interesting. The recipe given makes
The-ricenough for two meals.
and cheese croquettes make a
luncheon
dish and are not
good
difficult to prepare.
When buying beef, the butcher
will put a piece of fat or suet in
for the asking. Try it out in tha
oven. When baking and recipe
calls for butter, use one-habeef
fat and one-halard and a pinch
of salt; just as good and Is
cheaper.

Cough Syrup

at Home

Has no equal for prompt rennlts.
Takes hut moment to prepare,
and saves sea about 2.

Pine is used in nearly all prescriptions and remedies for coughs. The
reason is that pine contains several
elements that have a remarkable
effect in soothina; and healing the
membranes of the throat and chest.
Pine cough syrups are combinations
of pine and syrup. The "syrup" part
It usually plain sugar syrup.
To make the best pine couEhTeme'ay
ounces
that money can buy, put
of Pinex in a pint bottle, and fill up
with
sugar syrup. Or
you can use clarified molasses, honey,
or corn syrup, instead of sugar syrup.
Either way, you make a lull pint
more than you can buy ready-madfor three times the money. It is
pure, good and tastes very pleasant.
"Vou can feel this take hold of a
cough or cold in a wvy that means
business. The cough may be dry,
hoarse and tight, or may be persist'
ently loose from the formation of
Pork Cake Recipe
phlegm. The cause is the same inflamed membranes and this Pinex
Pork Cake One pound salt
and Syrup combination will stop it
pork (fat) chopped
fine, then
usually in 24 hours or leas. Splenpour over it ono pint of boiling
did, too, for bronchial asthma, hoarseness, or any ordinary throat ailment.
Pinex is a highly concentrated compound of genuine Norway pins exand is famous the world over
tract,
are soon "nipped in the bud"
for its prompt effect upon coughs.
The Queen or tne Belgians has
without! "dosing" by use of
Beware of substitutes. Ask your
prepared a special album containdruggist for "2Vb ounces of Pinex"
ing a complete set of Belgian pos- with directions, and don't accept anyto
be
tage stamps,
presented to thing else. Guaranteed to give absoQueen Helena of Italy, who is (in lute satisfaction or money refunded.
The Pines Co., Ft. Wayne', Ind.
Owr 17 Million fan IW Ksarfo ardent philatalist and possesses a
Aar.
magnificent collection.

Today's Recipes
Dice the turnips, put in boiling
cover
and put in oven to
water,
cook while the potatoes are baking, then cream and serve.
Pear Salad Put canned pears
in halves on lettuce leaves or
other garnish,
sprinkle with
chopped nuts and anything in the
fruit line that you wish and serve
with any preferred salad dressing.
Jolly Roll Four eggs, one cup
sugar, one cup flour, one teaspoon
baking
powder, pinch of salt.
Spread batter thin, on long tins,
bake in rather quick oven. Flavor
the jelly. Turn cake out on a
wet tea towel, spread on the Jelly
and roll up quickly.

i't

liome-mad-

o

er

of us has gone with anyone else.
Her mother said she wouldn't trust
her daughter with anyone else, hut
now she thinks her daughter ought
to go with more than one boy.
Hefore I met her quite a number
of boys had been kissing her. They
would use force, but she didn't get
angry and thought it wns right if
they kissed her, but wrong if she
kissed them. She promised me
that if any boy kissed her or put
his arm around her she would tell
her father about it. Do you think
it is'wrong for me to a?k that of
her? I know her parents don't
want her to do that, but they didn't
know before what tho boys were
,
doing.
She hasn't been in the habit of
herself.
She does as
for
thinking
her parents wish but she Is miserable. She cries Quito a lot and is
very nervous.
I know you will tell me we are

thing too. She doesn't come down
now George is away."
Mr. Fallon's three weeks lengthened into a month. It was a very
tired littlo private secretary and
fiancco who greeted him on his return, lie complimented her warmly upon her efficiency; declared the
business had not Buffered one whit
his absence, but expressed concern because of her tired look.
"We shall soon bo. married. Then
I'll take care of J'ou," he said tenderly.
Wo
"Help me be happy, yes.
must be looking for someone to
take your placo here in tho office,
it won't bo easy to find a secretary
as faithful and competent."
Nellie said no more, yet she felt
a bit sad to think someone else, another girl, would soon be sittlnc in
her place; making herself neces-s.'ir- y
to Mr- Fallon.
It wasn't jealousy. It was more a feeling of love
tor her work; that she would miss
it, miss being with him all day
long.
Now she again gave every moment away from tho office to getting
ready to be married. Again ho insisted upon taking her to places of
amusement occasionally; to dinner
parties, although she laughingly
told him she tvould nover be ready
if she didn't remain at homo.
While he was away she, busy
in the office, flad had almost for-'tten to worry over her shortcomings. But now they loomed
hiKger than before. She met others,
men and women to the manner
born, who did tho right, the gracious thing instinctively, not as s'.ie
did, with effort.
"I don't make many mistakes in
biff things anymore," she told Mrs.
Huberts. "And I have learned to
keep still when they talk of things
I know nothing about. But it Is
tlo little things that bother me.
Things those other women and Birls
do so easily. I try dreadfully hard
but I never go where there are
a lot of them that I dont do something wrong. It's silly perhaps to
(are, to feel as I do, but I can't
help it. Miss Carter used to talk
about a salt water fish In a fresh
water pond. I guess I'm It!"
Tomorrow Cora Is Unsympathetic.

Clab Hancock

Russia Is to have a new minister
for trade and commerce. What will
do her most good is an evangelist
to stage a revival. Manila Bulletin.

Mrs. Winifred
Mason Huck,
elected to serve the unexpired term
of her father, the late William K.
Mason, who was eongrcssman-nt-larg- e
from Illinois, Is an ardent
golf-playe- r.

Reduce Your Fat

Without Dieting
the formula for fat rpfluc-

j Tears ngro
tlon waa "diet" "prerctnp." Today
is "Take Marmola Preacripllon Tablets."
tll friends these frlpnda tell
others. They eat substantial food, live
as they lika and still reduce steadllv
nnd easily without R"lnpr through tontf
sleses of tiresome exorcise and starvation diet. Marmola Prescription Tablets
ure sold by all dr.ugRists tho world over
nt one dollar for a case, or If you prefer you can order direct from the Marmola Co., 4612 Woodward Ave., Detroit,

it

Mich.

Adv.

.John McCormack

....Billy
Shutter...,.-

Murray, Ed Smalle
Billy Murray

Price 75c
,
Miss Patrlcola With the Virginians
Lovln' Sam
Away Down East in Maine
Miss Patrlcola With tho Virginians

No. 18976

'
)

Price 75o
Pack Up Your Sins, fox trot
Paul Whiteman
Crinoline Days, fox trot.

No. 18883

"VVhiteman

Price 75o
Kiss Mamma, Kiss Papa, fox trot
Choo-choBlues, fox trot

and His Orchestra

s....

and His Orchestra

No. 18978

o

The Virginians
....The Virginians

V VapoKus

them.

Prices

Paper Shelled
Vest Pocket
1A

$6.50

Jr

Kodak,

$15.00

Another Shipment of
Leonard's Candy in
Cans
the
Can Brilliant
5-l-

Kodak, Jr.,

WS

b.

b.

Mixed, $1.95

Pot Roast
Pound

Anastigmat Lens .$16.00

ST

'

Pecans

5-l-

R R Lens

15c

BOOK
HOP TOWOttfroSfai:

SAVE "S
AND H"
GREEN
STAMPS

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER 19, 1922

For That Last Minute Gift A
Leather Handbag - - $ .95 Up
1

assortments of leatlier
We
brought
into New Mexico. Here are all the newest novelties in the leathers that are most
popular; suede, patent leather, pig skin and hand tooled calf, chiffon velvet,
satin striped moire, duvetyn, etc., etc. Some of the cases are fitted with toilet
articles, watches and electric make up lights. Women's and misses hand bags
from $1.95 up. Children's bags from Doc up.
will be interested in our

are sure that

large
you
and handbags which we offer as last minute gift suggestions.
WEare confident
that the stock we are now showing is the largest ever

Shirts

"Fruit-Of-The-Loo-

For Him

9w

$2.50
If you give him shirts thw
season give him "Fruit of
You
the loom" shirts.
know of the almost' maryel-ou- s
qualities of "Fruit of the
We have this fa- loom".
mous material made up into
the smartest shirts you have
ever seen. All stripes, designs and colors it $2.50.

t

M IP
'PSv

Have You Seen the Dutch
Silverware, $3.00 up.
Antique
Dutch
is in
newest silverware

The very
antique
novelty
designs. Only modern American ingenuity make silverware the quality and attractiveness of this possible at
the low price at which it is offered. $3.00 the piece up.

Men's Driving Gloves and

$2.50 up.

One of the nicest gifts you can give him is a pair of
gauntlets or driving gloves. We have them in various
leathers with soft or stiff cuffs. Some are Jined and
others are unlined. They are priced at $2.50 up.

lf

'

Pocket

SAVE "S
AND II"
GREEN
STAMPC

Gauntlets, at

lf

ABYS COLDS

Jones Pure Buckwheat Flour
Come in and see
these Jones farm
products and let us
tell you more about

Folding

m"

No, 18082

e

Jones Sugar Cured
Ham
Jones Sugar Cured

;

.

Paul

Sausage
Now We Want You
to Try

"

garters.
To Make Rtnrch Dissolve the
starch In cold water and stir Into
boiling water.

You Tried Jones

Bacon

Helpful Hints
Elastic
Shoulder
Straps Use
wide elastic for shoulder straps.
This will not slip off your shoulders and will give when your arm
is raised.
Use the elastic with 2C
ribbon sewed on It, the same that
is used for fancy sleeve bands or

both too young and ought to go
with others but under tho circumstances I don't see why she should
have to go with other boys when
it makes her happy to go with one.
The girl wouldn't be the one to
get the blunt edge of it. She Is
younger and would forget ma if
her love is puppy love. Her mother's only reason is that we think
too much of each other.
Please gtve me your opinion on
what we ought to do. Tell me the
best thing I can do to make the
DICK.
girl happy.
Tho girl Is really too young to
go with some one who kisses and
fondles Iter. If you love her treat
her as a good friend for a year or
two longer nnd then if you still
cure for each other, let her know
of your love. Go walking and
skating with her. More exercise
will do her good. Kead together;
and go to amusements, since her;
parents are willing, it won't be;
the easiest matter in the world to
you did not want to make up. 1
will do It If you are really inter-- :
ested in her welfare. Some time
when she Is not present, have a
plain talk with her mother and tell;
her tjrat she can trust you and!
that in the future you will remain;
silent about your love. It seems
to me that it would be better for,
the girl to havo other friends too
If her love for you cannot stand
such a test you might just as well
lose her now as later.

No. 6 US

Price 75c
Homesick
Tou Tell Her, I

lad-

Tho deaf man, residing in the
Calf Ribs neighborhood, was over
to Bounding Uillows Saturday, and
was present when the band played.
While he could not heai' the music,
he stood up front and watched the
musicians make faces while they
blovved tho horns.

I

ON SALE NOW
. .

a

Sidney Hocks was asked this
morning if lie expected very many
presents for Christmas, anil ho replied that ho would bo perfectly
satisfied with a pair of Bhoe
strings.

S

5 New Victor Releases
.

borrowed

My cousin, Charles Augustus, is
snie on modern justice, he makes
an earnest wall; for be wns
pinched for speeding, and. heedless of his pleading,
they senUeforo the
tenced him to jail.
peelers nailed him, before tho
jurist jailed him, ho used to talk
a lot. about the locoed voters who
speeded up their motors their
conduct made him hot.
"Mere
fines will never
these
punish
speedsters wild and Hunnlsh," I
often heard him say: "in prison
let them languish; perchance such
dole and anguish will mnke them
their way. No matter
change
what their standing. I hope to see
them landing in prison for their
crimes; mere fines won't make
them wriggle; they merely grin
and giggle as they dig up the
dimes."
And after all this talking n peeler caught him rocking
his old tin bus along, nt fifty

der yesterday afternuon and went
down into the cistern to patch up
a leak. While he was busy down
there bis wife forgot nil about liim
and pulled tho ladder out. This
morning Clab sent word up by n
bucket of wuter that ho was ready
to come out at an early date.

,

Price $1.25
Mother in Ireland

miles or faster. and since this
dread disaster he says jail terms
are wrong.
"Our bulwarks are
forgotten, our institutions rotten.'
he says, In sombre tones, "when
are jailed for
people
slowly riding, and fed on mustv
bones.
Where Is our boasted
freedom when men a ho never
speed 'em sre pinched for driving
common
cars, and jailed with
felons and fed on last year's melons, behind the rusty bars? I do
not call It Justice," says Cousin
Charles Augustus, "when one of
high estate, a man renowned In
letters, is loaded down with fetters like some- cheap
tlnhorti
skate."
g

EAHPwffOMEDHOBLEMi

I have
Lear Mrs. Thompson:
been going with a young man for
about eight months. .Three weeks
ago we had a quarrel and sinco
that time we have not spoken although 1 love him dearly and 1
know he loves me. lie has never
told me so but actions Bpeak plainer than words.
Since we have been angry he has
been going with another girl but
he doesn't seem to care much for
her. Tha other night wo went to
a party and he was there. We
played a game and he chose me
several times but I would not go.
Did 1 do wrong?
It seems 1 cannot enjoy friendwith other men no matter
Order patterns bj number. Send ships
how I try. He seems to want to
all orders direct to Fashion De- make up but doesn't know how. I
Morning know I cannot do without him.
partment, Albuqucrquo
I write and ask him to come
Journal, 330 South Wells street, Should
back or should I let him speak
Chicago, III.
first? When we meet he smiles
and acts as though be would like
to speak.
SILENT LOVER.
To refuse to play the game with
man
made It appear that
the young
you did not Wan: to hake up. 1
think you should have played with
him.
Let fate take a hand when you
meet and do not write, It is your
place to speak first.
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VICTOR DEPARTMENT
THIRD FLOOR

.

Visit Toy land

WHAT IS MORE
'
ACCEPTABLE
THAN PERFUME?

v

If you are in doubt we
suggest perfume, toilet
water or a set that
combines the two. All
the finest domestic and
best known
imported
brands are now on display in our main floor

drug department.
CEDAR

T

"

CHESTS, $20 UP
An inspection of our
stock of cedar chests is
very likely to offer a
usable gift suggestion".
We have them in all
sizes, plain and copper
trimmed from $20 up.
NEW SILK
JUST. RECEIVED
our new silks
have just received
are brocaded crepe de
chene, canton crepe
and crepe back satin
almond
in
orchid,
green, white, pearl and
rose for evening wear
Among
we

and brown, navy,

taupe

and black for street
"
wear.

'.
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Franklin K. Lane: Man and Statesman A Child's Story of American Literature
A

Review By LAWRENCE F. ABBOTT.

I turn the pages of Franklin K.
letters my
Lane's
feeling is one of regret for what
might have been and was not. 1 might
perhaps have been one of that group of
friends who gathered about him, to whom
he wrote and to whom lie tailed in the
frankest and most delightful fashion nhoilt
men and books and politics, and tho everlasting riddlo of the mysterious vastness
of the universe.
was thrown with him rather intimately for a few months in the summer of
1SSS, when he was about 21 years of age
and I was four years older. Wo were fellow reporters on a San Francisco daily
newspair, and in my mind's eye I can
see him now as I looked up to him then.
In years he was younger, but in experience, and I think in maturity of purpose,
older than I. I find as I read this book
that he was already at that time a member
of the bar, but I did not know It then. I
recall, however, one day when we were
sent to make a report, or an abstract, of
some important Supreme Court decisions,
how clearly and skillfully he did the work.
In the winter of 1SSS, just before I met
him, he wrote to a friend, as this book
records:
I desire to see the world, to rub oft
some of my provincialisms, to broaden
a little before I settle down to a prosaic
existence. So, as I say, I want to live
In Boston a while, and my only possibility of so doing Is to get a position on
some Boston paper, something that will
afford me a living and allow some little
time for porlal and literary life. However, I don't much care whnt the billet
Is. I can bring letters of recommendation from all the good newspaper men In
San Francisco, oth as to my ability at
editorial work (I have done considerable
for the San Francisco Xexvi Letter and
Examiner), and at all kinds of rcpor-toriwork.
I passed the law
examination before the Supreme Court
last month, so I am now a full fledged
but not a flying attorney. I have not determined definitely on going Into law.
I think I subconsciously felt the qualities In Lane which enatled him to write
S

A'

.1

...

THE LKTTERR OF FRANKLIN K. LAN K.
Edited hy Anne Wintermute Lane and
Louise Jlerriek Wall.
Houghton Mifflin
Company.

rather an unusual one for a
boy of 23. At all events I admired and
liked him and I think he did not dislika
me. But I soon returned to New York
and the pleasant acquaintanceship had no
chance to ripen Into an Intimate friendship. What makes the "might have been"
still sharper is that as I turn over his
letters I find that in '89 Lane was living
In New York, where I was also living. It)
was correspondent of the San Francises
Chronicle, and he soon gathered about him
a group of men of very diverse types who
"came together." as one of the group says,
"to discuss plays, poetry, politics, any.
thing and everything the great actors,
comic operas, the songs of the street,
science, politics." One o this little coteris
was Brydon Lamb, "of Scotch descent, but
born In America: a delightful combination
of strength, sweetnesi and light; the
simple grace of his manner, his unhurried
his urbanity, captivated us; wo
loved him for what he was, and we considered him our arbiter tlegantarlum."
Now I knew Brydon Lamb very well at
that very time, and have known him
ever since, although he has now returned
to and is living In Scotland. Is It not a
striking Illustration of what may be called
the divisibility of life 1.) New York that
my friend, Brydon Lamb should have been
the close associate of my admired acquaintance, Franklin Lane, and that no
one of us should have had the faintest intimation of the fact? The friends whom
Lane attracted must have been a pleasant
group. "Lane was, s.:ys one of these
associates, "Interested lr human beings,
not problems, excepting as their solution
might be made serviceable to the needs of
Individuals. He had great tolerance for
the most unusual opinions. 1 don't think
that Lane ever had much Interest in the
dogmas of science, religion, or philosophy;
he lived by the spirit yf them, tHat cannot
He had the pebe expressed In formu.ae
culiar sensitiveness of a. poet for words,
colors and sounds, and for moral beauty,
and blended with It the statesman's observant awareness of conditions in the
world of affairs."
But Lane was not a pedant by any
means. He had a lively sense of humor.
In a letter written to "Sam" Wythe while
Lane was a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, he said: "Will you support me for Supreme Court Justice? I see
that I am mentioned. Between us, I am
entirely ineligible, having a sense of humor."
II.
The volume before us Is in no sense a
biography, but out of these letters, admirably arranged and knit together by an appropriate word of comment here and there,
the main facts of Lane's life and the main
thoughts of his mind can be easily gleaned.
FLeturnlng to the Pacific Coast from New
York, he established a newspaper in
which, throug?t no fault of his own,
was not a commercial success. He next
went to San Francisco, opened a law office
with his brother threw himself Into the
work of municipal reform, was elected City
and Count Attorney and was the pioneer
leader in that movement of reform which
In six or eight years changed California
from a veritable sink of political corruption into one of the best governed States
In the Union. His success In this work
led to his nomination as Democratic candidate for Governor. With that singular
malignity with which William Randolph
Hearst has perverted or tainted every
American political movement that lie has
touched, he threw the influence of his paper, the San Francisco Examiner, covertly
this letter

-

most highly organized and most efficient
band of brigands the modern world has
ever known. This Is not rhetoric. It Is

By ALGERNON

may write the history of a coun
try and say very little about its
literature, but one cannot write of
without saying a good dea!
literature
Its
about its history. For the literature of a
people is the expression of their life. That
Is why you will find that this chapter, devoted to the Revolutionary period, has
more in It of history than of literature.
The thing of chief importance, aa It
seems to us, about thfc War for Independence we were never taught when we
Vent to school. It was very unfortunate
because it allowed us to grow up with
very wrong Ideas. Did you know that the
only difference between a. rebellion and a
revolution Is that the one falls and tho
other succeeds? When a man loses, a future generation says h? was a rebel and
Lansing:
I am disturbed because you may be although his cause may have been rlghr,
disturbed. As I lib in bed I read and he took the wrong method of protesting
am read to, and some of Uie papers do against what he called tyranny. When
he wins, a future generation says that he
took the right method and that he was a
-"'
;
St
Dj,
But that future generation Ja
patriot.
i verv unjust if it assumes that the first
man loved his country ajiy less than the
second man. That Is what we were not
taught when we went to school, and It
was a long time before we found out how
unjust our Judgments 1 ud been about the
people of the Revolutit nary period anl
what a false notion we had of the whole
state of affairs then.
V' First of all, we were unjust to the
loyalists, the Americans. who wanted to remain loyal to Englan-!Nobody told us
that the thing which ven patriotic boys
can see so clearly at this end of it was all
confused to grown men. at that end of It.
"
Nobody knew then whether the event
v
&
t,
would show him to be a rebel or a paThere were doubtless as many
triot.
loyalists as there were nationalists who
had only selfish Rnd commercial motives. But the majority on the one side
were equally as patriotic and liberty lov""
ing as the majority on the other. They
differed merely In theii definition of liberty. The loyalists were those who went
on thinking as all the colonists had
thought ever since they landed in America,
that their liberty lay In upholding their
The nationalists
rights as Englishmen.
thought their liberty lay In setting up a
government of their, owe., Each side called
the other side traitor.
Another thing no one told us in school
was that these loyalists) and nationalists
were not two different kinds of men, set
definitely apart from each other by opThey were neighbor
posing Interests.
against neighbor, friend against friend, one
member of the family against another
member of the family. Ben Franklin's son
was a loyalist, working against the cause
for which his father was striving; Randolph of Virginia saw his father driven
into exile by the cause he eagerly left
home to Join. And the third thing we
Franklin K. Lane.
were not taught Is even more Important
not treat you decently. Tho very ones still. One cannot say that even the
asking you to do anything, you can
that were loudest in their declarations
greater number of peoplt- - In America were
put that telegram down as a forgery."
those whom we now call patriots. It ts
Lane's upright, vigorous and open against W. W. at every stage, now sugcourse In this electiop gave him national
possible that the majority were loyalists,
gest that you might have quit his serand that the minority were simply more
vice if you didn't like it. J hope it will
prestige, and Hearst, who has never yet
not get under your skin . . .
succeeded in getting an elective office (exRtrong willed and '.ore et ergetlc and better
But wherever the patriots
What comfort you would have given organized.
cept that of Congressman from a district
controlled by an unsavory political mathe enemy If you had resigned! Have
grew powerful enough to do so they
chine), Instead of destroying Lane's politithey thought of that? I came to the silenced the loyalists or drove them out of
cal fortunes, as he wished to do, really adthe country.
brink when the President blew up my
.
coal agreement to save three or four
vanced them. For President Roosevelt, atThis was not wise or right, but perhaps
tracted by Lane's courageous and unequal
hundred million dollars for the people.
it was necessary. At least when it was a
Rut I was stopped by the thought,
fight against a sinister and hypocritical
matter of life or death you cannot blame
. , . ! them. But we live at a different time, and
"Give no comfort to Berlin."
political antagonist, appointed him to a
'
Good night and good luck.
place on the Interstate Commerce Commiswe see now that we at any rate have no
sion. There was opposition to his conIn 1920 Lane resigned from the Cabinet, right to blame the loyalists for remaining
firmation, because Lane was a Democrat. "literally forced out of public life," as he true to their convictions. For they were
His letters show that ho declined to take said, "by my lack ef resources." He went convictions which even the greatest
any part in wire pulling in the Senate, Into administrative Industry, for he was patriots shared at the beginning. The very
which strengthened Roosevelt's confidence a remarkable executlva. But his health war itself did not begin as a war for sepain him. And Roosevelt, who rejoiced in had been broken
by his arduous, faithful ration. "When I first took command of the
this kind of a fight, overcame the opposi- and
services to the public. Continental army," wrote George Washtion, as he knew so well how to do.
In 1921 he died at the hospital of the ington, "I abhorred the idea of IndepenLane's record as Commerce CommisMayos in Rochester, Minn., after a major dence." Thomas Jefferson and Ben Franksioner led to his being chosen by President operation, which he described in a vivid lin felt the same way. The first Continental
Wilson as the Secretary of the Interior letter sent In manifold to several friends
Congress demanded only representation In
in his Cabinet. Lane's letters, like Walter who had telegraphed and written urgently
return for taxation; otherwise it was as
Tage's letters, disclose the moral Btruggle for news a letter that I rather think If loyal to England as England itself could
which went on in Washington during the unique in personal literature.
With this have wished. It was rushed Into changing
European war between President Wilson, extraordinary letter (which by an unforIts mind only by subsequent events. Howwho thought all the belligerents in Europe tunate typographical error in the book is
ever natural, therefore, It was not fair for
were tarred with the same stick, and the dated May 11, 1912, Instead of May 11, one man
at the time to call another a
100 per cent. Americans who had the con1921) the volume, as well as his life, traitor merely because he had now given
viction which my father thus expressed in closes.
up an Idea which the other man wanted to
1918:
The chief impression which I carry away hold on to. The Declaration of IndepenWe speak of a war In Europe.
In
from my reading of these letters is that dence Itself was passed by Congress only
strictness of speech there is no war in here was a man of strjr gth and vigorous with
difficulty, and It came as a startling
Europe. There is an International posse
convictions who at the same time wai surprise to most people In the country.
more
than
comitatus,
representing
tolerant and could iee the good in every
About the Constitution and the articles
twenty civilized nations, summoned to
man. Lane was singularly free from partiwhich should compose It there was a simithe
and
preserve
peace
protect the peacesanship. Perhaps this was because he was lar clash of opinion between neighbors and
able nations of Europe from the worst,
passionately an American.
brothers, and a hurling back and forth of
the ugly word "traitor." Though the second difference of opinion was very violent,
it did not at the time lead to the bitter
civil war which the other difference had
In. But It was this same differresulted
of
red
Although a popular tradition lias it that there is a great deal
ence which seventy-fiv- e
years later the
tape, inconvenience and delay attendant upon obtaining a passport to
North and the South fought out on the
visit Europe, one observer who recently went through the process found
battlefield. Nor is It ended yet. Even at
little unpleasantness. An American citizen, naturalized or native born,
this very moment some of the States of
who is furnished with ordinary information regarding himself, date and
our country are again raising the question
place of birth, date of naturalization
which people Just after the Revolution
few
questions and made out a
and the like, readily gets his pass- - asked a
were quarreling about with such angry
card telling all about you, you are Inwords. In a way. It. was the same question
vited to visit the cashier's window. Here
port.
It la generally the persons who do not Great Britain strips another f 10 from
as the one they had Just been fighting
go to the Custom House armed with your bank roll. And therein lies a tala
about with gun and bayonet. Shall we be
facts which common sense should tell of "reprisals !"
a loyal part of an empire or shall we be
them would be required who encountered
"They certainly do stick you enough,"
home rulers? So you see. It Is very unfair
remarked one disgruntled applicant to
trouble.
Two photographs are required to be his companion as they stood at th
of us to call the loyalists traitors because
filed with faeh application for a paB-por- t. cashier's window In the British Conthey could not settle at once questions
Additional ones may bo needed, sulate.
which we ourselves have not yet settled
for in some foreign countries such photo"Yes," replied the young woman be'
hind the grill, with acid sweetness, "wa
graphs are demanded of tourists.
entirely,
Despite tho general belief it takes stick you, as you call It, because you
If the colonists when they began the war
"weeks and weeks" to get a passport, an stick us. It costs every British visitor
r
had no Idea of declaring their Indepenhere $10 for his visa. Th
application bearing full data filed on a coming-ovedence still less had they had Intentions of
Friday waa sent to Washington, granted, American Government charges him that,
and the completed passport filled out, although he guts his passport In Kngland
making themselves Into a permanent conWe've been
signed- - and returned to tho Custora for Ju."t a fow cents.
federation. They were simply allies In a
10
House by the following Tuesday.
chardglng you people
fpr a visa for
common cause; and if they had looked
The traveler does meet a considerable only a ehort time since tho American
financial strain In getting the necessary Government Imposed its charge."
forward to complete Independence at all it
go there really is little red tape or
document for a visit to England. The
would have been as distinct republics. The
United States Government charges 10 for delay about getting a passport, but one
notion of local rights was deeply Implanted
the passport At the British Consulate must have a well fillo! pocketbook.
.In each one of them. This in itself Is
and cunningly against Lane's candidacy,
and was undoubtedly the deciding factor in
the defeat of Lane, who lost the Governorship by a narrow margin. Lane describes
the incident thus:
On the morning of election day he
(Hearst) sent a special train throughout the whole of Northern California
containing an issue of his paper appealing to the saloon keepers and wine
growers for my defeat. . . . Later,
when Hearst budded as a candidate for
l'resldent in 1304, he sought an Interview with me, and said that he was not
to blame for the policy that had been
Our Interview closed with
pursued.
this dialogue:
"Mr. Lane, if you ever wish anything that I can do, all you will have
to do will be to send me a telegram
asking and It will be done."
To which I responded, "Mr. Hearst,
If you ever get a telegram from me

an accurate and scientific statement of
the facts.
Mr. Wilson's obsession about the war
was such, for example, that he did not regard our comrades in arms aa allies. This
singular fact comes out In Lane's diary
under date of March 1, 1918: "We had difficulty in providing for our men in France
and for our allies (the President never
uses this word, saying that we are not
'
"allies").
There was much about President Wilson
for which Lane had u. great regard, and
he was wholly and always loyal to hl3
chief, but It Is clear from his letters that
he must have had tome trying momenta
and experiences.
Four days before his
death he wrote to his old colleague,

0'
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enough to show you that England had not
hitherto interfered with them very much
and constitutes another reason for your
not blaming people who wished to stick to
a country which on the whole had treated
them very well. But the consequence of
having been so long allowed to do as they
pleased was that all these separate and
jarring States disliked the thought of even
a loose connection between them if it were
to be permanent.
It meant making concessions to each other which none of them
was prepared to make. Very few people
were willing so early as 1774 to echo the
words of Patrick Henry when he said: "I
am not a Virginian; I am an American."
Lafayette thought that tho members of
Congress hated one another as much as
they hated the common enemy.
But in the case of the Constitution as in
the case of the war Itself events kept pushing. Events have always this power of
taking things out of people's hands. You
yourself will remember this almost In your
own experience in the days before the great
world war. We as a people began and
wanted to, remain neutral, but tho aggres- -

struck

off in the heat of battle when the
smoke clears away, they are seen to be
not so good as they seemed at the time.
You know how this works yourself. After
a quarrel is over you can think of far
more stinging remarks than when you
were at It hammer and tongs. But the
occasion has gone by for saying them, and
. you wouldn't want to
them If It hadn't.
now that your blood has cooled off a bit.
Then there were clso many songs and
ballads about the incidents of the war.
These, too, are never likely to seem as
good to a later generation as they seemed
at the time. But some of them were certainly much better than tho one whicli
stuck so long in people's minds that it remains there now as a rational song. This
Is Yankee Doodle.
Have you ever wondered how It was that a patriotic song
could be speaking of "dandy" and "macaroni" and have such a ridiculous word as
"doodle" In it? It was largely an old
song and sung to an o'd Dutch tuno; and
It seems to be the original chorus which,
we sing now. It made fun of people who
dressed up in fine clothes and thought
s,--.y
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The Tory's Day of Judgment.
sive acts of Germany finally pushed us
Into the combat. People at first were very
suspicious of the movement which was
started along with the declaration for a
permanent confederation of the colonies.
It was not until after the revolution had
been won and the danger of weakness in
disunion had become very clear that the
idea began to find acceptance in the minds
of tho majority.
Franklin, you remember,
was called the president and not the Governor of his State; and it took five years
after the end of the war for people to get
used to the thought of having a power
above the State Assembly and an office
above that of Its president. Not until then
were the leaders of the States assembled
In an actual attempt to draw up a constitution. Then came four months of bitter
debate between the leaders who wanted as
much power as possible for the national
Government and the leaders who wanted
as much power as possible for the individual States.
Naturally, therefore, the literature of all
this period was mainly that of passionate
dispute. A dispute not about theology as
that of the Puritans had been but a dispute about politics. It was sometimes as
splendid literature of Its kind as the whole
world has ever produced; but It was not
the kind which we call pure literature,
writing merely for its own sake, Often,
Indeed, it was not writing at all. Some of
the best speeches of the Revolutionary
period were not even put down on paper
at the time. And there were speeches,
and speches, and speeches! Before and
'
during the war there were, of course,
speeches, against the King and the Loyalists, and speeches against other people
who differed from the speaker in ideas of
how to get rid of both of them. After the
war came the second flood. Speeches bj
people who wanted the States to separate
and people who wanted them to stay together. And then by people who wanted
a part of the proposed new Union to be
stronger than the whole, and by people
who wanted the whole to be stronger than
any of its parts. Washington said that
Congress, where only a small portion ot
all these speeches took place, was' torn
by the strife between persons and parties.
And Franklin said there was no telling
whether the whale would swallow Jonah
or Jonah would swallow the whale.
One feature of dispute is derision. Two
little boys or two little girls never have a
difference of opinion without angrily making fun of each other. They try to belittle
each other's good points and exaggerate
each other's ,bad points. We call this derision, sarcasm, and satire.; There were
salty oceans and oceans of satire during
the War for Independence, and during the
first, fortunately bloodless, war for the
Most of It took the form of
Constitution.
songs and ballads. Even the best of these
were like olmot all such productions
.

they were fine fellows. Perhaps the slang
word we sometimes use now for that kind
of fellow, "dude," came from the same idea
as "doodle." "Macaroni" was tho slans
word they used then and it meant about
the same as "dandy" docs now when you
mean a chap who thinks more of his
clothes than the man Inside them. So
when the British soldioro sang this song
about the American solClcrs they meant
to convey that they with Just play soldiers
and nbt much as fighters. The first complete set of new words to this old song
was "The Yankees Return From Camp,"
and was written in 1775. The Yankees,
you see, took a song which made fun of
them and turned it into a victory song.
Naturally, it was very successful.
Such songs to be suorvesful do not need
to have any literary quality. If they have
a good catchy tune which can stir people,
that ia all that Is necessary. It is almost
like a school cheer. Rah! rah! rah! Bil
bo! bah!" will make a much better cheer
than if you had, good words or even real
ones. It Is the way you say them which
has the inspiring quality you want in a
Aeer. So with almost all national songs.
It seems to be the tune which makes people remember them.
Another national song of which we can
be a littlo prouder has entirely original
words and an original tune. It is "Hall,
Columbia," written in 1778, when it looked
as though Americans might go to war with
France. For the two allies were quarreling
with each other about their rights almost
aa soon as the Allies of the world war fell
to quarreling about theirs; and in that
case, as now, the quarrel did not spring so
much from the Governments as from the
passions of unreasonable and selfish people.
The third song which stuck in people's
minds we can approve still more as llter-- .
ature. This is "The Star Spangled, Banner," written actually during the bombardment of a fort in the second war with England in 1812. It is the words of this eong
and its origin rather than the singableness
of its spirited tun,e which has made it one
of our chief national songs. The foremost
one of all, our national hymn, was not,
composed until much later, in 1832.
Many people deplore the fact that "My
Country, 'Tls of Thee" is not more national.
A witty person has said that it is only an
American translation' of the English national hymn and set to the same tune,
which is German. But why is this so deplorable? We are not a brand new fact
in the world's history, and all the world
has had a share In the making of us". Some
day a new national hymn will arise which,
while it will not, we hope, depreciate the
contributions other nations have made to
our success, will spring more from our own
soil. But one cannot force national hymns
in a hothouse, and wo must not bo impatient.
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LOCAL ITEMS

GUEST TO HAVE

MIDNIGHT MISS

Her eyes v ill sparkle ns floes the
dinmnnil if you grt it from Ever-itt'-

STEAM BOILERS

I

s.

Pressure tanks, steel stacks, built
and repaired. Guaranteed rebuilt
boilers for sale.
Expert boiler-makeMrs. Cora Bercher and daughand welders.
ter, Mrs. C. L. Home of Shreve-por- t, NEW MHX1CO STKEI4 CO., Inc.
Ija., who were called here
H. Louis Halm, Mgr.
several weeks ago on account of
2023-J- .
Res. 1947-1illness
of Mrs. Ludy K. Ixick-ar- Phono
the
323 South Third street, daughter of Mrs. Bercher, left last night
for home. Sammy Locknrd accompanied them. Mrs. lockard la still
at tho hospital, and is getting along
before
you buy
Investigate
nicely.
fence. Our samples o
An error crept Into tho adversteel fence on view at
tisement of the New State Coal office, 1110 South Broadway.
company, which appeared In the NEW MEXICO STEEL CO., Inc.
Journal yesterday morning. 6ugar-lt- e
II. LOUIS ILUIN', Mgr.
coal was quoted at Too per top
Ke 1047-5- 1
Phone S03S-- J
Instead of J9.76.
Assistant District Forester J. D.
Jones has gone to Santa 'e on a
brief official visit.
Frederlo Winn, superintendent of
tho Gila national forest, Is here
from his headquarters in Silver
City to consult with officials at
Shades made to order.
the district office.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- a
H. I- Moving, chief fiscal agent
Cloths)
for the U. 8. forest service, and
Klrsh Curtain Rods
Mr, Ward, representing the offico
1619-J- .
Phone
4ia North Sixth
o tho secretary of agriculture, aro
here on business with the district
office of the U. S. forest service.
Messrs. Loving and Ward have vis
ited oil tho district forest headTHAT IS YOOI
quarters in the country, locking
into the accounting part of the Direct from forest to your firework.
place; logs and chunks and stove
Colonel E. W. Dohson Is expected wood, any length desired; kindphone
Tijeras
to return today from Iowa, where ling.
office, 218 4 West Gold.
he was called some time ago by
660.
Phone
tho death of a relative.
O. N. Marron has returned to
his home after an operation performed recently at a hospital.
Nathan Jatfa, prominent banker
of Santa Fe, is among tho business
visitors in the city.
Dally local freighters to Berna-lillBob Farlsh, general agent for
and long trips a specialty
tho Humble Oil and Refining com323 S. Second
Phone 871.
pany, has returned to his home
in Houston, Tex., after a brief visit
here. Mr. Parish- stated that his
company has investigated tho San
PALMIST
Juan field, but he was not prepared
to eay as to what extent his comReads strictly from science.
drillpany will participate in the
Tells past, present and future.
ing activities,
Guarantees satisfaction. Beauof
a
resident
Abell,
formerly
Roy
tiful present given free to each
this city, has returned to his home
customer.
in St- Louis after visiting with- rela1108 North Twelfth
tives here.
Charles Wilson, well known fire
Insurance adjuster of Denver, Is in
the city.
George H. Hunker, Las Vega's
banker and chairman of the democratic state committee, arrived
Installed, Fired anil Tested.
Prices
yesterday morning on a brief busi- Quick Service, Reasonable
ness visit.
THAXTON SUPPLY COMPANY
E. P. Davles, Santa Fe attorney, Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies
and L. C. Ferrcm of the same city,
1111 North Fourth Street.
arrived here last night.
G. M. Grubnau, Waldo business
man, is here.
THE BEST
Colonel O'Connor of the Texas
Magdalena Oil company, which is
.
drilling near Magdalena, is in the One that your wife or mother
city accompanied by Mrs. O'Conwill appreciate 305 days In the
nor.
vear. Give her a VACUETTE
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Buer o
free
Mountainair are spending a few CARPET SWEEPER. For
demonstration
phono 1G28-days in the city.
Mrs. Roy S. Fowls and two small
daughters, of 717 North Fourth
street, left Sunday evening for
Akron, O., to spend 4he Christmas
holidays with relatives. They will
remain in tho east until April.
II. A. Murphy and Louis Beach,
Fresh fish received daily
special agents for the A. T. & S.
Deliver to all parts of town.
F. railroad, left yesterday for Las
Fresh Baltimore Oysters.
Crucea. They were called there to
Cooked Lobsters and Cooked
case being prosecuttestify In the
;
Shrimp.
of the Las
ed, for the holdup
Cruoes deport agent and of anothPhono :(83-er case of two men being tried in 308 S. Second.
oonnection with a box car
at Raton. Both robberies occurred last spring,
The Highlands fire department
was called early last evening to
728 East Santa Fe avenne, where a
small outbuilding was In flames.
Little damage was dono by the
fire.
JCIeven casps of traffic violation
will be heard in police court thin
The alleged offenders
morning.
were cited by Officers Kern and
Carter.
Word has been received here of
the death of J. V. McGovem, a
passenger bxakeman of Las Vegas,
for
who run into Albuquerquo
many years.
M. Green and Mrs. Loretto Green
wore fined $25 each in police court
yesterday evening on a charge of
disturbing the peace, preferred by
M. Trosello, 1007 South Second
street. The fine was suspended on
payment of tho costs.
R. M. Watts and Sam Can were
fined $30 each In police court yesof
terday morning on a charge
Holm-quireckless
driving. Harold
was fined $15 for vagrancy,
after having been arrested for begging on the street.
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$30.00

1.

EKE

JURY

SPECIAIj

made-to-ord-

at 9 o'C!ock

Church
In accordance with a
custom, midnight mass will
be celebrated on Christmas Eve at
the Church of tho Immaculate
The choir will sing
Conception.
J. Haydn's Imperial Mass No. 3,
and the musical program will
include anthems and instrumentwith
in keeping
al selections
the Christmas season, Including
traditional
a
"Adeste
FidrUs,"
Yuletldo song.
The doors will be opened at
11:30 o'clock, and, because of the
largo number of worshipers who
will wish to attend, admission will
be by card only. Pewholderif and
other members of tho congregation
were notified
Sunday to obtain
cards at the parish houje during
have been numSeats
week.
this
bered to avoid confusion.
Solema high mass will he cele-- !
brated by Rev. Father A. M. Man-j- i
dalarl. S. J., pastor of the church,
assisted by Rev. I). J. Foulkes, S.
J., deacon: Rev. W. Byrne, S. J.,
and Rev. P. Cronin,
A
S, J., master of ceremonies.
of
retinue
handsomely vested altar
bnv will nssist.
The sermon will be preached by
Rev- - Father Foulkes, taking as his
subject "Glory to God in the High
est, and on Earth Peace, Good
Wil! to Men."
The Christmas crib, a realistic
on
reproduction of the holy family will
the first Christmas morning,
be unveiled in a recess at the rear
n,

Eliminating the usual legal pre
liminaries, the trial of Richard G.
Guest, charged by Ethel Patterson, aged 13 years, with a statutory offense, will be held Friday
in the district court before a Jury
especially empaneled to hear the
case.
At the request of counsel for
Guest. Assistant District Attorney
T. J. Mabry yesterday filed a di

rect Information cnarging uuesi
the offense. Guest waived
ar
preliminary examination, was nnu
raigned Derore juage tiicKey
entered a plea of not guilty. A
special petit Jury panel was cauea,
and placed in thP hands of Sheriff
Tony Ortiz for service The trial9
wfts set for Friday morning at
o'clock.
It was stated yesterday that this
Is the first occasion in many years
in which a special Jury has been
called to hear a cast', although
frequently a Jury which has been
temporarily discharKed has been
recalled when an important case
came up for trial. The district attorney's office and the presiding
Judge acquiesced to the calling of
thn special Jury panel on the
with

ground that Guest's position as officer of the Juvenile court and the
gravity of the charge brought
trial a
against him make a speedyconcern.
matter of unusual public
Under the laws of New Mexico
the district attorney has thn right
to file informations lu criminal
cases without awaiting Indictment
by the grand Jury. In this case
of the church.
There
Guest waived indictment.
The musical program Is as fol- was some discussion among lawlows:
yers yesterday as to possibility of a
March, from Symnhonle, Ignore
district attorney, by filing InformaJ. Raff tions,
making practically unnecesAnthem, "We Have Seen His Star
the
sary
calling of a grand Jury.
in the East, Edwin A. Clare.
Such a practice, it wan admitted,
O.
Mrs.
SoloiBts
Arthur
would cut down court costs.
BachechI, soprano; Simon BalLouis
Hesselden,
tenor;
ling,
bass.
OARD
GOUfJTY
"Kvrie.'' sonrano solo
Miss Jane Walsh
"Gloria." soprano solo
Miss Erma Weggs
"Et In Terra," duet, John Rod- den, tenor; Louis Hesselden, basa
urauas, alio nuio
Miss Ronetta Marelli
"Domlne Deus," soprano solo..
TODAY
TO
Mrs. William Rogers
"Qui Tollis." bass solo, M. Palladino
Chorus
"Credo"

NEWLY CHOSEN,

......

MEET

"Et Incarnntus Est," soprano
solo

Vitam

"Et

Mrs, Mayme

Kauffman Will Hold

Caucus at Which

soprano
enturl,
It Is Expected Appointee
Mirta Sylvia Davis
V.
"Adeste
Fideles,"
for Road Foreman Will
Offertory,
Novello. Soloists Mrs. Mayme
Be Agreed' Upon
Mrs.
soprano;
Kauffman,
Charles C. Davis, alto; John
M.
Palladino,
The newly elected board of
Rodden, tenor;
bass.
county commissioners will hold a
...Chorus caucus today at which it Is under"Sanctus"
"Bonedictus," soprano solo.....
stood applications for the position
Mrs. A Stanton of county road foreman will be reC.
Charles
Mrs.
Venit."
ceived. A large number of applitrio,
"Qui
cants are understood to seek this
Davis, alto: Alfred Mallett,
tenor; M. Palladino, bass.
position, which carries with it the
of sub"Agnus Dei," alto solo...
appointment of a number
The commlesion-ers-eleMrs. Charles' C. Davis sidiary foremen.
may consider other mat"Agnus Dei," soprano solo...
Miss Jane Walsh ters, Including that of business polof the new
icy. Tho members
board, which will take office on
KEG OF
January 1, aro David Armijo,
James Bezemek and Frank Butt.
RED MOONSHINE IS
One of the first duties of the new
SEIZED WITH TRUCK board will be to appoint a succes-W.
sor to Justice of the Peace W.
of Precinct 13, who will
Prohibition agents last night McCIellan
probata Judge on January
confiscated a Ford truck, driven by become
1. The appointee will hold office
Tony Gargcdi and containing a
until his successor, who is to
keg filled with red moon- only
be elected early next month, has
shine whisky. The agents said qualified.
Lawrence Bliss, demdrive up to the
they saw theInntruck
candidate for the office, is
near Old Albuquer- ocratic
White Star
expected to get the appointment.
que, of which Mrs. 1. Franceschlnl
is proprietor. They stated they
confiscated the goods on the Inn's
solo

...i'.,

.

ct

.....

WINS

PRINCETON

property.

THi

ABOUND

GAMES FROM
10
COURT
HOUSE CORNELL BUNCH
Duncan has filed suit
from Mattls M. Dungrounds of abandoncouple resides In Sandoval county.
A marriage license was issued
yesterday to Josle Ardls and John
Kraetz, both of Belen.

Joseph I
for divorce
can on the
ment. The

Shows Reversal of Form in
Y
Tournament; Navy
Team Has First Place
Tucked Safely Away

WOOD
,

Johnson

173
100

.......... IS19

180
172
146
120
168

120

704

76S

634

. .

iHogan
Reppert . .
Henlns
Wagner ..

...

m

..

Total
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M. 0. D, O.
Osteopathic Specialist. 835. W.
Stern Bldg. Tel. 701 .J.
C. D. CONNER,
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FOR SALE

'

Models nSQft900

Adv.

BOYS You should see
the new Boy Scout Knives
and Radio Knives at J.
Korber & Co.'s,

i

i

a

vkxj'cjf" exu

uin

ri a i 9

.

home on new cement road; priced to sell;
terms to suit you. Seo owner,
The ExT. L. McSpadden,
change, 120 West Gold.
Nice country

At the' Kahn Store, 109 North First Street, Ycu Can't Beat
These Prices. Call and Be Convinced You Will Always Be
Satisfied.

EMPIRE Cleaners
USERS AND HATTEI18
KFG CLEANING
Phono 45. IVir. fltb and Gold

Beautiful Xraas boxes of
kerchiefs. Special prices
a box, 48c and
Ladies' Hand

Give Him Tools

Special

.,

Mr. Punch

and others

AO

.,,,,)lJO

98c

& Co.

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store
Just across from City Hall

J.

(J-

' AQ.,
iOC

Yankee Screw Drivers

rob-ber-

beautifully
-

98c

Yankee Tool Sets

J, Korber

J0L

Special value for your
money; 48c, 75c and
MEN'S SILK TIES
Value $1.00
f
Special for
Value $1.50
Special for
Don't forget that
carry a big
assortment of Toys.
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Value $2.00
Special for ,

Stanley Planea
Stanley Screw Drivers

City Fish Market

Hand-

DOLLS

mas Boxes, a line of

Disstons Saws.

Bags,

fitted; values $5.00

We are showing in Christ-

Christmas Present

i

rr"v m rvn

Value $5.00
Special for
SILK SHIRTS
Value $10.00,
Special for

.$2.50

1

tn

QQ
POUO
fe

LADIES' COATS
CM
Plush Coats, value
for,
$30, Special

A AO

CLOTH COATS
Value $45
Special for

$14.95

We have a beautiful assortment
of 'Ladies' Silk Dresses at $5.95
:'f-.'!:;;-

.

$19.98

Also a nice line of Ladies', Men's
and Children's Shoes at reasonable

prices.

REMEMBER
This Is Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place
!

$0W

iiiPIIM

The
National
Garment Co.

WILL REMAIN OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

I

Phones

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

W jwmmmtimm

352-35-

3

mM mm

st

Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Violet-ra- y
treatments. Armijo Bldg. Ph. 741.

Factory wood, tull truck load,
five dollars. Habn Coal company.
Phono 91

HERE IS WHERE YOU CAN
SAVE ON SENSIBLE GIFTS
K

Adv.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

t( rufssi

NATIONAL GARMENT CO.
403 W. Central

Meyer Osoff, Mgr.

MHEfia
tVT"

25 Year

TUDOR
1

1

Guarantee

1

PLATINUM

inc.

BUTLER FINISH

4

ALBUQUERQUE. N.K.
Jewels Bring Remembrance.

The Oneida Community Tudor Plate
Duchess Pattern
'i

FOR SALE

a new
trlctly modern double house
of three rooms to aide; built
of adobe white stucco, with
I

have

PETITE BUFFET

hardwood
cemont
basement,
floors, brealitast nook, all wood
work finlahed white enamel;
with a guarantee of 14 per
This
cent on the Investment.
place la cloze in, Fourth ward.
See ft. L. McNeill, contractor.

Make Me an Offer
- ON STOCK OF
City Electric Co.

Let The Journal 'Be Your
Ghrtsimas Guide

E

SET

$12.75
In handsome

casea

real value.

BUT There are so many, many wants to fill.
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
"
'shopping at home?'
THERE'S Mother dear, old Mother, her
where once 'twas
hair shows silver-gra- y
he
it
the hest Christ-- her
must
for
gokkn

mas ever
AND Dad, too poor Da'd, who usually gets
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for "him, a
regular gift this year
AND Baby Betsy it's her first real Christmas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on
Christmas morn
AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.
GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.
I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The Morning Journal. We can "shop" there and save
hours and dollars.
DO YOUR "shopping" at home your buy-r- r
ing at the stores.

Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
Blocks
Dolls
Kiddie Kara v
Rattles
Rings

Wagons
Gifts for the Home
Bookcases
'
Cook Books

Pianos
Phonographs

Silverware
Tea Wagons
Vacuum

Cleaners
Gifts for Her
Ffowers

'
Furs
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Lingerie

Jewel Cases
Necklaces

Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Canes

Hair Brushes
Safety Razors
,;

Tobacco

,

from $1T.40 up.

mm

of Santa Vo
Take advantage
emergency rates on alfalfa and
now
as reduced rates expire
buy
December 31. Wire for delivered
prion Santa Fe stations, N. M. R
Levers & Co., Koswell, N. M.

Areola Heating Plants

Mrs. E. W. Tennent, Public Sten.
ograpber. 313 W. Gold; phone 110.
Adv,
Only gnaranteed wrist watclies
aro sold at Everltt's Inc., priced

1 ill mil

ATTENTION

STOCKMEN,

-

129
162

CARD OP THANKS
Ws wiRh to thank th Y. M. C.
A., the Masonlo bodies and the
manv friends for their kindness
.n,i avTnnnthv dnrlnff the illness
and death of our beloved son
Charles J. Green.
MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN
GREEN.

mimiiiMiniiwii

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work My Long Suit.
Phono SOI.

o

in

781

imiiiwimi.

Pat, the Plumber

--

758

iihiii

FOR SALE

Guy's Transfer

ss

77

i.i

Ford one ton worm drive truck
with
Owner
body.
leaving
town. Phone- 835.
1301
Arno
South
Apply

ty

U

Cornell
w . . 12

himiHiimiii

urn

result?.

Ads. lirina

-

Princeton won two of the three
Maccabees met this afternoon,
games rolled last night in the T. 2:30, at I. O. O, F. hall. Adv.
tournament.
M. C.
A. bowling
Princeton made Mts best showing
W. C. O. P. meets 7:30 tonight,
strength- St. Mary's hall. Adv.
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS of the series, havlnir beenaddition
of
ened recently by the
Phone J21-81BH South first.
Karman
Karman and Blair.
LADIES, ATTENTION
rolled the highest score, 202, and
DR. FRANK E, MflcCTlACKEN, had the highest
for the
Come in and see the new
average
DR. TtMSX B. MacCKACK.CN, evening. 580.
high-claScissors
and
the
in
Osteopathic J'lijxU'iuna.
first
has
place
The
Navy
506 W. Central. Ph. Of f lee 89.W tournament safely tucked away, Shears at J. Korber & Co.'s.
J Adv.
Residence
and second Place lies betwen the
Army and Cornell.
MOIIl IS APPOINTED
Last night's scores are as folSanta Fe, Dec. 18. Dr. J. G. lows:
SINCE 1883
Moir, of Deming, has been appoint202
180
Demof
ed county health officer
Karman
132 ISO
V . 173
He succeeds Dr. 6, D. Blair
ing.
3 54
109
17
Swops, who resigned on account of Popplewell
ISO
110
19
Brann
moving to EI Paso.
189 191 160
Berry .
Total

ii

Journal Want

i"

er

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Armijo Taxi Phone 601

....,
....
.......
..,;
.......
.......

Blum

The costs of the recent election !'i
this county were borne by the wil. I
itnimnl bounty fund, because of a
shortage of money in the rfigulnr
funds from which election expenses usually are paid.

mi

LAWN FENCE

Impressive Services in Hon- Waives Indictment and Preor of Savior's Birth at the
liminary Hearing; Case Is
Set for Friday Morning
Immaculate Conception

br.it places in which to trap wild
animals. Because of the fact that
IN
COME
HUNTERS
Bernalillo county offers a bounty
coyotes, wolves and other aniFOR WINTER BOUNTY on
mals and has the money to pay
It. it is said many hunters are
Five professional hunters were coming from outside to make some
to
here
as
tho
money during the winter months.
yesterday
inquiring

PROFESSIONAL TRAP

SP1TZMESSER
115 6. Second

BOOTH
&
Phono 7S).

d,

CI!IMS

SOTS

T

Kcudy-to-We-

Page Seven,

1

(New Metico Corporation)

City Electric Co.
(Arlwna

BOX

Corporation)

Addret
JOCRNAL

1t--

DUCHW

17IIITF1EY HARDWARE COMPANY

SHOP THE JOURNAL WAY
YOUR CHRISTMAS WILL BE COMPLETE

Jars

i

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BY THE WAY
AN

The
early-iwaited on.

INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
Published By
PUBLISHING COMPANV

JOURNAL
JOSEPH

TAUSEK.

Managing
West Gold

810

Office'
Telephones

fiB

ve.

J

Tf
forehanded

. .85o
.$2.60

.

Months
One Year
Six

'

S4.75

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that It may deem improper.
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In the days now growing distant
We found Christmas was more merry
When the first friends that would greet us
Were the happy Tom and Jerry.
But now Thomas is doubting and Jeremiah
lamenting down below the border.

Is

t

Akipenpe Twiaty Tears Ao
v

The following officers of the E. T. P. U. have
been elected: Miss Ida Johnson, president; Kobcrt
Flaws, vice president; Miss Edna Manwarin, record-in- g
secretary; J. V. Money, corresponding secretary;
Miss Emma Svenson, treasurer.

I sed.
And we started to go In with our
2 cents apcece, and Sid sed, Hay,
wate a minnit, wats a hurry, wat
do you say we go to the High Class
ee how meny
candy store and
thoyre selling for a cent, maybe
there selling 4.
G. lets go and see, I sed. And
we wawked to the new High Clusa
candy store, being about. 5 blocks,
and we wawked in ami wawked
all the ways back to the end ol
the store ware you can buy things
by the cent insted of the pound,
the man saying, Well boys aro you
going to buy the storo out today?
How mutch is big sour balls'.' I
sed.
A cent apeeoe, the man sed.
G wizz, holey pmoaks. good nlte,
a. cent apeeoe, jimtniny Crissmas,
G, good nlte nie and Sid sed.
Is that so? the man sod. And
me and fcld went nut and went
back to Mommy Stnimiimes and
asked for , 2 cents wrrth of big
sour balls apeece and Mommy
sed, If you had of come in
jest one minnit sooner you could
of had them, but some boy jest
bawt 5 rents worth and thry were
the last I had.
So we bawt Jelly boens Instead,
not enjoying them mutch on account of keeping on thinking of
the sour balls. Proving theres no
time like the present.
S!m-ml-

Graham Brothers will be hosts to the newsboys
on Christmas day at their cafe. A fine dinner of
turkey fixings will be served.
W. A. Bayer, the prominent mining man of Andrews, JO. M., was a visitor here yesterday.

lln'nn TU
Dr. F. A. Jones of the United States geological
dissemination of misleading propoganda,
survey,
by his family, left last night
which can only have the effect of alienat- for the accompanied
north. Mr. Jones and Master Frank will
ing two erstwhile peaceful peoples is an- go to Kansas City, and Mr. Jones will go to DenA LITTLE LAUGHTER
other. If the Bursum Indian Bill contains ver to consult with Dr. W. S. Ward, field director
serious
St.
Louis exposition.
any
defects, more good will be of the
"The Poor, Tliey W'ulk"
direction,
accomplished in the desired
A stranger Journeying to a far
Switzer
of
Herman
the
Manager
system
Harvey
of the Indian
distant dale In Yorkshire proceeded
namely, the protection
to the Indian pueblos in at
has returned from a
the railway station to engage a
through constructive legislation, by ami-c- n the northern part of trip
the territory. The most val seat in the horse vehicle plying to
bio adjustment, than by arousing hos- uable
purchase made from the Indians is an ivory his destination.
Asked if lie required n first, sec
tility between the two peoples.
Image of Christ which was used by the priests who
or third class ticket, lie took
ond,
attended the Emperor Maximilian at his execution. a first class
one, tho he was not
a little mystified by the request.
REAL ECONOMY
run
The New Mexico Educational association will
However, after ft

j

five-mil-

hold its annual meeting

at Las Vegas, December

on tho level,

e

the driver pulled up

resolution was adopted by the Civil
The president of the association is Attorney at the foot of a tremendously long,
hill.
Service League in Washington the other At. E. Ilickey of Albuquerque.
Professor C. E. steep
"First class passengers." lie diexecof
also
of
this city, is a member
the
rected, "sit still; second class, get
day approving methods by which it is be- Hodgln,
pet out
lieved the government could save about utive board. A feature of the meetings will be the out an'l walk: third clnss,
and push." Capper's Weekly.
with
Las
Oratorio
the
singing
society,
by
Vegas
.$700,000,000 annually in its operating ex- James Graham
as soloist, and a reception
Urronstnii'tioti
penses, and at the same time increase for the visitors McNary,
the home ojf Hon, and Mrs.
at
Ethelbert "Who was that now
rather than lower efficiency.
S.
Joshua
Raynolds.
girl I saw you with lasta night?"
'
ne : girl.
The suggestions outlined are not new.
Jack "That wasn't
'
A

Bj thi Auoclated I'rcu.

FINANCIAL
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1

LIVESTOCK

iishnelL..
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Some people's idea of Christmas cheer
return to the days of light wine and beer.

Cash
1.25

No. 3 white, 7373V4c:
No. 2 yellow, 75Vi76c.
Hay Unchanged; No. 1 tim
othy, $15.00 (r) 1 6.00: No. 1 alfalfa,
choice , $24.00(3)24.50;
No. 1
3.00; mixed clo
prairie, $12.00
ver, 1 14.50 15.00.

isgmssrsr

-

......

more,

IS.
$1.17

1
0.82
$10.70.

Corn

j

any

Dec.

City,,

wheat No. 2 hard,
No. 2 red, $1.2701.30.

j

result of careful preparation by the gov-- .
ernment, the committee on Indian Afiairs
and representatives of claimants who are
now known as "squatters." The avowed
purpose of the bill, and we have no doubt
that this is its true purpose, is to quiet
title and to preclude a continuance of
the friction that has existed for so many
years between those who have acquired
title either through peaceful negotiation
or unlawful encroachment.
The very
terms of the bill require a claimant to
have had adverse possession for at least
twenty-tw- o
years, and it does not, as Mr.
Collier implies, require the courts "to
proceed forthwith, to the confimation of
every land seizure whether committed
under Spain or Mexico or the United
Slates, yea, even the trespasses of the
year 1922." The bill does not, even in
effect, destroy a single Pueblo, nor "rob"
the Indians of a single acre of land which
iliey have occupied durinc the last rwpnrv- two years.
The establishment of a national art
gallery through the preservation of the

I10.S5; Stay,

Jan., $10. TS; May,
Kansas City Grain

IOOr

:;i

Blank.

Trd Jan.,
JUbs

x

--

43ic.

Pork

More than twenty persons are dead as
result of a riot in Mexico City. Mexico
THE TERRIBLE WHITE MAN
has settled down to some extent. Not
long ago anything involving that many
In two current national magazines
John Collier, both ad- deaths would have been called a revoluappear articles byfrom
of
the standpoint
tion.
mirably written
certain to
the interest; which they arc
1
A Detroit wife who stabbed her husarouse, but a shocking indictment to band in the stomach
who,
Mexico
says he was giving
the "white man" of New
his
to
affections
another
woman. She had
is
"plundering
words,
Collier's
use Mr.
the right idea. The centuries have conthe Tueblo Indians."
tended that this is the way to a man's
No one who has visited the ancient
witheart.
has
who
pueblos of New Mexico, handiwork of
and
art
the
quaint
nessed
the ancient peoples who inhabit them,
eu-- ,
could fail to be in accord wim xnose
DUG 0OT BY
the
for
thusiasts who are today pleading
nrcaprva Hon of their institutions.
The history of the Pueblo JndtaM
0lir iMy &MvatoMman h0 help3
cthers q q w.ei
long one, so long that e
how manv centuries it covers, men
The arrow Gauge restaurant want & waitress.
dent and picturesque Pueblos were una ulim one Is needed. "What 5s a stand- Ipresumnbi.
man"
imposed
"white
until
the
rTiinrhprl
his civilization upon them. Gradually, jard gauge waitress, anyhow7
sometimes by peaceful and sometimes by
A
m
&
forceful means, the white man encroach-;llvlnaa an infant accordlng t0 Dr- Henry Pa,ntWt
ed upon the lands which bpam deeded toiWe, venture the opinion that he maae hls Mtl.
craze struck the
the Indians under what are now known mate before the preacher-killinas "Pueblo Grants" so that in places .country.
"hamlets, villages and towns like Taos '
VI
Ba'8
of Bernalillo have been shine Lil,e3
under the c,or;dwill ltcep the rad
... the townsite
rand
on
some
01
.f, !freM, The irouble' was that the moonshine had Lee
DUilt up
uiese original grant.
mere nab a .ay of gettlng froM under the hood
10 ail tnese encroaenments
and flnaing ,u
Pape
been, over a period of two hundred years, jWay m(icr the hat.
4
at times passive, and at times aggressive
couM balance a blanket on our shoulders
If
resistance on the part of the habitually
""ly as an Indian, we would not mind being Me and Sid Hunt both had 2
docile Indian. Finally the case for the ,as
cents each, and wo was tawking
Indian was carried to the Supreme Court, lautjiii tmnsitria emu uiuy in a putnroDe.
about the diffrent things wo could
which ruled that all titles which alienated
A restaurant advertises "oysters fresh from their buy and the diffrent things we
a single acre of land from the Indians beds." Perhaps the proprietor believes an Ovster couldent and wished we could, me
saying, Lets go erround to Mommy
were null and VOid. And now, to quote tastes better after a full night's sleep.
Simminses and look in the window
Mr. Collier, it is contended that all this
and see it theres eny specials.
The early worm Is gobbled up
Wich we did and wlch there
loot land must be returned to the Indians,
By the early bird each morning.
was, being a sine saying
Large
its rightful owners."
Yet the oyster early leaves his couch,
sour balls, special today, 3 for a
It was to meet this grave situation,
centRefusing to take warning.
O boy, 3 for a cent for big sour
created by a long chain of circumstances,
!
acd.
Dr. GateB, we are told, is trying to restore a lost balls, 3this is our lucky day, Sid
that the Bursum Indian Bill,
G,
for a cent, thats the cheep-eview
In
of
the
we
fact
that
have
language.
was finally introduced in Congress and
already
Ive ever saw them, G wizz I
too much langunge. we are out of sympathy with wish I had ahout a dollar to Invest,
the
The
was
Senate.
bill
the
passed by
3 for a cent, O boy thats grate,
move to create
'

Jon as much as 4,000,000 bushels
The action of December, however,
fulled to lndleaU that such re
ports were correct. Assertion that
1,000,000 bushels of wheat had
been taken for Europe were also
current but unverified
Corn and oats, as well as wheat,
touched new high top prices for
season, notwithstanding that arrivals of Torn here were the larg
est in many weeks. It was en- plained that rural offerings were
light, and that the big receipts
were to fill overdue contracts.
Provisions derived their strength
chiefly from the upward swing of
values for hogs and grain.
Closing prices:
$1.27 ?i
Wheat Dec,
May,
$1.2B4; July, $1.15.
Corn Dec,
July, 74eC.
Oats Dec, 45 c; May
75-c-

The United States demands a total of
$29,000,000 in its six suits against cantonment contractors.
The figure is
rather discouraging. It sounds just like
that Standard Oil fine of a few years
ago.

THE ASSOCIATED PRES3 to
TlVe
"sociatod Pre
is exclusively entitled
of all news credited to
thJ use for
in this paper and also
U or not otherwe credited
the local news published herein.
TI'USDAY,

I

Washington seems to feel that if th;'
new Mar is as close as Mr. Clemenceau
says it is, just possibly he ought to be
hurrying back.

tiiuicui. H,aa.in,.a (eicp.ent aunauy
and
church programs) are considered as advertising
rates.
will be charged for at regular advertising
t ces. calm Tor

..

j-

In several thousand years of civilization
no one yet has discovered a surer medium of propaganda than mere being right.

.$9.00

oluS""S

It

that figures

The
person who intends to
turn over a new leaf January 1 also lays
in a supply of blotters.

1S70.

RATES

gets

shopper

y

Revis.i version

matter at the postoffice
Entered as second-clas- s
N.
of Albuquerque. N. M.. and entry In Santa Fe. 17.
M.. pending, under act of Congress of March
SUBSCRIPTION

THIN ICE!

waste-reductio- n.

""

month by carrlur or mail
Three months

the-da-

The federal budget shows
can be improved by

Editor

One

n

December 19, 1922.

23-2-

Thpv crmm'st in iho nruinrlrmmpnf of lisp.
Incorporation papers have been issued to the That was my old glvl painted
over." Exchange.
less jobs', the dismissal of incompetents, California Short line, which will build from
to
a
128 miles, crossing.
distance
of
Dcmlng,
Prare at Any T'rire
providing adequate pay for adequate
nio Grande river and the Santa Fe railway at
Brown's young wife, who Is not
work to attract efficient people to govern- the
Las Cruccs.
I'speelnlly sweet tempered, asked
ment jobs, introducing of modern method.?
her lord and master fo- a hundred
dollarsand promoting only the most competent
M
"I'd like to let you have It. my
Alamo-gord- o

(
workers.
dear," he began, "but the fact is
I have to take up a note for $200
The
of government
B1ESTT TIOOGET
TOMTS
this afternoon."
"work along these lines is already in prog"Oh, very well, Richard," said
J
ress, but it is of necessity a slow process. v
with ominous calm. "If
his
The faulty system which has grown up
you think the man who holds the
SUCCESS
H any hotter for
can
He has achieved success who has lived well, note than make
through more than a century cannot be
I can, why, do as you
you
the
often
who
loved
has
and
much;
reconstructed without many delays and laughed
gained
say."
Tioslon
She got the money.
respect of intelligent men and the love of little
much patience.
Transcript.
filled
who
and
has
niche
his
accomplished
children;
Every organization, however, which
has constructive suggestions to submit, hs task; who has left the world better than he
Signs of Hie 1'uturc
found it, whether
an Improved poppy, a perfect.
"What is the dear little
helps the good work along, and the Civil poem or a rescuedby soul; who has always looked
to he when ho grows up."
Service Reform League which has thesa for the best In others and given, the best he had;
"I don't know," replied the
weary mother. "Judging from the
things as its direct objective should speak whose life was an inspiration; 'whoso memory a wall
paper and every tiling else he
with authority on, any of them.
Rejected.
benediction,
touches I think, maybe he'll be a
e

boy-goin-

American Can
American Smelting & Itcf..,
American Sumatra Tobacco.
American Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper.
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Butte and Superior
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul...,
Chino Conner
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
Krie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami ConDer
Missouri Pacific
New York Centra

72
67

28
124?s
10

ro

101
41

Denver Livestock
Denver, Dec. IS. Cattle Receipts 5,100; steady;' beef steers
cows and heifers,
$4.50(ff8.60;
calves.
$3.007.75;
7.00fi9.00;
33
stockers and feeders, $3.507.80.
69
Hogs Receipts 1,000; 10c to 2c
21 U higher;
top, $8. IS: bulk, $7.40
25
8.15.
25
Sheep Receipts 1,700: steadv:
70
lambs, $12.50(U14.25: wes, $4.00
13
fi'0.75; feeder lambs, $12,000
30
62

22
05
141

ti

Wall Street
Den. IS. Prices
New Torn.
opened strong in today's market,
but a decided reaction Bet in later
upon announcement of the failure
of a larze southwestern stock exchange firm and a cut in the Great
Northern preferred dividend, plac-i- t
on a five per cent annual basis
77
Instead of seven tier cent, a rate
37
which has been pnid without in48
terruption since 1SS9. There were
37
a few notable exceptions to tho
130
downward trend but the declines
249
in standard issues ranged from one
27
to four points.
16
An unusually large volume of
92
low priced oils were thrown onto
74
the market after the failure, sev Northern Pacific
46
eral1 thousand shares being for the , Pennsylvania
account
of the Insolvent, firm. j Bay Consolidated Copper . . 14
78
These included blocks of Sinclair, Reading
48
Steel
Kelly, Maryland, Phillips Petro- Rep. IronOil& &
31
Pincjair
Refining
Oil and Texas
leum, Invincible
Southern Pacific
86
company, nearly 100,000 shares of Southern
23
Railway
these companies changing hands
Istudebaker
132
during the day. Except for a drop Texas Co. Corporation
47
1
on Maryland and one in
of
54
Kelly, the net losses in thesp Is- jonocca products
135
sues were all of a fractional char- Union Pacific
United
106
States Steel
acter.
64
Great Northern preferred fell to Utah Copper
a new low record, on anXew York Money
nouncement of thB dividend action,
New York, Dec. 18. Call money
but rallied at the close to 77'i,
which represented a net loss of iV firm; high 5 per cent; low 4
for the day. Other rails which per cent; ruling rates 4
per cent;
were active at rising prices in the closing bid
per cent: of date 5
in sym- per cent; last loan 5 per cent; call
early dealings declined
4
lonas against acceptances
pathy.
per
l'lshor Body touched ,213, an- cent: time loans steady; mixed col5
0
other new top, In the early deal lateral.
days 4
per
ings, but dropped later to 20" for cent: 6 months 4?iiSo per cent;
a net loss of S4 points. New high prime commercial paper 4
per
records for the year also were es cent.
tabllshed during the session by
v
Foreign Kxcliange
estmghouse air brake, htewart-WarnNew York, Dec. IS. Foreign exspeedometer. Kesley wheel
Cerro de Pasco copper, Union changes, easy. Great Britain deTank and Stromberg carburetor, mand, $4.64; cables, $4.64. Sixty
the last named falling 2H points days bills on banks,
below Saturday's close in later France demand. 7.33; cables $7.34,
dealings.
Italy demand, C.09; cables, 5.10.
demand.
Copper stocks offered stubborn Belgium
6.S2;
cables
to
resistance
selling pressure, fresh 6.82.
Germany demand, .0153;
.0U4. Holland demand,
buying In this group being influ cables
enced by higher prices quoted for 39.98; cables 40.02. Norway de19.10.
tnP red metal and speculative an- mand,
Sweden demand,
ticipation that a few more issues 26.93. Denmark demand,
20.S7.
would be put on a dividend basis Switzerland demand, IS. 98. Spain
within the next few months. Gen- demand. 15.79. Greece demand,
eral Electric was one of the out- 1.20.
Poland demand,
.0056.
standing Individual strong spots, Czechoslovakia demand, 2.83. Ar(!
closing at a net gain of more than gentina demand.
four points.
demand, 12.20. Mqntreal 99
T.'nlted States Steel common was
again tho most active stock on the
Tihcrty Bonds
New York. Dee. 1S Tih.,.i,.
ig Uoard. ' more than 100 000
shares changing hands at prices bonds closed:
ranging from 108 74 to 10(!U, the 3V. s. 3100.50: first
toioi.
ciosmg price or iob?8 represent- second 4,s, $98.14;
third
Gulf States $98.80; fourth 4 Us. $98.46; victory
ing n net loss of
and Bethlehem B dropped a point
uncalled
V.
S.
$100.34;
each. Baldwin, which touched 129 treasury
$99.78.before noon, fell later to 126
or
dp)ow Saturday s close,
N"ow York Metals
.
Call money opened and renewed
New York. Dec. 3 8. Copper
at 4 ',4 per cent and advanced to c. Firm; electrolytic
spot and nearby
before the close. The time money
market was slightly easier, a. few
Tin Easier: stint hi
TirV.rsixty and ninety day loans being $38. 3738.50: futures. $38.60.
4
cent
at
tier
with
arranged
ieaay; No.j;o. 1 northern,
most of the
business being $ 2 iron
7.00 n 29.00:
nrtli.rn
done on a 4?i tier cent basis anil 20.OO(ji'2S.oO:
No. 2 southern!
the longer maturities
per cent.
$24.00.U2U.OO. '
Commercial paper tradlne conLead Steady: snot. $7.10 7.16.
tinued quiet, with r.o' change in
Zinc Quiet: Fnsi- Kt T
rates.
and nearby delivery, $7.10 7.20.
Foreign exchanges were weak on
Antimony
spot, $6.87 7i-0 -.6.62.
publication of European dispatches,
Fore Ism
silver r,9
that little credence was being ican dollars.bar
47 Tic.
placed thero on the possibility of
an international loan for Germany
nt this time. Demand sterling
dropped a cent to 4.4 and French
francs fell nearly thirty points to
tliicago Board of Trade
7.33.
The German mark dropped
Chicago. Dee. 18. Renewal of
from J. 97 to 1.53 cents a hundred.
crop damage fears as a result of
Closing prices:
tho cold wave led to soaring
SO
American Beet Sugar
prices in thB wheat market todav.
Closing' quotations were unsettled
net higher with May
finger print expert." Washington $1.26 to to
$1.25
and July $1.16
Star.
to $1.16. Corn gained
to
oats c to
e and proObvious
visions
35o.
10c
to
Professor (explaining the result
for transient reactions,
obtained from the inflection of the dueExcept
to profit taking, the course
voice) Did I ever tell you the of the wheat
market was upgrade
story of the actor who could read from the outset,
and high price
a menu so as to make his audience records for the season
which have
weep?
been freouently broken of late,
Student (strangely moved Ho werfi again
exccllea.
must have road the prices. AnDecrease of more than ',000,000
swers, London.
bushels in the amount of wheat
on ocean passage was given a bullGet a Board
ish construction in somequarters.
' Got a Job at
First
the inference being drawn that
sawa
in
last. Going tc be a valet
foreign buyers would need to in'
mill."
crease their purchasing in the near
Second Ditto "Hey! VShat?"
future, Rumors were current that
First K. S. "Xep! GOnna dress shorts in the December delivery
I
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Chicago Livestock
Chicago. Dec. 18. (U. 8. Department of Aericulture.)
Hugs
Receipts 46,000: 15c to 20c hlEh- er; bulk 210 to 260 pound butchers
33.1DCIJ 8.20;
140 to
ISO
bulk
pound averages, $8.23 8.30; top
$8.35; packing sows, $7.35 Jfl 7.85;
desirable pics. $S.25't78,3(i; heavy
$8. 10tf7 8. 25:
medium
weights,
weight, $8.15 ft 8.30; light weight.
$8.20
8.35;
$8.25 (fS
light,
light
8.3u: packing sows, smoolh, $7.60
H 7. 85; packing sows, rough, $7.30
('f7.65; killing pigs, $S.20j!8.35.
Cattle ReceiDts. 23.000; killing
classes generally sfeac-- to strong;
killing quality plain: early top matured steers, $11.25:
best yearlings early, $10.25; bulk beof steers.
$S.75fif9.75:
run slow in arriving:
about 18 loads Canadians included
in receipts; stockers and feeders
slow; bulk desirable
to
vealers
packers early around $9.50; few nt
$9.75; some to shippers nt $10.00;
bulk desirable heavy bologna bulls
around $4.40.
19.00ft;
Sheep Receipts.
fat
lambs oprnlngr slow, tending lower; early toD. $15.3 5 to city
butchers; fall cliped lambs, $13.00
to $13.50; feeders active; desirable
65 pound foedincr lambs $14.50 to
$14.65: feeding ewes up to $6.60;
sheep fullv steady: heavy fat ewes,
$5.00fc? 6. 00: lighter weights quot-abl- o
up to $7.75.

lo

13.75.

PRODUCE
Chlcniro Produce
18. Butter
Dec.
Chicago,
higher;
53p;
creamery extras
standards. 50c: extra firsts, 49
51c; firsts, 4548c; seconds, 42
01

ia

.

6,083
receipts
Eggs Higher;
60S1 52c; ordinary
firsts.
cases;
43
fa'
45
miscellaneous,
48c;
firsts,
5

Sc.

Alive hieher; fowls, 14
roosters.
19c;
tprings. 17 c; 20c.
13c; turkeys, 35c; geese,
Poultry

Potatoes Firm; few sales account or weather; receipts 31 cars;
total U. S. shipments. 482; Wisconsin sacked and bulk round whites,
OoctMl. 10 cwt.; Minnesota sacked
and bulk round whites No. 1, 90c
$1.05 cwt.; Montana sacked russets No. 1, $1.20 cwt.: Idaho sacked russets No. 1, $1.25 cwt.

Kansas City Produce
Kansas City. Doc. 18. Butter
creavery 55 57c;
Unchanged:
paokinsr 2e.
2c lower;
Eggs Unchanged.
firsts. 45c: selects. 02c.
Poultry Heavy; hens ISc; light
springs, 18c; turkeys, 34c.
New York Cotton '
New York, Dec. 18. Cotton futures closed steady; December,
$25.92;
January. $25.80; March,
$26.16; May, $26.23; July $26.04.

KEEN IS APPOINTED
CAPITOL CUSTODIAN
HUNT
BY G0V.-ELEC- T
Phoenix. Ariz., Dec. 18. GovernorGeorge W. P. Hunt today
announced the selection of Arthur
James Keen for appointment ' as
of tho state capltol
custodian
building and grounds.
Mr. Keen was custodian under
the territorial government beginning in 1908 and also under nil
He
former Hunt administrations.
has had special training as a landscape architect.
-elect

FIRST PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC
OF POLAND KILLED

200 ENTRIES

AT

HTM.ES.lll,
POULTRY

SHI

Eastern New Mexico Association Holds a Successful Exhibit; Industry
Being Developed

Is

Special to Tbe Journal
Portales, N. M., Dec. IS. The
Eastern Now Mexico Poultry association held its first poultry show
at Portales on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of last
week. Tho exhibits were kept
here one day longer than was at.
first anticipated on account of the
poultry Judge being detained at ,K1
l'aso, where ho was also judge of
a poultry show.
The show here proved to be a
great success, and 200 entries of
beautiful birds were nmdo. While
many different broods of chickens
were on exhibition the Whlto Leghorns and Rhode Itland Reds predominated, although the Barred
Rocks and Buff Leghorns followed close to the lead. A number of
fine turkeys wore also on exhibition, somu of them weighing near
40 pounds. Only a few ducks were
shown. The coops for tho exhibit
wero furnished free by the association and wero ma do by the
manual training class of tho Portales high school.
De Baca, Mirry, Roosevelt and
Chaves counties all produced line
birds. The judging was done on
Friday by William C. Tallant of
Kdmond, Okla., a poultry Judge of
fame.
Professor J. K. Bardsley,
at the Agricultural College
at Las Cruees, was in attendance
with an educational exhibit for use
during the show. Professor Bardsley
gave two very instructive pictures
during the show. On Thursday he
spoke on "Gcttiijg" Birds Ready for
h
Friday
tho Poultry Show."
talked about "General Poultry
problems."
Tho attendance at the show was
large.
Tho raising of poultry Is rapl'l-ldeveloping into one of the. most
profitable industries of Roosevelt
county and the people realize many
thousands of dollars each year
from this industry alone. Sum is of
the farmers keep as many as six
hundred laying hens, and miwt
every farmer U increasing his
flock to largo numbers.
poul-trym-

y

HAPPENINGS AT
WASHINGTON IN
TABLOID FORM
Thp day in 'Washlnslon:
November exoorts. setting a new
high monthly record for 1922,
were estimated
at $383,000,000.
Fall sowings of winter wheat were
announced as 40.069.000 acres, or
3.2 per cent less than a year ago.
President Hardinar discussed prohibition pnforcemcnt with the governors of 15 states at a White
House conference.
The senate continued consideration of the shipping bill in the face
of an effort to have it displaced by
the Norris
agricultural financing
i
measure. '
The Central American conference rejected a proposal that the
delegates discuss a program looking to the political union of the
five central American republics.
Confirmation of thp nomination
of Pierce Butler. St. Paul, Minn.,
attorney, to h an associate justice
of the supreme court, was recommended bv tho ser.iite judiciary
committee.
The house nassed the naval ap
proprlatlon bill carrying a recommendation that the president negotiate with other powers on limitation of war crait construction
under 10,000 tons.
Continued refusal of Representative Keller, republican, of Minne
sota, to testify beforn the house
on his impeachmet charges against
Attorney General Daughcrty led
to the anpolntment of a
to recommend a course of
action.'

HAGERMAN LODGE OF
ODD FELLOWS HOLDS
'HOME COMING' MEET
Bpeclnl lo The Journal

N. M., Dec. IS. The
of Hagerman hold
a "home coming" meeting here
Tuesday at the lodge rooms. The
lodge had invited the families of
all members and also the Rebekah
After the
lodgo as their guests.
regular session of the lodge, tho
guests were invited into the lodgo
rooms and a roll call of mombers
was responded to by impromptu
ipeeches and by talks on various
subjects. Each member of the I.
O. O. F. gave tho date and placo of
his birth and also the date and
place where he joined the lodge.
Eleven states and two foreign coun
tries, Sweden and Englund, were
represented. Illinois iod among the
states as having furnished more
members for the Hagerman lodge,
than any other. One member is a
native born Hagermanite.
The oldest Odd Fellow present
was Mr. Harshey, who has been an
Odd Fellow almost fifty yearrs.
Emmett Patton of Roswell was
present and gave a talk as did a
number of others including Grand
Master R.
Miller, who discussed
the needs of the I. O. O. F. home
for orphans and wklows at Roswell. This home is kept up by the
I. O. O. F. and Rebekah lodges of
New Mexico.
At tho close of the speaking the
members and their guests adjourned to the lower floor of the
I. O. O. F. building and enjoyed
two screen comedies, then a luncheon was served by the men.Grand Master Robert N. Miller
recently returned from Albuquerat a meeting
que where he presided
of the I. O. O. F-- , and later held
a meeting at Roswell and 011 Monday evening presided st the
I. O. O. F. "home coming"
meeting.
TWO FREEZE TO DEATH
Chicago, Ills.. Dec. 18. Harry
Hagerman,

I. O. O. F. lodgo

.'

-

Ar-tes- ia

was found frozen to death in a
aown vowii rulj jii mu uueu
zero weather carlv todav. Tho
froBon body of a man, Timothy
Tierney, 05, a railroad watchman,
Gabriel Narotowka,
was found later near the tracks
Narutowlcz was shot and killed. nf the Chlcniro anrl Western Indi
last week wuiie attcnauig an an ana railroad.
exhibit at Warsaw.
Americans generally regret that
When pouring gasoline never dollars for Near Eastern relief canlet it fall any great distance, bb not be accompanied by bullets for
the petrol, when passing through Turkish murderers.
Pueblo Chiefprivate settlement the air generates static, electricity. tain.
ut-l- ow
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CLOSE IN
4 rooms, modern, frame, Rood
lot, shade and outbuildings.
This property is located close
The price is
and is furnished.
only $3,500 and term.
IN THE FOURTH WARD
sleep-- ,
5 rooms and glassed-i- n
ing porch, modern, furnished.
This property is located In good
neighborhood, on paved street.
Priced at only ?3,650.
WHAT BETTER FOR XMA3
THAN A HOME?

D,

Realtor

T. Kingsbury,

210 W. Gold..

FOR

..Phone

007--

EXCHANGE

pressed brick modern
home, select West Central lomodern buncation, for
galow in Lowlands.

City Realty Co,

207

V. Gold.

Phono 687.

HELP WANTED.
Male.
"WANTED
One or two hard rock miners
apply 110 Bouth Oak.
A waitress. Six days a week.
WANTED
George's Cafe, 821 Bouth Second.
WANTED Young maTTwitOiodge truck".
Permanent position. Good salary. Address Box 34, cum Journal.
LABORERS J3.00 to IS.2S per day.
Good woman cook, $50 per month. Employment Agency. 110 South Third.
WANTED Tie choppers In virgin timber. Phnce 15c. 10 miles hauling 20o.
Address Charles Clay, Jerncz Springs, N.
M.

WANTED Yountf man for truvellna cirMust be good salesculation worlr.
man.
Circulation
Slanaser
Morning
Journal.

Female.
WANTED Good family cook, wages 141
Phone 1049-per month
Must
UIKI. wanted for housework.
speak English. 5' 2 South Broadway.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
S24 Morth Fifth.
Call
Phone riS4-afternoons.
WANTED Young woman, under 35,
housekeeper. Small flat. Address Box
"M28, Journal.
WANTED GIRL, for housework and
wait on table. 408 South Walter.
Phone 1220-.WANTED A capuhle woman for housework and cooking, small family, 1115
Bouth Walter.
WANTED Middle aged American woman to take charge of house. Reasonable wages. 610 West Fruit.
Board, room,
SECRETARIAL Studied.
tuition may be earned. Catalog free.
Jfackay Huslnesg College. Los Angeles.
WIS CAN MAKE room for one more
Salary $18.00 per week,
saleslady.
transportation and commission. Ask for
Mr. Mafso, Hotel Combs.
WANTED Woman for general housework to work by tire hour, half day
or by day and go home nights If they
wish.
Apply 8"5 EnHt Grand.
Mule and lmnle.
ENROLL In the ONLY school in the
Southwest which GIVES Individual Instruction In all Commercial Branches
The Western School for Private Secretaries, phone Bt)1-.WANTED
Kxperlenced
Postofflce Bux 661.

stenographer.

Buys a

$500

CASH

Edith, balance like rent.
ACKEHSON AND GRIFFITH
Realtors
120 S. Fourtli.
Phone 414.

FOR SALE

VAN REALTY CO,

Week

price 3,150; good terms if you
want them; location Is A-- l.

family house, white itucco,
3 rooms. bat?. & Klnsapil
sleeping porch,
on each Bide, completely
furnished,
rented for S0, per month; East Central,
4360
N'ew C room adobe white ttucco
bungalow, modern, large roomi, oak
floors, cellar: adobe garage to match
houso; University Heights, near Can-travnnue.
$6150
white atunco bungalow,
hardwood floors, sleeping
modern,
p'Tcli, fireplace, furnace, cellar, garage: corner lot, fine location. Fourth
wurd.
Some rood buys In business property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city.

A. FLEISCHIEK, SeiUer
Fire, Accident, Automobile Insurance,
fluret- - Bunds, 1.00ns,
No. Ill S. lourlb street,
I'bone (74..

216 West Gold.

Phono 240.

MONEY TO LOAN
A
on good real estate security.
splendid home for the money, 6
rooms, large porch, hot air heat,
splendid corner, lot, for " only
'
$5,250, furnished.
K. MoCIXGIIAN, Realtor
204 W. Gold.

Phono

ROOM

s

AND HOARD

Have Money to Loan

with Board
tor working men.

BOARD

by week, day oi meal. Hoora
If desired. Mrs. MiJJleton, 623 West
Tljeras.
roit RENT Room with sleeping porch,
southeast exposure, steam heat.
710
East Central.
TRY OUR CLEAN UEDS and good eats.
Board and rooms. 410 West CJold, under the new management.
FIRSTTcLASa table board, home coolT-Inf- f.
Rates by meal or week. 110
South Arno. Phone 1227-ROOM AND HOARD
Quod meal! with
tray service and nurse care. Apply
2"7 North High, phone 1748-J- .
OOOD MEALS, desirable location, prices
reasonable. One. two or three persons,
; North Fifth. Phone 1SS4-FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
room
sultsble for one or two with board.
Bin West Fruit, phone. U72-BOUTH sleeping
porch bedroom and
board fc- - lady. In now house. Hot
water ha t. vts SJvuxt Central.
ROOMS In cottages or main bulldlnr,
low rates, steam heat. Excellent meals.
St. John's Sanatorium, phone 491.
FOR RENT Largo front room adjoining
bath with board. Two gentlemen employed preferred.
$9.00 per week, 415
South Walter.
FOR RENT Nice heated room and
porch with board f ir two, reasonable
Miss Kemp. 110
price. Phono 1403-North Maple.
JAMESON'S RANCH The place Ui gel
transwell; two miles from town;
portation to and from town; good borne
l'hone 2238-cooking.
ROOM AND BOARD for two; private
entrance to bath from sleeping porch
and rooro.
Porch southeast exposure.
1S South Arno.
Phone 1S45-TABLE HOARD Can accommodate tw
or three persons for n,esls by the
Mrs.
week; rooms across the street.
Fleming, ins South Cedar, phone IS78-FOR RENT Two big rooms With glassed
in porch, southeast exposure, steam
heat. With board. Suitable for two per
sons to room. Phono &87-- J or call 710
East central.
BFlKflI.UND'8 Private Tubercular Saua
torium Steam heated rooms.
Excel
lent meals. Night and day nurses. Med.
leal and tray service free. $60 and up.
Phone 13S5-His South Edith.
MRS. MARSHALL'S private home for
tunerruiir patients, sleeping porcn.
rooms, furnace heat, ,arge lobby with
firpplace, tray service or table hoard
nurse Attendance. Rates $50 00 and up.
Call 1107 North Twelfth, pl.one 1111-MtRAMONTES ON TIIEMESA
All rooms with glassed-i- n
porches, furnace boot If desired, NurHlng care and
tray service. Only I'O minutes from city.
and we
Riitcs S'oi to $90. Phone 24U0-J- 1
eti for vou.

WANTED

Position

WANTED Young men and women to
House writ iy t.ie day i'boiir
prepare for positions in our DAT or WANTfcL
NIGHT SCHOOL. Tnorougn courses ere
nt your disposal. Ench student received WANT to do wuatilHg. $1,00 per duaen.
Phone 2rt37-INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION, thus assuring rapid progress. .Albuquerque Bus- PLUAMNU PA PER Kfilsiiiiiinirnf.
J"hn
iness Coltepe. oonMBlte cltv hall
rji.nil..n. phnnw fl34-J- .
WANTED
Nursln by competent pruc-tlcn- l
PERSONAL.
mirp. Phonr 5S7-.UAKWEli. Have LADY will
SL'TKEN SANATORIUM
help with liouaework in ex
car. ('nil L'OSO-rlrango for room and board, I'hone
1 :.
Lena
Mrt
STENOGRAPHER
PUiJUC
j.
C"te. C. of C. hullillng. Plrnne 18K4I-WANTED Ily experienced man, general
office work. Can Kive references. Ad- WANTED Convalescent arty to share
711 East drenn Jtox r . F., care journal.
nice cottage in Highlands.
Ilnseldlne.
WANTICD
POSITION
Bookkeeping
and
carne
clprk. Si) years experience In the east
ENCHILADAS, chile con
tamales nt 21 8 H West Sliver, from 10 Addrpsd A, 724 Enut Central
a. m. till 11 p. m. every day.
CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
B.id wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintMillinery. Hats
MRS. FREO GILMAN
sweeping.
made to order. Remodeling a special- ing, knlsomlnlng. and chimney
ty. Lady Lulu Shop, over Woolwortlr's Odd Jnb Mnn. phoni 208Z-.
store.
UNCLE
SAM?
, HEADY FOIt
J can eliminate your bookkeeping worLEGAL NOTICE
ries, prepare your Income tax return.
and prohahly help you In many other
NOTICH OK r. HIT
Will pladly call It you drop
In the District Court ef Bernalillo ways.
line tn P. O. Tin 242.
County. State of New Mexico.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
No. 13632.
Florence T Johnston, Plaintiff, vn FOH SA I.E Hotel, titttnly rimms. P"'
Defendal
Meece.
et
Ore Butler
hall and bar; (end least, 813 Enulb
First.
,
ants.

J

National
I

on real estate as first
Rent-Room-

442--

mort-pan- e.

For Sale
adobe stucco
1021 'West New York

lost and

Found.

Lot numbered Eighteen (18) In
Blncl. letter "D" of the Park Addition 'o the city of Albuquerque.
New Mexico, as shown on the plat
of said addition mado bv Pitt Tloss.
O. E. and filed in the office of the
ReProbate Clerk and
corder of Bernalillo County, New
Mexico. March 4, 1910:
and that unless you enter your appearance In said cause on or before the 11th day of January, 1923.
Judgment will be rendered In said
cause serainst you by default and
plaintiff will havo and take tho relief demanded by said complaint'
and you are further notified that
the name and post office address of
plaintiff's attorney Is: Thomas J.
Mabry, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk of the District Court.
By HARRY F. T7EE,
Tlenutv.
io

FORMER JUSTICE OF
N.Y. STATE SUPREME
COURT. AGED 71, DIES
Deo.
18. James
New Torlt,
Fitzgerald, former Justice of the
stato supreme court, who presided
at the first trial of Harry Wendall
Thaw, for the murder of Stanford
White in 1807. died at his home
here late lash night at the age of
71. His retirement ten years ago
was forced by a nervous breakdown attributed to the strain he

Investment Co.

Realtors
Insurance All Kinds.
Real Estate
TJst Tour Property With TJs.
208
VI. Gold.
I'bone 033

beautiful

My

home at
avenuo.

FOR RENT
RENT
FOR RENT
Third.
FOR RENT
Call nt 311
FOR

Rooms.

Room. 120 Soill Walter.
Furnished roorm 408 North

Attractive rurnlshcd room.
South Arno.
KF.NT
Front bedroom, cluse tn.
tun
419 West
Marquette.
FOR RKJ T Furnished rooms, 2 IS South
Welter. Phono If,n7-FOR KENT Furnished room with sleeping porch. 1424 East Sliver.
STEAM HEATED furnished room.
lug
South Arno. Phone VH7-l'OU RE.N'T Nlcoly
turnislicj
rooin.
closo in. Sl3 West Copper.
FOR
RENT Two
light housekeeping
rooms
617 North Eleventh.
GRAYaTONK
21 8 V3 West "Gold.
rooms!
Phone JIfl-Mrs. ft. nutdl.
FOR
RENT Two light housekeeping
No

Bot.

FOR RENT two roomsTlrfont room;
oosra ir aesired. 116' West Oold.
FOL RENT Furnished
o .n; aieepuig
poroh; no children. 110 South Oak.
LOU RENT Two large sunny separate
runrns. unrurni sn ea.
124 South Kdlth.
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping and
Houseneepins; rooms, izift North Third
FOR RENT Bedroom with three large
windows (acing south, close In.
807
West floid.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bedroom.
$4 per week.
No sick. Phone 1515-517 West Gold.
FOR RENT Ueautlfully furnished room
In modern
home, Mrs. Fred Hamm,
H2S North Second.
FOR RENT One housekeeping room,
one sleeping room, lights, telephone,
hath. 414 West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished room adjoining
bsth. Private entrance. Garage. 617
West Slate.
Phone 2203-W- .
FOR R ENT Furnished
house-keepln- g
il'ghl
room for lady only. $10.00 a
month. 405 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nice room adjoining bath
for well man. Prlvnie home. Outside
entrance. 210 North Walter.
FOR RENT Two and three furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. J207
South Second. Phone 1753-IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms:
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater,
West Central.
FOR RENT One room and kitchen, furnished for housekeeping, steam heat.
1724 West Cntrnl.
phone 2S2.
FOR RENT Three nicely modern furnished room for light housekeeping,
reasonable. 409 West Santa Fo.
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooma
sod
housekeeping apartments, by ih day.
weok or month.
Ko2ty West Central.
FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms.
conveniently furnished for housekeepModern conveniences. GIG West
ing.

iil'j

Coal.
LA RO

U

,

RENT ApurtmehtaTState Hotel,
Fourth and Central.
FOR RENT Small
apartment, $18.00.
1S25 Houth High, phone 1758-FOR

FITRN1SHED
' Modern.
$.10.00.

three-roo-

1

apartment

1121 South

cheap.

1010 East Gold.

Plrono IfiiM-.FL'R.NIHHED

sleeping porch.

1203 Best Copper.

Phone

cottage

2186--

with
or call

iOR

RENT Five room
unfurnished
bungalow. Good location., 55. per
month. Phona 1713-FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house.
all modern, basement, garage, on 1610
East Silver, phone 29-FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
110 per month, wainr
717 South
Walter. Telephone u:o.paid.
FIVE-ROOTHREE
AN1J
Cottages.
furrdshed, rent very reasonable. Room
7. First National Bank
building
LIST your vacant hTuse7wl"ih !" ClTj
Realty Co.. for nromnt nod
mmiit
Iservlce.
207 West Oold. phono
7.
FOR
RENT Bungalow, modern, furnished, four rooms, two porches and
service porch.
124 Harvard.
rhone
1B35--

RENT Five-roobrick, unfurnished with garage.
Also furnished
701 West New York. Phone
Apply
14S2-FOR

room.

FOR

RENT Modern
furnished four-roohouse with two screened In
porches and garage, at 1201 East Copper.
I'lione
FOR

1941--

furRENT Five-rooi.ioely
nished home In Fourth ward, on corr,o per mouth.
McMIIMon & Wood,
206 West Gold.
FOR RENT Foui--rooftljTrshedli ".uye.
Modern except heat. J10.00
No sick,
no children.
315 North Fourteenth.
I'nihe 10S9-FURNISHED
HUNOAI.OWS
Steam
heated and electric Hunted without
extra charge, too per month. St. John's
Rsnntftrlum,
phone 4S1.
FOR RENT Nifty
modern
furnished
newly
bungalow, close In,
garage, hardwood floors, Areola heat,
etc., vacant January 1. Phone .'fij-FOR
RENT Two-roocottage with
sleeping porch, garsge, electric light,
007 sutli
Lot fenced.
water.
city
S15
High. Inquire 1911 South High.
per month.
FO"rRENT Furnished bungalow, niod-erPhone
facing University
or call 10 to 13 week days.canipus.
Sunday 3 to
6 p.
m.
Call ut 1524
Phone SS1-East rvntrel.

ner,

AUTOMOBILEJ7
EXPERT UAU1AIOU REPAIRING. O.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 N. Third.
FOR SALE
5
Lhr't Uulfk, 1800;
Ford touring
lid West Oold.
:S0.00 buys good Bulok four, worth
1600.00, Jtoom 7, First National Hank

bulldln.

FOR SALE Ford sedan 11)21 model at
a bargain. Inqulro 215 !i West Central, Phone 1604-PAIGE CAH for sale, 6 passenger, excellent condition.
1092-- J
Phono
or
call at HOB North Broadway.
OVERLAND TOURING (JAR, food condition. J125.00. Good tiivs and self
starter. All complete. 607
West Central.
SAVE 60 to 76 per cent on used parts.
"o1., luii stocK ror over tweniy-riv- e
cars. Mcintosh Co.. 211 West Con.
per
FOR SALE Two 1821 Ford tourings,
two speedstors, 1 "1 sedan and others.
Prices right.
Terms can be arranged.
Mcintosh AutQCp., 311-1West Copper.
THE WORLbWeS YOU A CAR
Let It be a Hohbs Quality. Ask your
friend how we served him both on
quality and terms.
HOMB8

MOTOR

CO.

You know where.
FOR SALE Largest stock new, used and

Edith.
Apartment furnished com-plct- e.
Between Postal FOR RENT
post office box key.
215 North Seventh. Phone 814.
ranch and Earelas street car line. Ke- three-rooFOR RENT
Furnished
wnrd.
Hetnrn to Journal nfflce.
also (our room. 1104 North
apartment,
STOLEN or token by mistake from Fred Second
WE maintain a large stock of used
can at all times. Our prices ara the
Harvey lunch room, lady's brown coat
furnished
with fringe on collar and sleeves. Rc EXCELLENT
apartment,
lowest.
We will make a reasonable alsteam heat. 108 South Arno. rirone lowance for any
turn to room 2, Stern building. Reward.
car you wish to trade
797-No mipwtlons asked.
In regardless of condition and will arFOR RENT Four rooms and bath fur- range terms to meet the customer. McFOR SALE Ranches.
5
intosh Auto Company,
nished. 218 South Sixth, Inqulr
West
Copper! phone C02.
FOH KALE: Five miles north of city. Savoy Hotel office.
and
CARS
acres
FOR RENT Furnished, three rooms and
good orchard, grapes
HOBBS QUALITY
6tJ
chicken proposition, EOlWeet nn Highland
Ideal location. Mrs. Are an investment, not a speculation.
sleeping porch.
road and 070 (eet on Osuna road. Cor- Thorn. Phono 1257-They will pa; dividends of service and
reTerms If desired. Apply FOR RENT
ner property.
Newly furnished apart- pleasure. We have Just completed
r n n.hher ins R nth Third i
ment good location, steam heat. Call building a few for your inspection. A
satisfied.
demonstration
leavo
will
you
4
2327-to
at
West
FORRENT-OffrceR6om- V.
Gold, phone
C
prices are not historic.
rooms aud sleeping porch furnishHOBBS MOTOR CO.
room. Two
s'OK RBNT
Office space, or
ed, modern, $30, 1601 East Central, MS.MS West Centrnl
Phone 434
8ir "Vest Oold.
H42-.Bl
410
Ire
xth.
North
phone
Inqu
FOIi ItENT Office and desk space. In- FOR RENT An apartment of three
CARPENTERING
quire 317 West Oipld,
rooms, sleeping poreh and hath, unfurand contrae work, call
FOU6bd"j6bs
208 Bouth Broad
FOB RENT Office rooms Korber bulld-In- g; nished except stove.
in id-way.
Korber a Co.. auto dept.
ROOFS repaired or put on new, roason- FOR RENT Store room or office at FOR RENT Clean, furnished
hlM
apartrtn.H ttTalafa nllltna SASO.W
ment two small rooms and kitchenlid South Third., Apply at 401 West
ette. Ground door. '. o children. 415 PAINTING, paperhauglng and eUclmtn- fVntrei
ln. Free estimate. Phone OiTi-West Lead.
"WANTED-ouse- sT
IF YOU need a carpenter, call 1905-Two-rooLINCOLN
APARTMENTS
or
WANTED
Small furnished house
cottage, sleeping poroh completely fur- as No Job too larga or too small. Let
give yoo estimate.
Close
In,
$12
Permanently. nished, steam heated apartments.
apartment.
N
care JourReasonable. Address Box
South Third.
NEW WORK or repairs. Roofs, floornal.
322
and windows. Reasonable,
ing
1002
AT THE WASHINGTON
West
.
WE want a home of five or six rooms
Central.
ronoy nparlnetit (or two Korth Broadway, PhonelM2-Mt
cost
kalsomln-Inadults.
In good location,
'live lowest
Furnished except linen and bed PAINTr3rpaperhanglhg and
Nn agen'a, covering.
No sick. Phons 8, J. 11.
All work guaranteed, fieorge C
price, and street number.
address me Bon I. care Journal
1110
Morris,
Enkln, prop.
North Eighth,
phone
l
8308-A five or
modorn FOR KENT Three rooms, glassed sleepVANTED
bouse, furnished or unfurnished, olose
ing porch south side, bath adjoining. CARPENTERING, all olasses. Free estiIn, for highly desirable tenants.
Joseph Nicely furnished for houseekeplng. Demate, and guaranteed work. Ask my
sirable location. 61$ West Coal.
Collier. 207 West Gold, phone 744,
customers.
E. E. Johnson, 618 John.
RA
RENT Nicely furnished three nh.n. 17KS--WELL-CONTCT0R7 FOR
rooms and aleeplngr porch or two rooms I WANT you to investigate my low prices
WEI.I.S Li.'lLI.&l.. driven ami reputrsil, and steeping porcli,.one front bed room.
ll milj HjnU HI
xv.ia,
miliums
,1. P. Walking.
All hot air heat Hot and cold water.. you have In view.
Pumr.s Innks. towera.
A. H. Palmer. Bunga- 1..
1.L..a llCfi-,1 ,.llw
I'.. ti.l... U
X alck, ua children.
40U Suuia uovcutli,
B.UI1 .IV.-.B.
imuiiuq

t.

Realtors

D, Keleher, Realtor
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410,

J,

Gold ATenue

221 West

Loans, Insurance, Investments

VALUE $5,000
Go'ng at $3,750
7 rooms, brick,
residenco, with 8H
lots, suburban home, just outside
city limits, low taxes, outbuildings, cement floors; a ftreat, big
barBtiin at the price; part cash,
balain'o S ppr cent.
J. I'J. KLDEIt, 20l West Gold.
Loans
Insurance

FOR SALE
At sacrifice, 2 brand new modern
five rooms, stucco bungalows, fur-- J
nlshed with fine furniture, rent-- .
ins for $120 per month. One ofi
these will make you fine homei
and Income of $60 month. I want
to leave city; will sacrifice my
equity; fine location; you must act
quickly. Balance of mortsrafre at
6 per cent.
801 S. Edith. I'hone

THE

WORTII

MONTSY

new,' brick stucco, modern, heat, built-i- n
features, hardwood floors, best location, Fourth
ward. $t,5U0.
brick, good location, near
shops, modern, $4,500.
adobe stucco, two porches,
full corner lot, furnished, electric
a
good buy, $1,600.
lights,
adobe, alranch,
falfa, fruit treen, on paving, near
School, pnod ditch, $2,500.
Lots In Rernallllo townslte, Towner addition and University
Heights, easy terms.
SnKLT,KT-BRr-

COWPANT

X

Thone 22.1.

As Long As It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
Letter Grade

A

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Term3 Cash

226 W, Gold.

McKinley Land &

OPPORTUNITIES

Lumber

Co.
Two houses on large lot, one
rented, convenient to shops; well,
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
fruit trees; $2,500; terms.
Four rooms, bath, sleeping porch,
large lot, close in, $2,325; terms.
New, four rooms, bath, breakfast
A BARGAIN
nook, built-i- n features, oak floors, Desirable
modern bun1576-sleeping porch, garage, basement,
cast front, eorner lot, in Fourth galow, built-i- n
features, hardwood
floors,
basement, garage, good loward; $3,300; terms.
cation, close in, will take auto aa
TO TRADE
paympnt.
McMillion & Wood, Realtors
ranch with
good
riVNB MR. GILL, 770
Insu lance Loans
house, all cultivated, good soli,
on paved road, north of town, will
206 West Gold
trade for city property.
FOR BALK
BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
frame, on full lot, close
FOR SALE
All Kinds of Insuranc.
to school, on good street, Fourth
REAL ESTATE.
A
$1200
ward, $1,850.
frame with
113 K0111U
Third Street.
good lot, partially furnished,
Realty Sales Co,
$100 down.
Phone
14
114 S. Second.
Phone flfl!.
five-roo-

J.

FOR
FOR
" ,

SALE Fivo-roomodern bunga- See owner ot 806 West Silver.
SALE By ownev.
a most deslr- -

It

cn East

Silver.

Telephone

FOR SALE OR RENT Five-roohouse
and small grocery. Call at S10 South

two-roo-

FOR SALE
Corner lot, Thirteenth and
Slate, paving now to this corner, half
square to street car. Cozy, livable
garage built. Water, lights, rink,
toilet 703 North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE One four room frame house.
one three ronm fr..me and one two room
frrtme.
All fin:ilhed and renting for
JS.I.OO.
Close In. Good location. $3750.00
tult them all. See owner at 3!8 North
Third.
FOIt SALE
brick, oy owner;
s?3 South Seventh, corner lot, sidechicken
house, basement,
walks, rrarsge,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
back
and
front
lerge
sleeping porches.
Phor.e 01s. or any real estate dealer in
town

FOR

SALE--Poultry-E-

gg.

FAT turkeys and
t'104-JFOR SALE

fresh

egps.

Phone

Thomas.

Phone

NIco young turkeys.

Phone

CORN FED live Turkeys 40c lb.
241C-.1-

Phone

Turkeys.

2409-.1-

FOR SALE

Delivered.

TURKEYS
Nice,
corn fed. Nut large,
40" Ih. Phono 2410-RFOR SALE Range raised corn fed turPhone :40!-J- l.
keys.
FOR SALE Choice milk and grain fed- turkeys. Phone 1870-J- .
FOR SALE OR TRADE White Orpington cockerel.
907 South Edith.
FOR SALE Milk and corn fed turkeys,
live weight 45c, dressed GOc
Phone
J4in-R-r- ..

FO.;

SALE
ench.

Leghorn hens.
6S0
Two roosters, f 1.00 each.
803 South Broadway.
Sixty-fou-

r

SUNSET

RANCH

Turkeys and chickens, rango grown and
corn fed. Phone 2410-JFOR SALE Slreppard strain Ancona
.r,0 each.
Phone
pullets.
Apply
1700 Enst Silver.
FOR SALE Ml'k fed crate fattened
hens, also alfalfa cutter. J. V. Swift,
Boulevard Road. Phone 1H20-FOR SALE Two geese. J. C. Smith
Dairy Farm, four miles on North
Fourth street road and
west.

i:i.

FOR SALE

Furniture.

FURNITURE!

West

New York.
FOR SALE Living room set, heavy oak

and leather, two chairs, duofold and
table. Phone nsn-W- .
FOR SALE Dressers, batiy carriage,
tea wagon. large stock of used furniture, corrugated steel roofing, violin, guitar, shot guns, revolvers. Murphy
fomnsnv. S'.T, South First.

W ANTED--

isceUaneous

TRANSFER and scavenger wurk dune,
E. a. Griffith. 7.2
reasonable rates.
East lrun, phona 1970-WANTED A good milk cow for her
feed, will consider buying later If satisfactory. Must bo gentle. Phone 5163-- J
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 115 South
First, will pay tha highest prices fur
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes aad
furniture. Phona 858.
WANTED Money to loan on first mort-gageThe security of tha principal
our first consideration.
J. D. Keleher.
211 West Oold. phone 410.
WANTED Furniture . Will pay good
cash price for soma usd furniture,
atsj range or cook stove, heating stove,
Ice box, oil stove. Phone 834-Rt)6c7.I!A'NINO
9x11 RUOS CLEANED 12.00
Mattresses renovated, 13 60 up. Furniture
T' paired, packed. Awning works' Porch
F.rvln Bedding Co.
curtains. Ph. BOfl-KODAK FINISHING
TIMES A DAT
Remember, satisfaction
guaranteed.
Send your flnlj n t
reliable estab
lished nrm. Return
postage pal no
mall orders.
Hsnna A Manna. Inc.
Vnx wews.
Commercial Photographers.

FOR" RE NT

Ranches.

FOR RENT OK I.E ASE Furm. Ten
acres alfalfa, three arret garden.

Jcui Uaists,

...

.West Cioio,

A

$1250

FOR SALE
CHRISTMAS

FOR SALE
2on-n-

FOR

Miscellaneous.

TREKS.

Airedale

;.

SALE

1535--

Angora

Phone

1H0S--

puppies.
kitten.

I'hone
Phono

FOR BALE Slx-hAcorn range, lit
West Oold.
FOR SALE Finn violin nt a bargain.
Clft West Silver.
Foil SALB Small fireproof saTo, cheap!
Phone 10o-.i olt SALE s.
modern Lunga-lo- TRY MiDD-fMILK; BESTTjTtgwS.
North Eleventh, first class
Phone 8ln-R4- .
repair,
strictly modern. For sale by owner. FOR SALE
1
Canary birds for Chrlst- elephone
mas. Phone 1345-FOR SALE Ey owner, suhurban boms,
FOR
SALE
Select
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
geuuino Navajo rugs.
405 West Copper.
wnter, fruit
e
ees, grapa arbor.
bo 21.1, city.
Very reason- nble.
Phone 1280-FuR SALE Two. room adole" house".
New.
SALE Fine American bull puppies.
Furnished.
Cheap If sold at FOR
once.
117 North Mulberry.
jnl SWh Hroadway.
UKNL'INE
NAVA.IO Kt'liS. cheap. Sam
FOR SALE In desirable location, two
houses, store building, net Income ,150
Shallt, 817 SouthFlrst;
a month. Price $n.800. $2,600 cash, bal-nn- c FOR SALK Fresh
pork, by whole hog
terms. Phone 1771-- J or Br,9.
or half. Phone 240D-RFOR small Investment, one of best buys FOR SALE
175
Columbia
Grafonola
In lowlands,
yield about 25
net, be-lfor3S. PlaonRie-W- .
sacrificed ss owner must leave city. FOR
St.
"R'olicr
SALE
Andrcasburg
712
West Lead.
Applv
C.mnrles.
ISM West Fruit.
FOR SALE Flve-ronCalifornia bun- FOR SALE A ba.f.sln.
Manogany case
galow, modern except heat, 2M, blocks
phone lot.
plano,$lllfi.0'i.
from Robinson park.
Lawn, trees, flow-erFOR SALE Fox hartianttnse burner
Terms,
Phone ITII-W- .
stove. t:3 North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE OR LEASE for one year,
eight-rooy
Child's while crlh bed,
house, two miles FOR SALE
from post office; 50 hearing trees, alfalgirl's hlcycle. E 4 South Seventh.
fa, garden, place for cows, chickens, etc. FURNITURE FOH QUICK SA I.E. Cheap.
Phone 24K-1121s South Walter.
Phone 101.7-I'ull SALE beautiful
piessed brick FOR SALE Twelve volume law library
at sacrifice. Call 621 South Fifth.
hungslow, five rooms, sleeping porch
end double nrisscd brlrk garsge; Ideal FOR SALE One' meilluirTstewart heaP
hom
near shops
For particulars in- A-- l
er.
condition. 122 North Kdlth.
noire 7nc s.mlh Third.

failed for and
repaired,
delivered. Phone 1975-R- .
Auto Radiators In the state.
Come see our stock. Bett quality. LowFOR
SALE One new Brunswick phono
est prices. We also repair or recore any
graph and records. 802 West Coal.
make radiator. We weld anything. Auto
Radiator Works, S22 North Third. Phone FOIt SALE One library table, one ice
819-.box, one hentlng stove, one cook stove.
F. O. McCnge, Mgr.
915 North Third.
FURNITURE!
Awning work.
repairing.
Porch curtains.
Phnna S36-lyrvlo
FORD TOURIXO
For gale, has winter top and a number Bedding company.
of extras. See It before buying, Oden FOR SALE Very nice buffet. 4 bed,
Bulck Co., Fifth and Gold, Phone 1200.
springs and mattress. Mrs. Zapf, 1021
rebuilt

We have 150-ffrontage on
the paved road in the good
land soction and if sold immediately, owner will sacrifice; 2
acres fine land, all cultivated;
only $700 for the tract.

Franklin & Company

Bungalow, modern,
ioventh.
FOR .SALE -- The
FOR KENT Four-roobst five-roobungamn.i,n
'
low in town for the
unfurnished.
Phone 1692-- j.
money. Addre.-s-.
ln-'l
Forrester.
FOR RENT Three room furnished house
FOR SALE Tho best five-roobunga-lofwv per month. 1307 South Edith
in town for the money. Address,
FOR RENT Several desirable furnished
lO-t
Forester.
nouses.
aicMlllion & Wood, SOS West FOR SALE
Gold.
Three rooms modern, fur- mture, and 1022
all for U.600.
FOR RENT Five rooms, unfurnished.
T.oms. rnone l.rL'7-- Ford,
at 310 south Sev- I' OR
uao,
inquire
Two-roosale
enth.
house and lot,
i.uxH2; electric llghrs: city water; very
FOR RENT Four-rooUnfur-nlshehouse.
1.112 North
cheap.
Eighth.
Modern except heat. 205 West
Full .SALE A barga'ln; frame house;
iiih i' e.
live rooms and bath; $2400.00. 1000
FOR KENT New nte room inudcrn
!L',nnn' 1 hone 19SH-house In Highlands. Reasonable rates.
FOIt SALE Three-rooPhone 1452-M- .
stucco
100x142. in corner: bargain for ontck
FOR RENT Three-roocotlago, fur- sale, Annlv 1600 South Wnlia.
nished, S20 South Walter. Inquire 13
Fort SALE Three-rooEmt Pacific.
furnished house,
mrittt lot. Small
nal.itu'n
Five-riiuiFOR
RENT
unfurnished monthly. Address payment, box
107,
postofflce
houso.
Fourth ward, near car Hue. Mioi'in.-rinii.-

"lhed,

1444--

Houses.

4TH STREET FRONTAGE

apartmont for rent

Three-roo-

,

FOR RENT
run

Zapf

Phones 640;

WELL
B'CRMSHKD
front
room with sleeping porch, steam heat,
bath and phone; centrally located. 621
West Coal.
FOR RENT Nice bed room; private
adjoining bathroom; with private family; gentleman employed. 604
West Marble.
FOR RENT One larnre well furnished
housekeeping room, with porch, ground
floor, close tn.
No sick, no children.
313 West Iron.
FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms and
sleeping porclr. modern except heat.
Man and wife. No rick. 120. 613 South
High. Phone 2060-fOIi RENT Light housekeeping rooms,
completely
furnished, ground floor.
Private entrance, close In. $17.00. per
month. 401 Bouth Seventh.
FOR RENT-a-nicely furnished front
room.
Connecting,
bath, modern,
Breakfast
if
y
desired.
bulMlnK.
To Ora Putler Mecce Franklp FOR RALE
Gentleman pretrlcjt
818 South Edith.
215 Bouth First; locution gnod (or any ferred.
Butler Dye and William Edgar Dye
FOR RENT Three rooms, two glassed
and their heirs and all of the un- kind nf business.
In sleeping porches, two screened In
known heirs of Sarah Ellen Dye. FOIt SALJ Oil TRADE A rooming
A No. 1 chicken house
A
claimsure
nd
monoy porches.
house, sixteen rooms.
deceased, and all unknown
large
yard. 1208 South High.
Well
maker.
very
reasonably
located,
in
the premises
ants of Interests
Beo-on114
South
ALL furnished for light housekeeping,
Co.,
galea
Realty
priced.
and
you
herein:
to
adverse
plaintiff
Phone fiBO.
two
and sleeping porch. One
each of- - you wilj take notice that OH, LAND Federal and state In tile room rooms
and kltohenette, and one large
suit has been filed in the District
room
710 West Lead.
with
closet.
are
Bed Lakes oil field, Magdalena,
Court of Bernalillo County. New open
for lease. We have some leasea FOR RENT Ono small housekeeping
above-entitle- d
and
in
the
values.
well
at attractive
near drilling
Mexico,
room with gas range and sink and
numbered cause, in which Florence We have u representative In the S07--field. sleeping porch. To working man or a
connle. Close tn. Call 30a West Iron.
P. Johnston is plaintiff and you are Call at 219 West Gold or phone
defendants, tho general objects of Auk for Mr. Smith

which action is that plaintiff seeks
to quiet title to and in her and
bicycle. Call
anainst any and all adverse claims IwfNTJIndrarT'fcpriugfleld
1E03 West Central.
of you, as defendants, to the fol- LOST A crank (or a
large truck. Relowing described real estate, situturn to Sprincer Transfer Co., phone 48.
ate lyinff and beine In Bernalillo LOST
Patent leather purse containing
County, New Mexico, as follows,
10. 00 bills, small change
and
two

Duplex house, S rooms and
glassed In sloeping porch on
each side, furnished; a 20 per
cent Investment at $4,600.
modern house, 8 sleeping porches, hardwood floors,
completely furnished; owner Is
living In houfe and getting $140
per month from rent of rooms.
The price is right.
A, L. Martin Co., Realtors
223 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

FRAME"

M

This place must be sold this
week ami will go at a bargaih.
Terms can bo arranged so any
ono with a few dollars can
handlo it. Thone 657 to sea it.

.

4,750.

Two

I4.-0-

"TWO-ROO-

adobe
New
modern
house, 6tucco finish, hardwood
floors , throughout, for only
$2 800;
$500
down, monthly
payments.
modern pressed brick,
hardwood
furnished,
floors,
close In, Tourth ward, lor only

frame with sleeping
porcii, basement, lot 6214x142,
lawn, shade trees, sidewalks
and some good outbuildings;
Four-roo-

nOMES

.1

Martin's Specials for This

shingle bungalow,

closo In on South Walter. Another:
$750 cash buys
pressed
brick, modern, close In, South

For

Elf HSEMEif S

CLSSHFHIEIO) APV

Wsd.

Tel

quarterly.

$4000
New five-roolow, nil built-i- n

bunga-

features, Ar.
rola heat, oak floors, breakfast nook, very attractive,
$750
balance
cash,
$50
monthly, Fourtli ward.
Real Estate Exchange
409 West

PHONE 520
guarantee odorless

We

clean-

ing and pressing, $1.25
Call for and

Wo

r

Meyer & Meyer, Tailors
114

West Central

FOR SALE
HAXCII AT PK MALTA
40 acre?;
acres under eultiva
tion. all fenced;
house;
good soli.

Realty Sales Company

114 S. Second.

CARVE
upon tho ever present fact of
your memory that immutable
fact that every lifo has its
December.
In the spring time and in
the harvest timo of your, life,
while you have vigor and the
power to earn put your rent
money and all you can spare
into the right kind of real estate. (All wealth Is based on
real estate.)
Then when the December of
life comes you can enjoy a
comfortable old ago as a unit
in the builders of a community and in the meantime you
will feel happy because you
are progressing.
Is your rent money buying
real estate with its increaso in
value for your family or for
your landlord? Think it over.
New bungalow houso in 4th.
ward, 5 rooms, bath, breakfast alcove, basement, hot
water heat, firo place, oak
flooring, garage, walks and
lawn in. Price $5,250; terms
$500 down, nalaneo as rent.

FOR SALE Clrey reed go can, excellent condition. 601 Went Fruit, Phone
2219-J- .

Phono 66

Copper

W, C.

Phono

FOr. S"ALE Five ten-rodry goods
counters. Apply Kabu'a Store. 109
North First.
FOR SALE Bicycle in good condition,
also several Navajo rugs. 1411 North
Sixth.
GENUINE MEXICAN CHILI can came.
40c a nuiirt, 23c a pint.
Delivered.
Phone 1719-W- .
FOIt SALE Home made jelly, plum and
apple butter, relish and chow chow.
710 West Lead.
FOR" SALE
Boston
terriers. Sired by Champion Dlnty
Moorn. pi 2 Park, avenue.
ASI3ESTOS ROOF PASTE
Best material made for stopping leaks
In roofs.
110 South Oak,
Foil sale Christmas roasting pigs.
C W. Hunter's
ranch. Rio Grande
Boulevard. Phone !0!-RFOR SALE Irving Player Piano, beautiful tone, with 100 rolls, or will trade
for city lot. Phone 240.1-R- 3
TYPEWRITERS, all macs, 111. and up;
3 per montn.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchsnre. 12! South Fourth
FOR SALE
Pedigreed Boston bull
Houso
Cypsy Olrl, five mo ths old.
broke. COS North Broadway.
CAN now take a limited number of milk
customers. High grade sweet milk
Phone 2421-JHill's Dairy.
only.
60
CHRISTMAS
5,'
TREES
and 73
cents. Delivered. Order now. Delivered when wanted. Phone 1S93-HICKS' DAIRT
CT.EAN MILK, with a heavy cream Una,;
pints. Be; quarts, liie. Phone 738.
FOR SALE
Used
and
tractors.
with gang plows.
Hardware
Department. J Korber & Company.
FOR SALE
Boxed Delicious opples also
other varieties.
At former PeWIrt
rtneh. North Fourth, phone 2410-J5- .
SAXOPHONES and all band lnstruments.
new or used; private or class tnstruc- tlons on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph 802-.FOR SALE Blue coat with gray fur
collar and cuffs, silk lined. Good con.
dltlon and not worn by sick. Call event, gs. 411 Enst Iron.
SOFT SPOTS
Heei end arch cushion.
prevent fallen 1nttps: cures all fool
troubles. II. Planter Arch Sunports. Th"S.
F Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
STOP Those windows from rattling,
fcep out sand, dus1; and cold air by
Installing Peace Metal Weather Strips.R. P. Thomas, 1008 ForPhone J742-rester.
HOME BEAUTY APPLES, In two sixes
at $1.25 and 11.50 per box. Also Wins-saGano, Stayman Wlnesap and other
winter varieties at $1.75 and $2.00. O. B.
Clark. Phone 2408-R- I.
FOR SALE Radiators, etc. We can
take that leak out of your radiator.
See our ad In automobile column and
watch our future ads f bargains. Auto
Radiator Works, 323 North Third. Phone

three-roo-

five-roo-

ROOFINO"
F.XPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1S34-J- ,
FOR SALE Two pool tahlos ami Ice
hoxj No. 1 condition. 119 North First.
FOR SALE Eden Washing Machine'

Slightly used. Cheap for cush.
1773--

good

well built and furlot 60x142,
north
part Fourth ward.
2
N'ew
$1750
porches,
full lot, South Highlands,
$200 rash, $25 a month.
$2200
threo rooms,
bath, oil furnished, close to
street car lino. Highlands,
$200 down, $25 monthly.
Now
$3000
white
stucco bungalow, modem, nil
hardwood floors, wry nico,
north part Fourth ward, $500
down, $25 monthly, interest
frame,
nished,

Fourth ward;
glaHsed
in porch, bath, nicely decorated. Price $3,750; terms
$700 down, balance as rent.
$500 down, balance $30 per
month,
bath, porch,
full lot, nicely located In 4th
ward. Price $3,400.
5400 down, balance $25 per
month, 6 rooms, bath, light,
water. Condition as
fras.

new. On paving, close in.
Price $!!,800.
One of West Central avenue's
nicest homes, satisfactory In

all appointments. Price only
$8,500.
brick, furnished,
full lot, garage, shade, on
in
good location. Slight
paving
renovation will make It very
The out of town
pleasing.
owner said sell for $4,750:
terms $700 down, balanco
less than rent.
On High street, near Central
avenuo, 7 rooms, well furfull lot, garage.
nished,
Price now $4,800. Here
you can have a
apartment to rent.
One of our mode
modern
American homes will bo
open for inspection from
2 to 5 o'clock this p. m. You
will be welcome.
The number is SOU West Silver
avenue.

PFEIFFER

Real Estate, Loans,

Insurance

317 W. Gold.

Phone 21.

For Sale

60 feet on Central
avenue, choicest location In
tho heart of Albuquerque.
Tho price is RIGHT.
For Sale Two storea
with
living quarters, large warehouse In rear, opposite Santa
Fo shops; a real bargain.

For

Rent Centrally located
site for parking, station; will
lease for $00 per month.

Bernalillo Townsite Lots

63,850 SNAP
With $850 cash and balance
easy monthly terms, will buy
a corner lot 100x142, a modern block house, garapre, etc.,
on fino Fourth ward location.

City Realty Co,, Realtors

Thono 867.

W. Gold.

1207

FOR RENT

Storerooms.

u huiI t e nan I tTLbxTu
brick huilfjing: good condition;
reasonable
'tppotlte Bant a Fe shrpa;
terms.
See nr write
L. Herman, 109
vVii.L
font

MriariK-

TYPEWRITERS.
Tl'FKWi.l i lius Ail makes overhaul. .1
and repalrM,
Ribbons for every machine.
Tvpewrl r E- Albuquerque
.
123 Smith Fourth,
phanjre, phono

Two-fami-

two-roo-

Joseph Collier

207 West Gold Avenue.

Real Estate Service that Builds

Estates.

LELivestockT
FORTLiialliYdhTtd
West Lead.
FOR

SALE Fat
Fourth. Phone

FOR

rabbits.

North

80p

1S9S--

FOR SALE Two Jersey cows.
J. V.
Swift. Boulevard Road. Phona lOi'O-FOR SALE Rabbits anil hutches. Also
young rabbits for frying. 616 West
Coal.
FOR SALE One span mules and wagon.
Owl
$116.00 takes them.
Bargain.
Feed Store, 900 North First.
two
FOR SALE Cheap,
heifers, ono

MONEY TO LOAN.
MU.SEI

lu

UJAN--

Welches.

On

Ula- -

n

Marcus. SU South First.
MONKY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
anil ffimd Jewelry: llhe.'al. reliable, con
f.l.nit-if!,.ttll"h .Ipwelry Co.. 103 N. 1st,
Mr.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
VII..ON AM) WIIJUON,
Al turners,
Roam, is, IT and 19 Oimwell Bulldlnc
Phons I1S.1.I
l
( HliMINK
rtlVHI
DR. 8. I.. Ht'RTON,
Dlssnsfis nf th Stomsfb
Pulti 9 Burnett tiultiilne
lilt. MAIKiAUKT CAIITWKIOHT,
,12.1
R.sidpnrs
Rist Centra!
Phfna K7t
C n.AKKK,
lilt.
, KJtr Nils
anil Thrust.
Harnett Hullillng
phons 111
Offli-- s
Hour
f tf f s. m anil ? t f al m.

lv

W. M. SHERIDAN.
PractUv

M. D.

I, I in! red to

ritiNAitY
cusmi
AND hlSKAKFft

mstcAsett
Ot THK tiKIN

-

IVnsMprnum

Cltlien

Lnhun.tary in C'unnartlim.
Hnnk Hlrtg. Phony H8.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of the I ye (jtassni Kitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second at Ground floor Phone MS,
OR. W. T. MURPHEY
Limited to Tuhcrcnlosls

Harnett Building

I'hone gSf.

Itolsteln
and one Jersey. Will be Honrs- - tn to 12 a m : 9 to S p.m.
fresh soon.
J. B. Nipp Stock Farm.
SEAT
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and
CHIROPRACTORS.
dressleg. Etfecto Auto Enamel Vsls-paErrrcABMKN
MINES AND MININCT
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
i
rlilroprnctle
Paint. Homestead
Cottage
Plymouth
MKN, ATTENTION
ltiiom 19 N. T ArmlJo HI dr.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat- Have MINING
or
mine
an
honest
you
prnpect
isfaction assured. Thus. F. Keleher leathtor sale of Treasury Stock ready for
er Co. 40S West Central nhone to'7-.promotion In mlnln company controlling
Write Mlnea Securities
DRESSMAKING.
good , property.
Co., lTi3 Champa St., Denver, Colo,
8

19--

r

FASHIONABLE OOWNS und ludlvs' tail
oring. 218 South Walter, phone 1H7-- J
Phone
HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
5H1-room
Mellnl building. Myrtle
Pieverf. Ten rents yard.
tiUMSTlTCHING, 10 cents per yard, at
Rose
Madam
shop
State hotel. ivr Btary'a cafeteria.
aid
and but:
PLEATING, accordion,
mall crdera. N. - Crane, J1S North
Ssventh. Crans Apartments, pnon in
i, r-- v, ctiti'U I V n rf.ana nTnintillw til I lis
best possible manner, prlc 10o per
Slnjcr
jartl. 117 Oold, phono 787-!sa,itia Mi rhln fNimpsns

MATTRESS RENOVATING
ATTIIEiata reniaiia. tS.IiU and UD.
Furnltur
rspslrlni. 85J-- Awning worK.
i
Fua-- cleanlnK.
lirvln
PflilS
Bed-dit-

SJIUlMll,

vwyww'

THIS FURNISHED HOME FOR
SALE
Has five rooms, hall, bath, basement, hot air heat, maple
floors, built-i- n
features; frame stucco construction; located on
corner lot In Highlands; would make a good rental property
as well as a home; aalo price, $4,750.

Vm.
Thone 110.
City

Office,

"' .
University

J. Leverett;

REALTOR.

313 West

Heights Development

GoU

Company.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Tage Ten

For Sale Cheap

MORE THAN LIKELY
are going to buy a box of nice apples for the
holidays. Wc want to sell them to you. We now
have the apples and will name prices that will get
the hnsinpss. That means a savine for you.
When you come in to sec the apples you will al
so be interested m

Drive It Yourself New Fords'
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedan?

ALBI'QFFIHM'E
PRIVLRILSS CAR
Cars Delivered.

GALLUP COAL
Fuel Co.

Cut-Ka-

A

Did you see

Uncle Sam's Gold money for sale.
the gold dollars?

1

WANTED

Phone 28
Delivered for 10c

WARD'S CASH STORE
Order
608 Weit Central.

Albuquerque's
Finest

Always
Worth

Theater

While

Union Suits
Shirts, plain
Night Shirts
Our Prices on Ladles' 'Work
Correspondingly Low.
Positively All SilliS and Woolens Washed and Ironed by

First class shoemnkcr well 'acquainted with machinery;' not
afraid of work; tiol. a "boozer."
RlKlituay Midi; Shop

BUY THE BOY

Please the School
Boy

ami Gold.

P. O. Sorenson Co.
Corner North First Street
Marble Avenue.

Cyclame'n, Poinsett las
Cineraras, Scotch Heather,
Mixed Pans, Heprnnlns,
Hoslon Ferns
Come in early and Kct your
choice

ALSO

FOX HEWS

118.

Fourth.

Phone

We offer cash 60c share
We will sell 70c share

J

And a Corned v

t

"THE BEAUTY CONTEST"

or

8911

131,

Brush and

Mirror
Toilet Sets

'

to 21G South Second
THE RIGHTWAY SHOE
SHOP
Look for the Red Front

Ivory

Phone 127

$10.00

Jf Tf

V

!

II

Ill

HI

pr?S3

Jl

:

Ill

IIIIIM

Tff)

I,

.

ii

Hi

.

y'rSI

A

M.iKI
:

;

;

FIVE DAYS, STARTING TODAY

WITH

WANDA HAWLEY

sy

MILTON SILLS
ROBERT CAIN

JACQUELINE LOGAN

PRODUCTION

ff

paramount
(Picture

V
Greatest of III
Oesert Thrillers!
Two women
a French dancer and a proud society beauty
throwing conventions to tho
winds and fighting for a man's
love in the hot wastes of the
Sahara. Wild adventures, gay
Arabian revels, tears and

romance.

tempestuous

wy'

All

-

-

'XAAJ

thrillingly blended in a picture ten times better than
"The Sheik". Produced on a
scale as sweeping as its name.
With a cast of real stars.

W"

f

-

rate;--

1

1

-

1

FOR PARKING

Wiseman, Jeweler

R1MEGES

and Gold.

Liberty Coal Yard
Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Cedar Wood
Pinon Wood
Prompt Delivery
Phone 279

TONIGHT

COLOMBO
MUSIC BY

Ben Ton Fosir

$1,250.

Albuqucrquo

Investment Dealers

THREE PIECES

One Oldemobile
truck
chassis, little used, excellent
condition; price $1,000.
One Oldsmobila weather top
17 passenger buss;
just the
thing lor u school bus; price

Inquire Telephone

Western Mortgage
Company

We Move

Regular Prices.

$400.

and

HOTEL STOCK

"The Flower Shop"
K88--

II

II

1253--

Plants Are Here

THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVI

I

for' educational
and retail.

Face Uriels
Fire Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Metal Lath
Fireplace Tile
Flue Lining
Mortar Colors
Floor Tile
Sewer Pipe
Wall Board
Roofing
Carey
Beds
Murphy
Llmt-TelPlaster
Cement

Our Xmas Pot

Sir A. Conan Doyle's

II

BRICK

$1.00

IN

Tf

II

supplies,' wholesale

GET BUSY

SHERLOCK HOLMES

III

II III

a GEORGE
MELFORD

SOCTII WESTERN E1)C- CATIONAL EXCHANGE
11" West Copper Avenue, City

Sterling Silver Pencils

Second

llllll

j

T11E

Wiseman, Jeweler

(Second

(if?

GIRL
at Christmas with
THE EMPIRE CHAIR-DESfor Homo Study

Headquarters

III

Elrq

OK TTIE SCnOOL

Fancy Article Sale

AS

tion, only driven 10,000 rnlUS;
price 650.
One 1020 Maxwell closed top
touring, rar, good condition;
price $500.
One Model 90 Overland tour-In- s
car, good condition; price

;

a bull puppy for Christmas.
He rather have it.
For wilo at 117 X. Mulberry

Just a Few Left

For Vacant Lots In Vulvcrsliv
lie&hts or In the Fourth Ward
One 1920 Chalmers Light Six
touring car in excellent condi-

'

Hand.
Phono 224

(Also Honie-Mnd- o
Mince Meat)
Hy Ladies' Aid Society of Ht.
Paul's Lutheran Church at 215
WEST OKNTRAL
AVKK17K.
ALL WAV WKDXKSDAV

rwooi

omb,

III

K

TODAY AND TOMORROW

!

III

20c
tic
26e
25c
IDc
15c

Pajamas

that is different every day.

II

jaundry

te

few of our prices:
B. V. D.'s
Socks

'

WILL TRADE

CO.

Laundry
Economy
The

Ford and Blackburn
900 X. First.
Plume 388--

That Extra Special

421 W. Central

ttttli--

---

:r....iu
IT-

'hum

RENTACAR

Slightly used Baldwin M.uiualo
player piano with fiO rolls ; an
Ideal Christmas jtlft. Writo to
K. V. Chavez, 411 West Santu
l''e, Albuquerque.

You

B

0

December 19, 1922.

LADIES PRIZE NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY

have a vacant lot on
Central avenue which can
be entered from the rear
and which I am willing
I

-

'.- -'

I

Added Attractions

to let for parking priviSee S. Kahn at
leges.
109 North First Street.

PATHE REVIEW

CURRENT EVENTS

Prices

P '

Matinee Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
Tax Included

GET A TURKEY FOR A PRIZE
AT THE TACKY DANCE, ARMORY

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

20

Wear the Tackiest Costume You llaie.
Best Floor In the City

5c

PER DANCE

Music by the Moonlight

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

5c

Scrcnndcrs

s

J

IP
Arrhur

$9.75
$10.00

GALLUP NUT

Cood Clean Coal Right From the Car.
We also carry Colorado, and New Mexico Fancy Lump
Egg coals at a very reasonable price.

ALIA

and

Coal Supply and Lumber Company, Inc.
Phones 4 or 5.

Prompt truck delivery

Almonds, pound
Almonds, 5 pounds
Almonds, 10 pounds
Brazils, pound
pound
5 pounds

pounds.

pound
5 pounds
10

pounds
Mixed Nuts, pound

Mixed Nuts, 5 pounds...
Mixed Nuts, 10 pounds

'.

Popcorn that pops, package

22c
$1.05
$2.00
25c
$1.20
$2.30
34c
$1.65
$3.20
30c
$1.45
$2.80
10c

Charlie

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street.

We Are Exclusive Agents.

lbUQuerqu

Santa Fa
Santa Fa

ARRIVE

Santa Fa
10:50a.m.
Santa V
,
5:00 p. m.
11:00 a.m.
tlbuquerqua
7:00 p. m.
AJbuquerqim
FARK 4 no EACH WAY
AJbaqitrrque Office Hinallnx Broi.
lar Slure. I'hiine 600'
Santa le Offlra Bank Confectionery.
Phone tig.

COAL

'

Ladies' 15 and
Wrist Watches,
$15 to $60

On the Banks ot

it

Men's Stream Line, very
thin, Howard, Elgin and
Waltham Watches, in
new and odd shapes,
green and white gold
$20 to $60
s

ANOTHER

SPECIAL

FOUND

the Rio Grande, in the Shadow of Mountain

Peaks, the Following Songs:

A OAKLAND OK MEMORIES
Lure of the West,

g,

Orchestra)

'

llodder-Wheele- r.

By Lutie

Send HER a song; if HE plays in the orchestra send him "A
band send Marion, which is also a brilliant
Garland"; if In-piano number. Remember this slogan: "If it's from ArtiBt's
Retreat it can't be beat." Ask your dealer; show him this
advertisement or send direct to
Artist's Retreat, Rio Grand Pub. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

Solid' gold artd platinum
Cuff Links,
$5 to $18

You can't

beat these

Prices Anywhere.

FOGG

PHONE 251

THE JEWELER
118 South Fourth Street
Just Opposite the

Postoffice.
Phone 988--

MIXED

E,

,

AZTEC FUEL CO.

J. MILLER, Pres.

(Waltz-Son-

T1IKKE STARS
A Night Sons.
SILKNCK OF N1C3HT FALL Marion, Dedicated.
TO PICES.
HARDING (Piano Orchestra; Band)

HOME-MAD-

Superior Lump

Phone 35.

17-Jew- el

cases

Gallup Lump
Omera Egg
Furnace Coal

,

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

7:30 s. m.
::oo j. m.
, 8:00 a.
m.
4:00 p. m.

CANDIES FOR CHRISTMAS
The Mixed Candies that the" kiddies like,
without which no Christmas is complete.
kinds, sizes, colors and shapes.
-

100

and
All

PER CENT PURE

J.

Nothing could please the kiddies more than a generous supply of Fee's Home-MadMixed Christ'
mas Candies.
e,

One of His Very
Best

'

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"SEVEN AGES OF FISHING" AND
j

Fancy Walnut Size.
For Satisfaction and Economy.

ccai

$9.75 Per Ton

LEAVE

lbuqurqu

L.

4?

coop

TWICE DAILY, STAR STAGE

1102 North First Street

SKINNER'S
Phone 60.

to

91

SPECIALS

$3.40.

5 pounds
10 pounds
10

happens
nearly!

MM

Fe

was a bath

curtain and a grievance.
His girl didn't love him;
he was mistaken for a
crook; they Jailed him
as a maniac.
Yea, the
slaughter of Caesar was
nothing: compared to what

34c
$1.65
$3.20
36c
$1.75

Walnuts, pound
Walnuts, 5 pounds
Walnuts, 10 pounds

Brazils,
Brazils,
Filberts,
Filberts,
Filberts,
Pecans,
Pecansi
Pecans,

All he wore

WATCH

Albuquerque-Sant- a

CAESAR;.

CHRISTMAS HUTS

SUGARITE COAL

XMAS

I glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. 423 North First.

S. Kane p presents,

CHARLES

DAWSON CHESNUT

Us Send a Man
jLet
ro replace that brohen window

"FELIX SAVES THE DAY"
Regular Prices.

"Y

5IAKC YOTJR NEXT ORDER

25 CENTS PER POUND

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

We have only a limited supply;
For large quantities, ordeT now!'
IF YOU WANT THE BEST, BE SURE IT'S

It
Costs Less

"

Is iho Best by Every Test
Burns Longer Makes Most Heat

HAHNCOALCO.

,

PHONE

Truck Drlhery Where. Desired

',

91
304 West Central Avenue.'
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